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ABSTRACT 

ABSTRACT 

Multicast applications have been a topic of intense research and development efforts 

over the past couple of years. Both the Internet Engineering (IETF) and International 

Telecommunication Union (ITU) have been heavily involved in providing quality of 

service to support multicast application requirements. 

Multicast applications have varying performance requirements; therefore it is 

necessary to design a framework that serves to guarantee quality of services. 

However the existing best effort services cannot provide the guaranteed service level 

required by multicast applications. 

Two solutions have already been proposed to overcome this problem. The first 

solution proposed the tree-based functionality approach in the multicast transport 

protocol providing reliability and scalability between a sender and a group of 

receivers. 

The other solution has proposed end-to-end quality of service (QoS) over the 

network environment using interoperation of Integrated services (IntServ) and 

Differentiated services (DiffServ) principles. Both QoS architectures, Integrated and 

Differentiated services, have their own advantages and disadvantages. With the 

interoperation of both architectures, it might be possible to build a scalable system, 

which would provide predictable services. This framework has to be supported by a 

multicast transport protocol to provide reliability and scalability over the nodes. 

The aim of this research is to develop a framework to provide reliably and scalability 

on nodes (tree-functionality) along with the end-to-end resources, dynamic 

admission control and scalability over the network (interoperation of IntServ and 

DiffServ) for multicast applications. The "Enhanced Communication Transport 

Protocol" (ECTP) transport protocol was chosen for this research. ECTP transport 

protocol is a multicast transport protocol with tree-based functionality to support 

multicast applications. ECTP transport protocol is also able to provide QoS 

management functionality established by Integrated or/and Differentiated services to 

support multicast application. With the QoS management functionality, ECTP 
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ABSTRACT 

transport protocol could provides reliability and scalability (over nodes) along with 

end-to-end resource, dynamic admission control and scalability over the network for 

multicast applications. 

This research is focused on the further enhancement and implementation of an ECTP 

transport protocol, QoS management specification. Two models have been proposed 

to enable ECTP transport protocol with QoS management functionality established 

by the IntServ or/and DiffServ principles. Model (I) enables ECTP transport protocol 

to negotiate end-to-end resource reservation using the standard RSVP (IntServ) 

signaling protocol. Model (II) enables the ECTP transport protocol to negotiate end- 

to-end resource reservation using the standard and aggregated RSVP (IntServ and 

DiffServ) signaling protocol. 

The "Optimized Network Engineering Tool 8.1" (OPNET) has been used in this 

research to implement and investigate the ECTP specifications. OPNET simulator 

provides a comprehensive development environment for modeling and performance 

of communications networks. 

The investigation consists of three case studies. The simulation results have proved 

that ECTP transport protocol with the tree-based functionality and the QoS 

management provided by IntServ and DiffServ interoperation produces the best 

performance for the traffic delay parameter over voice applications. 
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CHAPTER 1-INTRODUCTION 

1. OVERVIEW 

The Internet has grown tremendously over past years. While it was originally 

intended to be used by the academic and research communities, it has now becomes a 

common medium for communication and its role in business transactions is 

expanding daily. 

The existing Internet services and protocols provide only best effort service, which 

only support non-critical applications such as web access and email with limited 

requirements on delay and bandwidth guarantees. 

Since, these applications in existing systems are generally established when they are 
built, they often do not give users any real influence over the quality of service (QoS) 

they can expect. 

However, emerging next generation applications [Rutkowski99] such as multicast 

applications, they require diverse Quality of Service (QoS) specifications over the 

network. These requirements involve simplex or multicast communications and 

reservations of bandwidth resources. Multicast applications and their users can differ 

enormously in their service requirements and the resources available to them. 

Therefore there is an increasing need for modified services that can be tailored for 

the end users' specific requirements. 

One of the existing solutions to overcome this problem the use of multicast transport 

protocols that support multicast applications requirements. Scalability and reliability 

are two major features that multicast transport protocols should have to support 

multicast applications. There have been proposed several approaches to achieve 

scalability and reliability, and it has been shown that the "tree-based" approach has 

the best results. 

The other existing solution is to provide the appropriate QoS level for multicast 

application requirements using the Integrated Services (IntServ) [BC+94] or 

Differentiated services (DiffServ) [BB+98] architectures. 

� , ý., .ý 



CHAPTER 1-INTRODUCTION 

These architectures have been proposed and designed by Internet Engineering Task 

Force (IETF) [IETF] to provide QoS for IP [JN98] networks. IntServ was the first 

approach to solve the QoS problem. However the processing of overhead and 

complexity of this architecture are too heavy for Internet environment and therefore 

something simpler and more scalable is needed. 

The scalability concern becomes the main principle of the DiffServ architecture. 

However there are disadvantages to DiffServ, such as its static nature, which leads 

IETF to propose the interoperation of both architectures [BF+00]. The advantage of 

this interoperation is to provide a dynamic nature, efficient network resources 
(IntServ) and scalable architecture (DiffServ), which would be able to offer end-to- 

end services for multicast application requirements. 

However each of these individual solutions have several drawbacks. To overcome 
these drawbacks, the network needs a robust, reliable and scalable multicast transport 

protocol to work with IntServ or/and DiffServ principles to provide the end-to-end 

services for multicast application requirements. 
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CHAPTER 1-INTRODUCTION 

1.1 OBJECTIVE AND CONTRIBUTION 

The objective of this research is to develop a multicast transport protocol with tree- 

based and QoS management functionality to provide reliably, scalability, end-to-end 

resources and dynamic admission control for multicast applications. Enhance 

Communication Transport Protocol (ECTP), is an experimental tree-based multicast 

transport protocol specified by ITU (International telecommunication union) [ITU] 

and ISO (International standard organisation) [ISO], designed to support Internet 

multicast applications running over multicast capable networks. ECTP transport 

protocol operates over IPv4/IPv6 [Durand0l ] networks that have the IP multicast 
forwarding capability with the help of IGMP [Fenner97] and IP multicast routing 

protocols [Moy97]. Figure (1.1) shows the ECTP transport protocol inside the 

TCP/IP model. 

MULTICAST APPLICATIONS 

ENHANCE COMMUNICATION TRANSPORT 
PROTOCOL (ECTP) 

IP MULTICAST 

Figure (1.1): ECTP transport protocol inside TCP/IP model 

ECTP specifications have been defined by ITU. T/ISO in two parts: (i) Control and 

(ii) QoS management for simplex connections. The ECTP control specification, 

which has already been completed [Koh0l] specifies the protocol operations for 

connection establishment and tree-based error control to provide reliability and 

scalability for multicast applications. 

This research addresses the further enhancement and implementation of ECTP QoS 

management specification [Koh02]. It describes QoS management functions 

(negotiation, monitoring and maintenance) for the stable management of QoS for 

users in a simplex connection. QoS management enables the ECTP transport 

protocol to negotiate QoS management functionality provided by IntServ or/and 

DiffServ principals in networks. Therefore, ECTP transport protocol is able to 

provide end-to-end resources, dynamic admission control and scalability on 

networks. 
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CHAPTER 1-INTRODUCTION 

This research proposes two models to enable ECTP transport protocol with QoS 

management functionality, which are described as follow: 

MODEL (I)- this enables ECTP transport protocol to negotiate end-to-end resource 

reservation using the standard RSVP [BZ+97] signalling protocol. This model 

proposes to map ECTP QoS parameters target values into standard RSVP signalling 

protocol to negotiate end-to-end quality of service over the network. 

This mapping enables the ECTP transport protocol to provide end-to-end connection 

for multicast applications by negotiating the QoS level in connection creation phase. 

QoS negotiation operation uses RSVP signalling to enable ECTP to negotiate the 

resource reservation required by applications to all active receivers before 

transmitting packets. The ECTP application programming interface (ECTP API) has 

been designed by ITU. T/ISO to interact with multicast applications that utilize ECTP 

transport capabilities. The RSVP application programming interface (RAPI) has been 

designed by IETF to interact with the multicast applications in order to request 

required QoS. Figure (1.2) illustrates the interworking of ECTP with standard RSVP. 

SENDE R 

APPLICATION 

' li W ý-- . 
_'_"e® 

ECTPT RSVP 

IP 

RECEIVER 

APPLICATION 

RSVP ECTP 

ä1 ýý 

RSVP MESSAGES 

IP 

Figure (1.2): Interworking of ECTP with standard RSVP 
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CHAPTER 1-INTRODUCTION 

MODEL (II)- This enables the ECTP transport protocol to negotiate end-to-end 

resource reservation using the standard and aggregated RSVP signalling protocol. 

The pervious model only uses IntServ principal; therefore it cannot provide any 

scalability over network. This model proposes to map ECTP QoS parameters target 

values into standard and aggregated RSVP object traffic descriptors. Therefore, this 

model provides end-to-end resources and dynamic admission control as well as 

scalability over the network. Figure (1.3) illustrates interworking between ECTP 

with standard and aggregated RSVP. 

SENDE R 

APPLICATION 

a 

STANDARD & 
AGGREGATED 

ECTP RAPT ? RSVP 

L 

IP 

INTERMEDIATE 

Rot rr. RS _ýv..., 

---------- x; IO 
F  F  
d1Id 
V; V 

x1 

Qd 
1ýW 

1ý1I1I 

AGGREGATED RSVP : ESSAGES 

RECEIVER 

ä 

STANDARD & 

AGGREGATED 

RSVP 

ji 

APPLICATION 

C: 

RAPI ECTP 

IP 

Figure (1.3): Interworking of ECTP with standard and aggregated RSVP 

Comparison between the above models has allowed the author to investigate the 

behaviours of ECTP transport protocol with the standard or/and the aggregated 

RSVP signalling protocol. The OPNET (8.1) simulation tool has been used to 

construct, implement and analyse these models. The Optimised Network Engineering 

Tool (OPNET) simulator provides a comprehensive development environment for 

modelling and performance of communications networks. It was employed in order 

to achieve the following results and conclusions: 
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CHAPTER 1-INTRODUCTION 

" To show that enabling the ECTP transport protocol with QoS management 

provides more efficient end-to-end services for multicast applications compared 

to the UDP transport protocol. 

9 To show that enabling the ECTP transport protocol with the standard and 

aggregated RSVP (model (II)) provides more efficient end-to-end services 

compared to the ECTP with the standard RSVP (Model (I)) for multicast 

applications. 
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CHAPTER 1-INTRODUCTION 

1.2 THESIS OUTLINE 

The rest of this thesis is arranged as follows: CHAPTER (2) MULTICAST SERVICES 

reviews the multicast service behaviour, the multicast applications (types and 

categories and their requirements) and discusses the multicast transport protocols 

(their components and approaches). It also describes in detail the first part of ECTP 

control specification. 

CHAPTER (3) QUALITY OF SERVICE reviews the Quality of Service (QoS) terminology 

and behaviours. It discusses the QoS management (its parameters and components). 

It describes the QoS services classification: Integrated Services (IntServ) and 

Differentiated Services (DiffServ) and reviews the queuing mechanisms. It describes 

the design of interoperation between IntServ and DiffServ, and their proposed 

reference network model. 

CHAPTER (4) QOS MANAGEMENT FUNCTIONALITY IN ECTP TRANSPORT PROTOCOL 

describes the second part of ECTP specifications, which enables QoS management 

functionality into ECTP transport protocol. It reviews the overall ECTP lifetime 

connections with the corresponding QoS management operations, defines three target 

values for the QoS parameters and describes the behaviour of the ECTP QoS 

management operations: Negotiation, Monitoring and Maintenance throughout the 

ECTP connection. 

CHAPTER (5) PROPOSED MODELS AND ARCHITECTURES describes the proposed models 

and their architectures. It discusses the proposed models: Model (I) and Model (II) 

and reviews the interworking between ECTP QoS parameters and RSVP object 

traffic descriptors. It describes the designs and architectures of Model (I)- "Enabling 

ECTP protocol to negotiate end-to-end resource reservation using the standard 

RSVP" and the Model (II)- "Enabling ECTP protocol to negotiate end-to-end 

resource reservation using the standard and aggregated RSVP". 

CHAPTER (6) DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATIONS presents the OPNET modelling 

methodology, its functions and discusses the construction of OPNET modules and 

_- '" their corresponding state transition diagrams (STD) for each node. 
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CHAPTER 7- SIMULATION RESULTS AND ANALYSES presents the experimental results of 

three case studies and analyses them in OPNET for the proposed models. Finally, 

CHAPTER 8- CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK concludes this thesis and discusses the 

possibility for future- work. 
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2. MULTICAST SERVICES 

2.1 TERMINOLOGY 

There are an increasing number of applications such as software distribution, audio/video 

conferences, and audio/video broadcasts where data is destined to multiple receivers. 

Multicasting service is defined as sending data from one source to a group of 

destinations. The motivation for developing multicast is that there are applications for 

which a packet needs to be sent to more than one destination. Instead of forcing the 

source host to send a separate packet to each destination, the source would be able to 

send a single packet to multicast addresses, and for the network to deliver a copy of that 

packet to each group of hosts. Hosts can then choose to join or leave this group without 

synchronizing with other members. A host may also belong to more than one group at a 

time. 

This approach contrasts with unicast or broadcast services. Unicast or broadcast services 

has been defined as sending data from one source to all destinations, whereas multicast 

sends the data to only those who wants their receivers receive the information. 

Multicast service is a receivers-based concept which receivers join a particular multicast 

session group and traffic is delivered to all members of that group by the network 

infrastructure. The sender does not need to maintain a list of receivers. Only one copy of 

each multicast message will pass over any link in the network, and copies of the message 

will be made only where paths diverge at a router. [Mir0l] 

2.2 UNICAST VS MULTICAST 

The exact definition for unicast can be described as sending a packet from one sender to 

one receiver. "Transmission Control Protocol" (TCP) [Postel8l] is, by its own nature, 

unicast oriented whereas "User Datagram Protocol" (UDP) [Postel80] supports a lot more 
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paradigms, but if sender is sending UDP packets and there is only one process supposed 

to receive them, this is unicast too. 

For years unicast transmissions proved to be enough for Internet until the first 

implementation of multicast applications emerged (section (2.4)). [Miller99] 

With today's technology it is possible to afford the "cost" of making a unicast connection 

with everyone who wants to see a web page. However, multicast applications need a huge 

amount of bandwidth compared with web applications. Before multicast came into scene 

there were two options for unicast connections [PA+O1]: 

1) Establishment of a separate unicast connection with each of the recipients, 
A single connection sending audio/video consumes a huge bandwidth, imagine 
having to establish hundreds or, may be thousands of those connections. Both the 
sending computer and the network would collapse. 

2) Broadcast 
Broadcast seems to be a solution, but it's not certainly the solution. If all the hosts in 
LAN attend the conference, it may use broadcast. Packets will be sent only once and 
every host will receive them as they are sent to the broadcast address. The problem is 
that perhaps only a few of the hosts and not all are interested in those packets. 
Furthermore: some hosts may be interested in the conference, but are outside of the 
LAN, a few routers away. Thus broadcast only works fine inside a LAN, and can not 
be routed across different LANs. 

The best solution seems to be one in which packets send to a certain special address, 

(multicast). Then, all hosts, which have decided to join the conference, will be aware of 

packets with that destination address read them when they traverse the network, and pass 

them to the IP layer to be demultiplexed. 

This is similar to broadcasting, which a sender only sends one broadcast packet and all 

the hosts in the network recognize and read it; it differs, however, in that not all multicast 

packets are read and processed, but only those that were previously registered. [Comer9I] 
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2.3 MULTICAST ENABLED NETWORK 

A" multicast-enable network" provides end-to-end services in the network infrastructure 

to allow any host to send packets to a multicast address [Almeroth99]. There are two 

kinds of multicast-enable networks available, which are described as follow: 

" This model is known by a number of names including "Internet Standard Multicast 

(ISM)", " Internet Traditional Multicast (ITM)" or "Deering Multicast" [Deering89], 

where a receiver simply joins the group and does not need to know the identity of the 

source (s). 

" This model is called " Source Specific Multicast (SSM)", [HCOl] which modifies the 

original service model such that in addition to knowing the group address, a receiver 

must know the set of relevant sources. Currently, the only way for an application to 

know the type of multicast is based on the SSM group address. 

2.4 REVIEW OF MULTIGAST APPLICATIONS 

A "multicast application" is defined as any application that sends to and/or receives from 

IP multicast address. These applications are poised to become important enablers over 
both private networks and Internet. In today's Internet, multicast applications are 

categorized into three types and four categories, depending on the number of actively 

transmitting source that they are able to manage. [QAO1] 

2.4.1 MULTICAST APPLICATIONS TYPES 

" ONE-TO-MANY APPLICATIONS (1TOM) 

One-to-many applications have a single sender, and multiple simultaneous 

receivers. The large majority of developers have seen one-to-many multicast as a 

tool to deliver high-bandwidth integrated audio and video streams directly to 
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individual network users. Instead of flooding a network with many broadcast data, 

the provider can use multicast to send the application. [Estrin98] 

0 MANY-TO-MANY APPLICATIONS (MTOM) 

In many-to-many applications two or more of the receivers also act as senders. In 

other words, MtoM applications are characterized by two-way multicast 

communications. [PMB99] 

" MANY-TO-ONE APPLICATIONS (MT01) 

Many-to-one applications involve "two-way" communication between a 

potentially rather large set of source and single destination. Mtol application is an 

artificial category defined by the application-level relationship between sender (s) 

and receiver. [HNRS99] 

2.4.2 MULTICAST APPLICATION CATEGORIES 

0 MULTIMEDIA REAL-TIME APPLICATIONS 

These applications come in two flavors: a conferencing many-to-many application 

set and a one-to-many event application set. In the conferencing application set, 

each member of group is both a receiver and transmitter. The second real time 

multimedia application set is created as an event, similar to broadcast television. 

Real-time multimedia applications do not require absolute reliability but rather 

tight limits on timing jitter. Data needs to be delivered in a smooth flow to ensure 

that motion is captured properly and looks natural, and that lip synchronization is 

correct. [Bufrod94] 

" MULTIMEDIA NON-REAL-TIME APPLICATIONS 

Multimedia one-to-many streaming applications, such as remote classrooms and 

events, may wish to be transmitted in non-real-time manner for reply later. The 

reasons are a) the information does not want to view when it is delivered, b) the 

network cannot support high-quality multimedia at the time of the event. Another 
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large category of non-real-time application includes the mirroring (replication) 

and caching of web sites to bring content closer to the user. [Bufrod94] 

" DATA REAL-TIME (STREAMING) APPLICATION 

These applications similarly split into two basic types: Conferencing/ distributed 

games and event streams. 
A variety of one-to-many data streaming applications has emerged. The one-to- 

many data streaming are financial data, stock, commodity and other quotes for 

financial products. For the casual user who uses these streams, the data need not 
be absolutely reliable. 

A second one-to-many data streaming application involves news feeds. Data is 

sent out as stream, usually in text form. This stream has a reliability requirement 
but does not have the stringent latency and concurrency requirements of some 
data feed applications. Scaling requirements can be high. [Bufrod94] 

9 DATA NON-REAL TIME APPLICATIONS 

Virtually all of the many non-real-time data applications require reliability. One 

of the most compelling is the distribution of software to remote sites from a 

central headquarters. Another major application category is called push 

applications; these applications do not scale, and will be widely deployed only if 

they embrace reliable multicast technology for distribution. Also other large 

applications of non-real-time multimedia data distribution include the mirroring 

and caching of web sites to bring content closer to users. [Bufrod94] 

Table (2.1) summarizes the multicast applications types and categories. Appendix A has 

explained details of types of Multicast applications. 
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CATEGORIES MANY-TO-MANY MANY-TO-ONE 
ONE-TO-MANY (1TOM) 

(MTOM) (MTOl) 
CLASSIFICATIONS 

Multimedia events Distance learning 
MULTIMEDIA Scheduled audio/video Distribution Interactive 
REAL. -TIME distribution simulations (DIS) 

Jam sessions 
Replication 

MULTIMEDIA File Distribution and Chat groups Jukebox 
NON REAL-TIMIE Caching 

Push (media 
DATA-ONLY News feeds Multimedia Conferencing Data Collection 

REAL-TIME 
Monitoring Auctions 

Stock quotes Collaboration Polling 
White hoarding 

Synchronized Resources 
DATA-ONLY Database replication Resource Discovery 

NON REAL-TIME Concurrent processing Accounting 

Multi-player games 

Table (2.1)- Multicast applications types and categories 

2.4.3 MULTICAST AI'1'LICATION REQUIREMENTS 

Multicast applications have varying performance requirements; therefore to design a 

service that serves quality of service satisfaction (guaranteed), it is important to 

determine the requirements that the applications are interested in and the desired quality 

of service level for each requirement. ILBOI I 

There exist two types of requirements for multicast applications known as common and 

unique requirements. This work is based on the common requirements of multicast 

applications. The latter requirements are beyond of scope of this work. IQAO1 I 

2.4.3.1 COMIJION REQUIREMENTS 

" TIIROUGHPcT OR B: 1NDWIDT11 RATE 

Throughput has been considered to be one of the most important QoS 

parameters in data communication. This is reasonable because throughput 

directly reflects how much information the network is able to deliver during a 

certain time interval. In other words, it represents an amount of application 
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data over a specific time period. [QA01] Table (2.2) summarizes all types of 

multicast applications on the scale of sensitivity to throughput. [Miller99] 
LOW THROUGIHPUT MEDIAN THROUGHPUT HIGH THROUGHPUT 

1TOM Push media File distribution and caching Scheduled audio/video 
Announcements Monitoring 

Multimedia conferencing 
Synchronized resources Concurrent Processing 

MTOM Chat groups Distributed Interactive Distance learning 
simulation Multi-player games 

Jam sessions 
Resource discovery 

MT01 Auctions Data collection Jukebox 
Pollin Accounting 

Table (2.2): Types of multicast applications on the scale of sensitivity to throughput 

" TRANSIT DELAY 

All multicast applications are delay-sensitive because the transmitted 
information needs to be re-played at the receiver end in real-time. For 

example, the delay of live video transmission has a close relationship to the 

receiver's latest play back time. 
It is also conceivable that delay varies from one application to another due to 

the differences in their delay-sensitivities and play back environment set-ups. 
For example, a non-interactive real-time video transmission may tolerate 
larger network delay than an interactive application [QAO1]. Table (2.3) 

shows all types of multicast applications on the scale of sensitivity to deliver 

delays. [Miller99] 

DELAY TOLERANT MEDIAN DELAY DELAY INTOLERANT 
Push media 

1TOb1 File distribution and 
Scheduled video e Monitoring 

caching cem Announcements nts 
Multimedia conferencing 

Synchronized resources Concurrent Processing 
MTObI Collaboration Distributed Interactive 

Distance learning simulation 
Chat groups Multi-player games 

Jam sessions 
Resource discovery 

DITO1 Data collection Auctions Polling Jukebox 
Accounting 

Table (2.3): Types of multicast applications on the scale of sensitivity to deliver delays 
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" TRANSIT DELAY JITTER 

Jitter is defined as a variation in the delay of received packets. At the sending 

side, packets are sent in a continuous stream with the packets spaced evenly 

apart. Due to network congestion, improper queuing, or configuration errors, 

this steady stream can become lumpy, or the delay between each packet can 

vary instead of remaining constant. [QA01] 

" DATA LOSS 

When network congestion occurs, packets may be dropped due to an over- 
flowing buffer or because they arrive too late to be used. Those dropped 

packets directly affect the viewing quality at the receiving end. The data loss 

rate is defined as the ratio of the amount of lost data to the amount of 

transmitted data. [QAO1] 

2.4.3.2 UNIQUE REQUIREMENTS 

Unlike one-to-many applications, which just need the common requirements, the many- 

to-many and many-to-one applications require the following unique requirements (which 

are out of scope of this work). Table, (2.4) summarizes the unique requirements of 

multicast applications. [QAO1], [Maufer98] 

UNIQUE REQUIREMENTS 
Address management Selection and coordinated of address allocation 
Session management Perform application-layer services on top of multicast transport. 
Heterogeneous receiver 
support 

Sending to receivers with a wide variety of common requirements. 
Reliable data delivery Ensuring that all data sent is received by all receivers. 

Security 
Ensuring content privacy among dynamic multicast group memberships, 
and limiting senders 

Synchronized play out Allow multiple receives to replay data received in schronized fashion. 

Table (2.4): Multicast applications unique requirements 
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2.5 MULTICAST ROUTING PROTOCOLS 

As it mentioned in section (2.2), Multicast service is distinct from repetitive unicast. 
Multicast establishes for routing a tree structure that connects source with the receivers. 
The multicast tree is rooted at the sender and leaves are receivers. Multicast delivery 

sends data across this tree toward the receivers. As opposed to unicast delivery, data not 

copied at the source, but is copied inside the network at branch points of the multicast 
distribution tree. The exciting multicast routing protocols are: Distance-Vector Multicast 

Routing Protocol (DVMRP), core-base trees (CBT), protocol-independent multicast 
(PIM) and the multicast Internet protocol (MIP). [Moy97] 

2.6 MULTICAST TRANSPORT PROTOCOLS 

2.6.1 COMPONENTS 

As it has mentioned in section (2.4), different multicast applications have different 

requirements, which constrain the design space in ways that two applications with 
differing requirements often cannot share a single solution. There are however many 

successful reliable multicast protocol designs that satisfactory serve desired requirements. 
[HF+00] 

Three components have been defined that each multicast transport protocol must have in 

its own structure [MR+98], which are as follow: 

0 SCALABILITY 

The protocol should be able to work under a variety of conditions that includes 

multiple network topologies, link speeds and the receiver set size. The protocol 

should use scalable group membership algorithms, where membership can either 

be anonymous (the sender does not know the list of receivers), or fully distributed 

(sender receives a count of the number of receivers). 
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" RELIABILITY 

The protocol must be safe to deploy in the widespread of Internet and should be 

reliable to provide best service level for multicast applications throughout the 

network. 

" SECURITY 

The protocol must be analyzed to show what is necessary to allow it to cope with 

security and privacy issues. This includes understanding the role of protocol in 

data confidentiality and sender authentication, as well as how the protocol will 

provide defenses against denial of service attacks. Security is out of scope of this 

work. 

2.6.2 Scalability 

The existing multicast protocols have some of the above components, especially the 

scalability. Multicast transport protocol should be scalable to work under a variety of 

conditions that include multiple network topologies. There are four generic approaches 
for scalability, which each multicast protocol should be mapped into each class. [MB+99) 

Each multicast transport protocol assumes the existence of IP multicast routing tree 

provided by underlying IP multicast routing protocols such as DVMRP, CBT, PIM and 
MIP. [Moy97] 

" SENDER-INITIATED APPROACH 

A sender-initiated approach requires the sender to maintain a list (called ACK list) for 

each packet, of the receivers from which it has received a positive acknowledgement 
(ACK) [MB+99]. Each times a receiver correctly receivers a packet, it returns an 
ACK. Upon receipt of ACK, the sender updates the ACK list for the corresponding 

packet. Lost packets are dealt with throughout the use of times. Sender starts a timer 

at the time of packet transmission and, if it expires prior to the sender having 
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receivers ACKs for this packet from every receiver. The sender retransmits the packet 

and restarts timer. Receivers are not restricted from contacting the source. It is clear 

that the source is required to know the constituency of the receiver set, and that the 

scheme suffers from the ACK implosion problem. Figure (2.1) shows the structure of 

sender-initiated protocol. [PT+94] 

Figure (2.1): Sender-initiated protocol structure 

Table (2.5) summarizes the exciting multicast transport protocols, which has the 

structure of sender-initiated approach. [Obraczka98I 

Mt LTICAST TRANSPORT 

PROTOCOL 
DESCRIPTIONS 

Xpress transport protocol Support a wide range of applications and thus provide all the 
(XPT) functionality of TCP, UDP. 
Reliable broadcast protocol Provides point communication between sites connected by a 
(RBP) local-area broadcast network. 
Multicast dissemination 

rotocol (MDP) Provides a reliable multicast framework for file distribution. 

Table (2.5): list of multicast transport protocols with the sender-initiated approach 

9 RECEIVER-INITIATED APPROACH 

A receiver-initiated approach places the responsibility for ensuring reliable packet 

delivery on the receiver. The sender continues to transmit new data packets until it 

receives a negative acknowledgment (NAK) from a receiver (MB+991. When this 

occurs. the sender then retransmits the packet required by that receiver. The role 

of receiver is to check for lost packets. If it decides that it has not received a 
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particular packet, it transmits a NAK to the sender. In order to guard either the 

loss of the NAK or the subsequent packet retransmission, the receiver uses timers 

in a manner similar to sender-initiated protocols. Figure (2.2) shows the structure 

of receiver -initiated protocol. [PT+94] 

NAK 

SOURCE 0 

" RFx't R'FR SF. 'I' 

Figure (2.2): Receiver-initiated protocol structure 

" RECEIVER-INITIATED WITH NAK-AVOIDANCE 

Because receivers communicate NAKs back to the source, receiver-initiated approach 

have the possibility of experiencing an NAK-implosion problem at the source if many 

receivers detect transmission errors. To remedy this problem, receiver-initiated 

protocols adopt the NAK-avoidance scheme. 

The sender multicasts all packets and state information, giving priority to 

retransmission. Whenever a receiver detects a packet loss, it waits for a random time 

period and then multicasts a NAK to the sender and all other receivers. [RJ871 

Table (2.6) summarizes the exciting multicast transport protocols, which has the 

structure of Receiver-initiated approach. [Obraczka98) 

MULTICAST TRANSPORT 

PROTOCOL 
DESCRIPTIONS 

Scalable reliable multicast (SRM) Provide reliability for distributed data. 
Log-based receiver-reliable Loges all packets transmitted by the source and retransmitted 
multicast (LBRM) lost packets. 
Transport protocol for reliable Provides reliable multipoint communication to support 
multicast (TRM) interactive multimedia applications. 
Real-time transport protocol (RTP) 

Support multiparty multimedia conferencing services over 
Internet. 

Table (2.6): List of multicast transport protocols with the Receiver-initiated approach 
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" TREE-BASED APPROACH 

Tree-based approach is characterized by dividing the receiver set into groups, 
distributing retransmission responsibility over an acknowledgement tree (ACK tree) 

structure built from the set of groups, with the source as the root of the tree. A simple 
illustration of a tree-based protocol is presented in figure (2.3). The ACK tree 

structure prevents receivers from directly contacting the source, in order to maintain 

scalability with a large receiver set. The ACK tree consists of the source (sender) and 

receivers organized into local groups, with each group having a group leader in 

charge of retransmission within the local group. [MB+99] 

The source (sender) is the group leader in charge of retransmission to its own local 

group. Each group leader other than the source communicates with another local 

group (to either a child or the group leader) closer to the source to request 

retransmissions of packets that are not received correctly. Group leaders may be 

children of another local group, or minimally may just be in contact with another 
local group. Each local group may have more than one group leader to handle 

multiple sources. . 
Hosts that are only children are at the bottom of the ACK tree, and are termed 

"leaves". Obviously, an ACK tree consisting of the source as the only leader and leaf 

nodes corresponds to the sender-initiated scheme. [JH+99] 

Acknowledgements from children in a group, including the source's own group, are 

sent only to the group leader. The children of a group send their acknowledgements to 

the group leader as soon as they receive correct packets. These acknowledgements 

refer as local ACKs or local NAKs, i. e. retransmissions are trigged by local ACKs 

and local NAKs unicast to group leaders by their children. Similar to sender-initiated 

schemes, the use of local NAKs is unnecessary for correct operation of the protocol. 
[LL+96] 

Tree-based protocols can also delegate to leaders of sub-trees the decision of when to 

delete packets, which is conditional upon receipt of aggregate ACKs from the 

children of the group. Aggregate ACKs start from the leaves of the ACK tree, and 

propagate toward the source, one local group at a time. A group leader cannot send an 
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aggregate ACK until all its children have sent an aggregate ACK. Using aggregate 

ACKs is necessary to ensure that the protocol operates correctly even if group leaders 

fail, or if the ACK tree is partitioned for long periods of time. If aggregate ACKs are 

not used. i. e. if a group leader only waits for all its children to send local ACKs. then 

correct operation after group leaders fail can only be guaranteed by not allowing 

nodes to delete packets. 

The use of local ACKs and local NAKs for requesting retransmission is important for 

throughput. If the source scheduled retransmissions based on aggregate ACKs, it 

would have to be paced based on the slowest path in the ACK tree. Instead, 

retransmissions are scheduled independently in each local group. 
Tree-based protocols eliminate the ACK-implosion problem, which free the source 

from having to know the receiver set, and operate solely on message exchanged in 

local groups (between a group leader and its children in the ACK tree). 

Furthermore, if aggregate ACKs are used, a tree-based protocol can work correctly 

with finite memory even in the presence of receiver failures and network partitions. 

[ LP961 

GROt i> LEADER 

LOCAL ACK 

LEA 

Soi RCF 

GROUT' LEADER 

LOCAi_ ACK 

LEAF 

Figure (2.3): Tree-based protocol structure 
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Table (2.7) shows the exciting multicast transport protocols, which has the structure of 

Tree-based approach. IObraczka98] 

NIULTICAST TRANSPORT 
DESCRIPTIONS 

PROTOCOL 

Tree-haled multicast transport Provides reliable multicast communication support for one-t- 

_ rotocol (TMTP) many bulk data dissemination application. 
Reliable multicast transport 
rotocol (RMTP) Supports reliable one-to-many bulk data delivery 

The multicast file transfer 
rotocol (MFI'P) Supports reliable one-to-many data transmission. 

Table (2.7): List of multicast transport protocols with the Tree-based approach 

" RISC-BASE APPROACH 

The Ring-based approach was originally developed to provide support for 

applications that require total ordering of transmissions at all receivers LMB+991.. A 

ring-based protocol is illustrated in figure (2.4). The basic premise is to have only one 

token site responsible for ACKing packets back to the source. The source times out 

and retransmits packets it does not receiver an ACK from the token site within a 

timeout period. Receivers send NAKs to the token site for selective repeat of lost 

packets that were originally multicast from the source. 1CM841 

RECEIVERS SET 

T 

ScUkcT: ECK 
ý , y. 

1% 1-:::::; 

Figure (2.4): Ring-based protocol structure 

Table (2.8) shows the exciting multicast transport protocols, which has the structure 

of ring-base approach. IOhraczka981 
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MULTICAST TRANSPORT 
DESCRIPTIONS 

PROTOCOL 

Reliable multicast protocol Provides totally ordered, reliable multipoint transport protocol on the 
(RMP) top of an unreliable multicast service. 
Uniform reliable group Provides reliable and ordered communication among the members of 
communication protocol 
(URGCP) a group. 
Multicast Transport Provides reliable and globally ordered delivery of client data among 
Protocol (MT? ) a group of communicating processes. 
Multicast Transport Provides a variant of original MTP, which addresses the 

Protocol-2 (MTP-2) requirements of remote collaboration tools such as teleconferencing 
services. 

Table (2.8): List of multicast transport protocols with the Ring-based approach 

0 COMPARISONS 

It has been compared and analyzed [LG98] the behavior of the four approaches. 
The results showed how they are scalable for multicast applications requirements. 
The sender-initiated approach is not scalable at all since the source must account 
for every receiver listening. The receiver-initiated approach is more scalable, 

especially when NAK-suppression schemes are used to avoid overloading the 

source with retransmission requests. However, because of the unbounded-memory 

requirement, this protocol class can only be used efficiently with application-layer 

support, only for limited applications. The tree-based approach is the answer to 

the scalability problem for multicasting. Only tree-based classes have a 

throughput that is constants with respect to the number of receivers even when the 

probability to packet loss is not negligible. The Ring-based protocols were 

designed for atomic and total ordering of packets. Figure (2.5) shows the 

performance of tree-based approach compared to the rest of approaches. [LVG96] 

,. "9; 
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Figure (2.5): Performance of Tree-based approach compared to rest of approaches 
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2.7 ENHANCED COMMUNICATION TRANSPORT PROTOCOL 

It has already been discussed in section (2.6), that a multicast protocol design should be 

able to provide scalability and reliability to fulfill the multicast applications requirements 

throughout the network. 

This work is based on an experimental tree-based multicast transport protocol called 
"Enhance Communication Transport Protocol", ECTP. ECTP specifications have been 

defined by ITU. T (International telecommunication union) [ITU. TJ and ISO 

(International standard organization) [ISO] in two parts: (i) control and (ii) QoS 

management for simplex connections. 

' ECTP-Control specification has already been completed [Koh01] which specifies the 

protocol operations for connection establishment and scalability by using tree-based 

approach. 

" ECTP-QoS management specification [Koh02], which describes QoS management 
functions for the stable management of QoS for users in a one-to-many connection. 

2.7.1 ECTP TRANSPORT PROTOCOL-CONTROL SPECIFICATION 

This section discusses the first part of ECTP transport protocol specification. Enhanced 

communication transport protocol (ECTP) is a tree-based multicast transport protocol 
[KK+02] designed to support Internet multicast applications running over IP multicast 

[QAO1] capable networks. ECTP operates over IPv4 [JN98] /IPv6 [Durand0l] networks 

that have the IP multicast forwarding capability. 
ECTP features "tight management of multicast sessions" [KK+02] from the sender's 

perspective. Tight management in the multicast sessions happens when the sender is at 

the heart of group communications. The sender can perform overall management of the 

multicast connection establishment; group membership and Quality of Services (QoS) 

perceived by end users with the help of Internet Group Management Protocol (IGMP) 

X 
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[Fenner97) and IP multicast routing protocols [Moy97]. Figure (2.6) illustrates ECTP 

model. 

Figure (2.6): ECTP transport protocol inside TCP/IP model 

2.7.2 ECTP PROTOCOL DESCRIPTION 

In ECTP control specification, the connection management operations have been 

described in three phases: "Connection creation phase", "Data transmission parse", 

"Connection termination phase", which are as follow I KK+02I: 

" CONNECTION CREATION PHASE 

The potential receivers are incorporated into the multicast group, called an 

"enrolled group". Verification processes and group key distribution may be 

performed together during the enrolment. IP multicast addresses and port 

numbers must also be announced to the receivers. These enrolment operations 

may rely on the well-known protocols such as SAP [HP+001/SDP [HJ981 

(Signaling). HTTP (Web Page announcement) and SMTP (E-mail) IPostel821. 

This work assumes that the receiver enrolment procedure has been done before 

the connection creation (Appendix B). 

Enrolled receivers can then join/leave the multicast-capable network with the help 

of the IGMP and 11' multicast routing protocols. ECTP is targeted to support 

tightly controlled multicast connections, i. e. the connection creation and 

termination functions are explicitly supported, together with QoS negotiation. In 

addition, connection pause and resumption functions are also provided. 
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The ECTP sender is designated as the "connection owner", responsible for the 

overall management of the connection. This node governs the connection creation 

and termination, connection pause and resumption and late joiners and leavers. 

The ECTP sender activates the connection creation process by sending a 

connection creation message. Some or all the enrolled receivers may respond with 

confirmation messages to the sender. The connection creation is completed when 

the sender receives the confirmation messages from all of the active receivers. 
Some or all of the enrolled group receivers will join the connection. The receivers 

that have joined the connection are called "active receivers". 
An enrolled receiver that is not active can participate in the connection as a late- 

joiner. The late joiner sends a join request to the sender, in response to which the 

sender transmits a join confirm message. This indicates whether the join request is 

accepted or not. An active receiver can leave the connection by sending a leaving 

request to the sender. 

" DATA TRANSMISSION PHASE 

The sender begins to transmit multicast data. For data transmission, an application 
data stream is sequentially segmented and transmitted by means of data packets to 

the receivers. Receivers deliver the received data packets to the applications in the 

same order the sender transmitted them. 
During the data transmission, if severe network congestion is indicated by the 

QoS management functions (negotiation, monitoring and maintenance), the 

sender suspends the multicast data transmission temporarily. During this period, 

no new data is delivered, while the sender transmits periodic null data messages to 

indicate that the sender is "alive". After a pre-specified time has elapsed, the 

sender resumes the multicast data transmission. 

" CONNECTION TERMINATION PHASE 

The connection termination happens when termination messages are sent to all the 

receivers, after all the multicast data are transmitted. The connection may also 

terminate due to a fatal protocol error such as a connection failure. 
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CONNECTION MULI'ICASTDATA 
CREATION TRANSFER 

CONNECTION 

TERMINATION 

Figure (2.7): ECTP Connection Lifetime 

Figure (2.7) shows the ECTP transport connection lifetime. During the transport 

connection. ECTP provides QoS management functions (chapter 4) for the stable 

management of the QoS for the connection users. Such QoS management functionality 

can he achieved with QoS negotiation, monitoring, and maintenance operations. 

2.7.3 ECTP TREE-BASED CONTROL MECHANISM 

ECTP protocol architecture employs the Tree-based control mechanisms (section (2.6.2) 

to achieve high scalability as well as reliability by adopting hierarchical tree-based 

control architecture. 

For tree-based reliability control, a hierarchical tree is configured during connection 

creation. In ECTP tree-based mechanism one multicast group is divided into several local 

groups. where protocol functionality is performed within the local groups. It provides 

high scalability because of packet loss, node failure and late joining, which may cause 

traffic increase. Message overheads are handling locally within the logical tree. In 

addition. it can reduce the transmission time of error recovery process as the service is 

provided from a closer node instead of sender. A hierarchical tree is configured during 

connection. A control tree defines a parent-child relationship between any pair of tree 

nodes. 

ECTP provides the reliability control mechanisms for multicast data transport. ECTP 

mechanisms are designed to keep congruency with those being proposed in the IETF. To 

address reliability control with scalability, the IETF has proposed three approaches: Tree 

based ACK (TRACK) ICW+031. Forward Error Correction (FEC) (LV+02], and 

Negative ACK Oriented Reliable Multicast (NORM) IAB+041. Each approach has its 

own pros and cons, and each service provider may take a different approach toward 

- .. 
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implementing reliability control. ECTP adopts the TRACK approach, because it is more 

similar to the existing TCP mechanisms and more adaptive to the ECTP framework. 

In the tree control hierarchy, the sender and the receivers are defined as the root and local 

groups respectively. A local group consists of a parent and zero or more children. The 

error, flow and congestion controls are performed for each local group defined by the 

control tree. The tree configuration currently proposed in IETF could be considered as 
bottom-up approach, which all the leaf receivers try to find their parent nodes in parallel 

and the tree is expanded from the leaf receivers towards the root sender. However this 

approach has some drawbacks, which is inclined to generate more control messages for 

the tree configuration and a deeper tree with more tree levels than necessary. [KE+O1] 

ECTP specifies the protocol procedures by using top-down configuration for control tree 

creation where a control tree is gradually expanded from the sender to the receivers. The 

Tree- membership is maintained during the connection. A late joiner is allowed to join 

the control tree and listens to the heartbeat (HB) messages from one or more on-tree 

parents and then joins the best parent. [KE+01] 

When a child leaves the connection, the parent removers the departing child from the 

children-list. Node failures are detected by using periodic control messages such as null 
data (ND), heartbeat (HB) and acknowledgment (ACK). The sender transmits periodic 
ND messages to indicate that it is alive, even if it has no data to transmit. Each parent 

sends heartbeat messages to its children. On the other hand, each child transmits periodic 
ACK messages to its parent. 

The error control is performed for each local group defined by a control tree therefore if a 

child detects a data loss; it sends a retransmission request to its parent via ACK packets. 

An ACK message contains the information that identifies the data packets, which have 

been successfully received. Each child can send an ACK message to its parent using one 

or two ACK generation rules: ACK number and ACK timer. If data traffic is high, an 
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ACK is generated for the ACK number of data packets. If the traffic is low, an ACK 

message will be transmitted after the ACK timer expires. [EK+O1] 

After retransmission of data, the parent activates a retransmission back-off timer. During 

the time interval, retransmission request (s) for the same data will be ignored. Each parent 

can remove the data out of its buffer memory, if those have been acknowledged by all of 

its children. 

The flow and congestion control information is delivered from the receiver to the sender, 

along the control tree. The detailed description of these control procedures is given in 

QoS management specification (chapter 4). Based on the monitored flow and congestion 

control information, the sender will adjust the transmission rate. 

The sender terminates the connection by sending a termination message to all the 

receivers, after all the multicast data are transmitted. The connection may also terminate 

due to a fatal protocol error such as a connection failure. [KE+01] 

2.7.4 ECTP CONTROL COMPONENTS 

2.7.4.1 NODES 

ECTP protocol mechanisms are based on a logical control tree (figure (2.8)), which 

defines a parent-child relationship between any pair of tree nodes. The following are 

three node types, which has been classified as follow [KC+01]: 

" TOP OWNER (TO) 

TO is the root (sender) of the control tree in the one-to-many multicast connection. 

TO manages overall connection management functions, which are as follows: 

1. Connection creation, in this phase, a control tree is configured by interactions 

between the sender and the receivers. After the connection is created, TO 

sends multicast data to the receivers. TO can temporally suspend and resume 
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the connection. TO can admit or reject the group members who wants to join 

the existing connection. 

1). Connection termination, after all the data is transmitted TO terminates the 

multicast transport connection. 

0 LOCAL. OWNER (LO) 

LO is a child (receiver) of the control tree. Each LO has its children that consists 

of other LOs and/LEs. Each LO retransmits the multicast data that have been lost 

by its children. It also aggregates the information on the flow and congestion 

control from its children, and forwards the aggregated information toward TO. 

LEAF EN'MITY (L. E) 

LF is a child (receiver) of the control tree, where each receiver that has not been 

designated as LO. is referred to as a LE. A LE can not have any children. 

therefore it located as a leaf node on the control tree. 

TO (Sender) 

LO 

Lp (Receiver) 

(Recei%er) 

®"®®" LE LO LE LE LO LE 
(Receiver) (Receiver) (Receiver) (Receiver) (Receiver) (Receiver) 

LE LE LE LE 
(Recei'er) (Receiver) (Receiver) (Receiver) 

Fieeure (2.8): ECTP Tice-based Control 
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After connection is created by TO, TO transmits data to all receivers by multicasting. 

Each child sends status information on data reception to its parent. The information will 

then be delivered to TO along the tree control. The multicast data streams flow from TO 

to LOs and LEs in the downward direction, while the control information is transferred 

from LEs to TO via LOs in the upward direction along the control tree. 

2.7.4.2 ADDRESSING 

0 PORT 

ECTP transport protocol uses a set of ports to identify different applications in IP 

end host, where the port number is located in each packet header. There are at 

least two ports that are used in multicast connection, the most common ones are 

as follows [EK+01]: 

1. The first port is used for multicast data transmission and reception, 

2. The second port is assigned locally within a system, which will be referred 
to as a destination port number for transmission of unicast control 

messages. 

TRANSPORT ADDRESS 

A multicast transport address consists of an IP multicast address and a port 

number. TO sends multicast data by setting the multicast transport address as the 

destination transport address. Each receiver receives the multicast data from TO 

over the multicast transport address. [EK+01] 

" MULTICAST DATA AND CONTROL ADDRESSES 

As it mentioned before, in ECTP, TO sends data to all receivers by multicast, 

while LOs send retransmission data and control messages to its local group by 

multicasting. Depending on the multicast deployment in the network, TO and LOs 

may either share a single IP multicast address or use different IP multicast 

addresses. [EK+O1] 
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2.7.5 PACKET FORMAT 

An E('TP packet has two parts: Fix header and Extension elements or data parts. Figure 

(2.9) shows the ECTP packet format. (PE+O 11,1 Koh01 ] 

BNtes 0`77F j ff. 

FIXED HEADER EXTENSION ELEMENTS OR DATA PARTS 

I'I I .iký Iý n, tli 

Figure (2.9): ECTP Packet formats 
1. FIXED HEADER 

The Fixed header consists of 16-byte parameter fields, which is used in all protocol 

operations and is part of every packet. There are no undefined fields or fields that 

may at any time have undefined values. Figure (2.10) shows the ECTP fixed header 

format. 

DFSHNATION PORT 

PAYLOAD LENGTH 

SOURCE PORT 

SEQUENCE NLJM13E: R 

FLAG RESERVE FIELD 

Figure (2.10)- ECTP Fixed header format 

The clements in the ECTP fixed header are described as follow: 

" NF; xr Et. F: NIH: `1'- indicates the type of next component immediately following the 

fixed header. 

" VERSION- specifies the current version of ECTP protocol. 

" P. ui; n' T\'PF: - ECTP packets are classified into two categories, data packets and 

control packets. Table (2.9) and (2.10) summarize the packets used in ECTP. 
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DATA PACKET TRANSPORT TYPE FROM TO `, 

Data (DT) Multicast Sender Receivers 
Retransmission Data (RD) Multicast (Local) Parent Children 

NOTEI- Sender is TO and Receivers are LOs and LEs. 
NcrE2- Parent is TO or LO, and Child is LO or LE 

Table (2.9): ECTP Data Packets 

CONTROL PACKET -- TRANSPORT TYPE " FROM TO� '`-- =' '"` " <- 
Creation Request (CR) Multicast Sender Receivers 
Creation Confirm (CC) Unicast Child Parent 
Tree Join Request (TJ) Unicast Child Parent 
Tree Join Confirm (TC) Unicast Parent Child 
Null data (ND) Multicast Sender Receivers 
Acknowledgement (ACK) Unicast Child Parent 
Heartbeat (HB) Multicast (local) Parent Children 
Late join Request (JR) Unicast Receiver Sender 
Late join Confirm(JC) Unicast Sender Receiver 
Leave Request(LR) Unicast Parent/child Child/ parent 
Connection termination (CT) Multicast Sender Receivers 

NOTEI- fender is TU and Receivers are LOs and LEs. 
NorE2- Parent is TO or LO, and Child is LO or LE. 

Table (2.10): ECTP Control Packet 

" SOURCE AND DESTINATION PORTS 

Source and destination ports are a 16-bit filed each, which containing a transmitting 

system unique value assigned at the time the transport connection is created. These 

ports identify sending and receiving applications. The two values are used as the 

transport addresses, together with the source and destination IP addresses in the IP 

header. 

" Sequence number- is the number of data packets in a series of segment. The 

sequence number is a 32-bit unsigned number. 

a Payload length- indicates the length of the elements or data part in bytes following 

the fixed header. 

9 Flag- Flag bit, 'f' has a different purpose, depending on the packet types. Table 

(2.11) shows the flag indications. 

9 Reserve filed- if the reserve field exists, the value must always have a value of 

zero. 
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PACKFT TYPES FLAG INDICATION 

DT F=l end of stream 

iC 
F=1 join request acceptance 
F=O join request rejection 

TC 
F=1 join request acceptance 
F=O join request rejection 

ND F=1 connection pause period 
F=0 other cases 

LR F=1 user-invoked leave 
F=O troublemaker ejection 

CT 
F= l an abnormal termination 
F=O normal termination 

Other packets field is ignored 

Table (2.11): ECTP Control Packet's Flag 

2. Fx FNSIO ELF: \IENTS (DATA PARTS) 

E\tensiun elements have three parameters, which are described as follows: 

" CONNECTION INFORMATION- 8-byte extension elements contain of 

information on the multicast transport connection. Figure (2.10) shows the 

connection information element fields. 

ýirý rI VrkstO\ Ft. nas TRIi Co\ncl FRI l -i. rA T i. hl »iu k 

r., URV> a. K CONNLCnu" CKr-. AI ION TII, lL (CCT) ACK BITMAP SIZE,, 

l iLurc 1'. 1U) OIU CLtlun 111k)! inaUc)n Ii incur 
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Table 
_'. 

1 shOvV S the specification of connection information element: 
CO NECTION INFORMATION ELEMENT DESCRIPTION 

Next element indicates the type of the next element immediately 
following this element 

Version defines the version of this element. The default value is 

FIýºs consists of Connection type (CT) specifies which type 
of connection is being established. 

Tree configuration option specifies the tree configuration option used in the 
connection. 

Maximum tree level (\1TI'L)- specifies the maximum number of tree levels for control 
tree. 

Maximum Children Number (MCN)- specifies the maximum number of children nodes which 
a parent can keep on the control tree. 

Connection Creation Time (CCT)- specifies a timer to limit the connection creation in units 
of 10 milliseconds. If this tinier expires, TO completes 
the connection creation even if some of the children 
have not responded with CC packets. This tinier is also 
used as a basis for LO to calculate its tree creation time. 

A('K bitmap size specifies the size of the bitmap in the acknowledgement 
element, in units of word. This value is not subject to 
negotiation, thus all receiver nodes must configure the 
bitmap field in the acknowledgment element, based on 
the advertised ACK bitmap size. 

Table (2.12): Specification of connection information element 

0 'I'R} F MEMBERSHIP ELEMMENT- 20-byte extension elements contain of information on 
the local groups. Figure (2-11 ) shows the tree membership element fields. 

XT VERSION Cllil. n ID Acrlvi: RF('FIVER NurvltwR 
MF'T 

Cl RRCN1 CURRENT fl_, \ ti I lt Il 
Tpu LHILDRI: \ 

SI: NULR POR [ ý1111. I I( ASI L), FA PORT 

S1. AI)llt II'. AUI1RIAý a 

Figure (2.1 1)- Tree membership element 

r+. ý - 
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TREE \IN: MMItERSIIIP ELEMENT DEscwr'ioN 
indicates the type of the next element immediately 

Next element following this element. 
defines the version of this element. The default 

Version ' value is 'I . 
specifies the ID number of child, which is assigned Child ID by its parent in the tree configuration. 
is a number of active descendants. Each LE sets the 

Active Receiver Number (ARN)- ARN to 'I' and the parent LO aggregates ARN 

values for its children. 
is a number of active children for a LO. Each LE 

Current Children Number (CCN)- ' value. sets CCN to '0 
specifies the current tree level. TO is in the level 0 

Current Tree Level (CTL) 
and its children are in the level I (levels options). 

Flags- indicating the receiver is LO or LE. 

Local RT indicates the round trip time for a local group in 

units of 10 milliseconds. 
Sender port indicates the port number of ECTP sender (TO). 
1lulticast data part indicates the port number of the multicast channel 
Sender IP address indicates the lPv4 address of ECTP sender (TO) 

Niulticast data address 
indicates the IPv4 address of the multicast data 

channel. 

Table (2.13): Specification of tree membership element 

. K()\ . P. DG ; \tEN I ELEMIENT- this element provides information on error, flow 

and congestion controls. which consists of fixed 8-byte and the variable-sized bitmap 

that depends on the ACK bitmap size. Figure (2.12) shows the acknowledgement 

element fields. 

Iý { +wý. ýseesauac+R:. acý? ýk ... +y[ss-iwxm. wira�ý±F, N ,-.. 

einen Version I 
Valid Bittnap Lengih Reverse 

Lowest Sequence Number 

Bitmap 

Figure (2.12)-Acknowledgement Element 
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AcKNOýW%t. i: nc; ýtrar DESCRIFFRON 
EIk: MMFN I 

indicates the type of the next element immediately following 
Next element 

this element. 
Version- defines the version of this element. The default value is U. 

Valid bitmap length indicates the length of valid bitmap 
lowest Sequence is a sequence number of the lowest numbered data packet 
Number (LSN) which has not been yet received 

indicates which data packets have been lost. It contains valid Bitmop 
bitniap length bit: starting from the LSN sequenced number. 

Table (2.14): Specification of acknowledgment element 

0 I'IMMFSTANIP FLF: \IF: NT 

The Network Timestamp Protocol (NTP) is used for specifying timestamps 

(ýlills$9ý. NTP timestamps are represents as a 64-bit unsigned fixed-point 

number. The integer part is in the first 32 bits and the fraction part is 32 bits. If the 

NTP system is not used. ECTP uses the TCP timestamp calculation algorithm. In 

this case. only the first 32 bits for integer part will be valid. A flag bit is employed 

to indicate which timestamp mechanism is used. Figure (2.13) shows the 

timestamp element structure. 

Figure (2.13)- Timestamp Element 

The tinnestamp elements are specified as follow: 

" Next element- indicates the type of the next element immediately 

following this element. 

" Version-defines the version of this element. The default value is 'I". 

" Flag (F)- is set to 0' for use of TCP timestamp mechanism, 

"l imestamp- contain timcstamp value 
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2.7.6 PACKET STRUCTURE 

The following tables categorized the packet structures in three different formats. 

Table (2.15) shows the packet structure that uses only the fixed header. [CP+00], 

[Koh01 ] 

PACKET STRUCTURE 
-'' 

PACKET FORMAT 

NULL DATA (ND) When To has no data to transmit or it is in the ND= Fixed header 
connection pause period, it transmits an ND packet 
every null data time (NDT) interval 

LATE JOIN REQUEST (JR) A late joiner can join the connection by sending a JR = Fixed header 
JR packet to TO. 

TREE JOIN REQUEST (TJ) A receiver joins a control tree by sending a TJ TJ = Fixed header 

packet to an on-tree LO during tree configuration 
phase. 

LEAVE REQUEST (LR) When a child wants to leave the connection, it LR= Fixed header 
sends a LR packet to its parent. LR also used for a 
parent to eject a trouble-making child 

CONNECTION TERMINATION TO terminations the connection by sending a CT CT = Fixed header 
(CT) packet to all receivers. 

Table (2.15): Fixed header Packet Structure 

Table (2.16) shows the packet structure that uses the fixed header and the data part. 
PACKET STRUCTURE PACKET FORMAT 

Each parent LO transmits the RD packets to RETRANSMISSION DATA 
its children over the multicast control RD= Fixed header + Data part' 

(RD) 
address 
Each parent LO transmits the RD packets to RETRANSMISSION DATA its children over the multicastcontrol RD= Fixed header + Data part 

(RD) 
address 

DATA (DT) 
TO transmits a multicast stream with DT DT = Fixed header + Data 

packets. part 

Table (2.16): Fixed header and Data part packet structure 

Table (2.17) shows the packet structure that uses the fixed header and the extension 

elements. 
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PACKET STRUCTURE 
- PACKET FORMAT 

TO creates an ECTP connection by sending a CR = Fix header + 
CREATION REQUEST (CR) CR packet to the all receivers over the Connection information 

multicast data address. 
element 

In the response to the CR packet, each 
CREATION CONTIR. 11(CC) receiver sends a CC packet to its parent by CC = Fixed header + 

unicast. Tree membership element 

TREE JOIN CO: v'FtRm (TC) An on-tree TO or LO responds with a TC TC = Fixed header + 
packet to the TJ packet. Tree membership element 

ACIaOWLEOCErtENT (ACID Each child sends an ACK packet to its parent 
ACK = Fixed header + 

membership element + by unicast. . Acknowledgement 
Each parent LO sends a HB packet to its ý= Fixed header + IIEARTBEAT (1IB) children every Heartbeat generation time Tree membership element (HGI) interval. 

LATE JOIN CO\'nF-%l (J C) TO responds with a JC packet to the JR JC = Fixed header + 
Connection information 

packet. element 

Table (2.17): Fixed header and the extension elements packet structure 
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2.7.7 PROTOCOL PROCEDURES 

1. ENROLMENT BEFORE CONNECTION CREATION 

It is assumed that the enrolment procedures have been processed before the 

connection creation and all the active receivers have been enrolled into their 

multicast groups. This procedure has been discussed in details in Appendix B. 

[PC+O I] 

2. CONNECTION CREATION 

" Connection creation procedures/ operations 
The connection creation procedure can be summarized as follows [PE+01], 

[Koh01 ]: 

1. TO transmit a CR packet to all receivers by multicast, then TO activates 

the Connection Creation Time (CCT) timer. 

2. When a receiver receives the CR packet, it begins to configure the control 

tree. 

3. After each receiver joins the tree, it sends a CC packet to its parent by 

unicast, and then waits for multicast data from TO. Each on-tree parent 

LO aggregates the CC packets from all of the children and then sends 

them to its parent. 
4. TO aggregates CC packets from its children while the CCT timer is valid. 

If the CCT timer expires, TO completes the connection creation for the 

receivers that have sent CC packets until then. 

After the connection creation is completed, TO transmits multicast data. The 

receivers that have not participated in the connection may join the connection 

as late joiners. 

" Control tree creation 
In the connection creation, ECTP configures a hierarchical control tree 

connecting TO and LEs via LOs. ECTP provides two options for control tree 

creation [PK+00]: 
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OI"rioy M- Level- I configuration, where no LO is employed. Figure (2.14) 

illustrates no LOs is employed in the control tree. In fact no tree is configured. All 

the receivers become the children of TO. This option may be used in multicast 

connections that do not display scalability problems. 

LEVEL-0 

LE CD (2D 
LE 

LEVEL-1 

Figure (2.14)- Level- I Tree control, option (1) 

O}'TION (2)- Le\el-2 configuration, where all LOs are connected to TO. Figure 

(2.15) illustrates all LOs are connected to TO, and each LE can join an on-tree LO 

or TO. 

LEVEL-0 

LED 

Figure (2.15)- level-2 Tree control option (2) 

-r-, Poowx-W"ol 

LEVEL-1 

LEVEL-2 
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Each receiver node (LO or LE) starts the tree creation as soon as a CR packet is 

received. One of these options must be specified in the connection information 

element for stable operation and maintenance in ECTP protocol mechanisms. 
Figure (2.16) shows the Tree creation procedures in the connection creation 

operation. [KP+00] 

ccr 

TCT 

Figure (2.16)- Tree creation procedures 

3. DATA TRANSMISSION 

After the connection is created, TO transmits multicast data to all the receivers. 
TO will generate DT packets by the segmentation procedure. It happens when TO 

splits a multicast data stream into multiple DT packets where each DT packet has 

its own sequence numbers. 
When TO has no data to transmit, TO transmits the periodic ND packets. ND time 

(NDT) is a time interval between multicast transmissions of ND packets by TO. 
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The NDT timer is activated after the connection is created. Each time a DT or RD 

packet is transmitted, the NDT timer is reset. If NDT timer expires, TO transmits 

a ND packet. 

All the received data packets are delivered to the application in the order sent by 

TO. Each receiver reassembles the received packets. Corrupted and lost packets 

are detected by using a checksum and sequence number. All of the lost DT 

packets (include corrupted) are recovered in the error control function. [E000], 

[Koh01 ] 

" CNECKSUM 

Checksum function is used to detect the corrupted received packet. It 

covers a whole packet format including header and extension elements 

(data part). The checksum must be applied to all packet types. [Koh01 ] 

" SEQUENCE NUMBER 

TO is sequentially numbered a new DT packet, where each sequence 

number is used to detect lost data packets by receivers and to manage the 

transmission and retransmission buffer by TO and LOs. [KohOI] 

4. ERROR RECOVERY 

The reliability control mechanisms typically consist of error recovery, flow and 

congestion control. Flow and congestion control mechanisms are designed to 

adjust the data transmission rate base on the monitored status of the receivers and 

the network, which are defined in the QoS management functionality (chapter 4). 

This section focuses on error recovery, which consists of error detection by 

receivers, retransmission request by receivers via ACK packet and 

retransmissions by parents. In this work, we assume that the ECTP sender 

transmits only multicast data at fixed rate. [E000], [Koh01], [CE98] 

Vr' 
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5. CONNECTION PAUSE AND RESUME 

This function is used to suspend multicast data transmission temporarily. If the 

connection pause is indicated, TO transmit periodic ND packets with the Flag bit 

of fixed header set to '1'. In connection pause period, TO must not transmit any 

new DT packet, while control packets including RD and HB can be sent. 

[E000], [Koh01] 

6. LATE JOIN 

The following procedures is the performance of the late joiner receivers when 

they want to join an existing connection [ECOOJ, [KohO1]: 

1. The late joiner sends a JR packet to TO by unicast. It then activates 
Retransmission Time (RXT) timer, 

2. One reception of a JR packet, TO responds with a JC packet to the late joiner. 

3. If the late joiner receives a JC packet with an acceptance flag within RXT, 

then it begins to join the control tree in the tree configuration. 

7. LEAvE 

This function is used when a receiver leaves an existing connection, or parent 

ejects a trouble-making child. [E000], [Koh01] 

S. TREE AMENIBERSIHP MAINTENANCE 

After an initial control tree is created in the connection creation, the tree 

membership is maintained until the connection is terminated. [PC+O1] 

9 Tree configuration for late joiners 

After the connection is created, each LO advertises periodic HB packets over 
its multicast control address. When the late joiner receives a JC packet from 

TO, it begins to locate a suitable parent. 
owb qý +, r. 
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The late joiner listens to HB packets from one or more LOs, and information 

on candidate parents are recorded into the parent list. 

Tree reconfiguration for leaving receivers 
When a child leaves the connection, the parent removes the child out of its 

child list. 

" Tree reconfiguration against node failures 

To detect a node failure, the node failure threshold (NF') is employed. The 

tree maintenance procedures are different for the node types: TO, LO and LE. 

9. CONNECTION TERMINATION 

TO terminates a multicast transport connection by sending a CT packet to all 

receivers by multicast. When the connection termination is indicated, TO shall 
discard all subsequently received packets and also freezes the local port number. 
One the receipt of a CT packet, each receiver freezes the local port number. This 

function will be initiated after all the multicast data are transmitted. TO also 

terminates the connection on detection of fatal protocol error. [Koh0l] 
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2.8 SUMMARY 

Multicast service and applications: types and classifications have been discussed in this 

chapter. It has also explained about the multicast applications requirements. This chapter 

has investigated the various approaches for multicast protocols and as result, it has been 

shown that the tree-based protocol is more reliable and scalable compare to other exciting 

multicast protocol approaches (sender-initiated, receiver-initiated, and ring-based). 

Finally, Enhance communication transport protocol (ECTP), control part specification 
has been discussed. ECTP features "tight management of multicast sessions" from the 

sender's perspective. Tight management in the multicast sessions happens when the 

sender is at the heart of group communications. The sender can perform overall 

management of the multicast connection establishment; group membership and Quality 

of Services perceived by end users with the help of Internet Group Management Protocol 

(IGMP) and IP multicast routing protocols. The design of ECTP uses the combination of 

sender-initiation and tree-base approaches to support multicast applications in the 

simplex connection. 
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CHAPTER 3- QUALITY OF SERVICE 

3. QUALITY OF SERVICE (QOS) 

3.1 OVERVIEW 

Today's Internet provides only Best Effort service, i. e. the traffic is processed as quickly 

as possible but there is no guarantee for Quality of Service (QoS). QoS was first 

introduced to describe characteristics of low level data transmission in communication 

systems. With the appearance of multicast service and their applications [Miller99], the 

meaning of QoS was broadened to cover all system components in a distributed multicast 

system. QoS can represent the set of those quantitative and qualitative characteristics of a 

distributed system necessary to achieve the required functionality and performance of an 

application. Functionality and performance include both the presentation of data to the 

user and general user satisfaction. [MCDysanOO] 

The QoS is expressed using QoS parameters, which are described as specific attributes of 

multicast service, each of which have target values. The structure of a QoS parameter 

consists of an attribute name and target value. An attribute describes a single aspect of 

the functionality or performance of a distributed multicast service. Due to the very nature 

of multicast applications, a vast set of different QoS parameters exits, such as throughput, 

delay, etc, where each of these has a specific target value(s). Applications have to specify 

the QoS level they need, such that the multicast service is able to provide the respective 

functionality and performance. The requirements of an application are expressed as a set 

of QoS parameters that are used to describe the service level that it requests of the 

underlying communication framework. [VK99] 

ATM was first networking technology designed with QoS capabilities; however the 

concept of QoS in ATM is rather complex. Therefore, the ATM Forum [Dobrowski98] 

has defined the simpler notion of QoS categories tailored to broad classes of applications 

in Internet protocol (IP) [JN98]. 

The concept of QoS per connection has no meaning in a connectionless protocol i. e. IP. 

Therefore, Internet engineering task force (IETF), [IETF], has introduced several QoS 
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services architectures to adopt the idea of QoS for IP networks. By now there are two 

QoS architectures which have been defined: Integrated services (IntServ) (section 3.4) 

and Differentiated services (section 3.6) (DiffServ) [Stalling98]. 

3.2 QOS MANAGEMENT PARAMETERS AND COMPONENTS 

QoS management is concerned with the support of QoS parameters to be maintained 

within certain limits between two or more users. [TW97] 

3.2.1 PARAMETERS 

As it discussed in section (2.4.3), Multicast applications have varying performance 

requirements. Therefore it is necessary to design a service that provides guaranteed QoS 

satisfaction. These requirements have been defined, as QoS parameters that the 

applications are interested in and the range of QoS desired for each chosen parameter 
[QAO1]. Table (3.1) shows the common QoS parameters (section 2.4.3.1) that most 

multicast applications are generally concerned with. 

OS PARAMETERS 
Throughput 

_Represents 
an amount of application data over a specific time period 

Transit delay 
_Represents 

end-to-end transmission time from a sender to a receiver 
Transit jitter 

_Represents 
the variation of network delay over short time scales 

Data loss Represents the ratio of the amount of lost data to the amount of 
transmitted data. 

Table (3.1): QoS parameters 

3.2.2 COMPONENTS 

QoS management is the concrete realization of required levels of QoS in a real 

environment. The components of QoS management have been summarized as follows 

[TW97]: 
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" QOS NEGOTIATION 

QoS negotiation is defined as a static QoS management component. The QoS 

negotiation function is responsible for analyzing an activity and finding a 

composite of the individual QoS levels supportable by applications, which is 

necessary and sufficient to realize the QoS of the complete activity. 

" QOS MAINTENANCE 

QoS maintenance is defined as a dynamic QoS management component. To 

maintain an agreed level of QoS it is often not sufficient to dedicate resource 

to an activity at QoS negotiation time. Instead, dynamic QoS maintenance is 

frequently required to ensure that the required performance of individual 

system components is kept within bounds. The QoS maintenance function is 

particularly important in cases where resources must be multiplexed among 

activities. 

" QOS MONITORING 

QoS monitoring is defined as a dynamic QoS management component. QoS 

monitoring is used to allow each level of system to track the ongoing QoS 

levels achieved by the lower layers and compare them with the initial 

requirement. It often takes the form of a feedback loop, monitoring the QoS 

being achieved by the monitored component, comparing it against the target 

and then performs if necessary. 
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3.3 QOS SERVICES 

The network needs only to provide a certain level of quality for the packet that conforms 

to the QoS parameters. IETF has defined two QoS services architectures: Integrated 

services and Differentiated services. 

3.4 INTEGRATED SERVICES (INTSERV) 

When the first Integrated Services (IntServ) session was held in the November 1993 the 

main concern was to discuss how the audio and video casts from IETF meetings could be 

supported by the network [Kilkki99, p. 53]. From the very beginning the main principle 
behind Integrated Services was to enable the transmission of real-time data without the 

need to modify the underlying Internet architecture. The goals of the IntServ working 

group were [IETF-IntServ]: 

" to clearly define the services which this enhanced model provides, 
" to define the interfaces between the application and network service, routers and 

sub-networks, 
" to develop router validation requirements in order to ensure that the proper service 

is provided. 

3.4.1 INTSERV ARCHITECTURE 

The fundamental idea behind integrated services is that the existing Internet architecture 

does not have to be modified. IntServ architecture is defined as a set of extensions to the 

traditional best effort model of the Internet with the goal of allowing end-to-end QoS to 

be provided to the multicast applications. The two main building blocks of IntServ are 

resource reservation and admission control. IntServ assumes that the guarantees for the 

delivery of multicast applications can be achieved only by reserving resources from the 

network nodes. This requires flow-specific states in the network nodes and represents a 

fundamental change in the traditional network node model [EA+00]. 
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It is quite obvious that some kind of explicit setup mechanism is needed to create and 

maintain flow-specific reservations in the network. The main components of IntServ are a 

reservation setup protocol known as Resource Reservation protocol (RSVP) and 

admission control that determines whether a new flow can be granted for the requested 

resource reservation without affecting the exciting established flows. [Iyer97] 

3.4.2 CLASSIFICATION 

IntServ has been defined in three classes, which are described as follow: 

" BEST-EFFORT 

Best-effort is the default and traditional QoS service. This service does not 

guarantee any kind of QoS; it only delivers the packets as fast as possible. The 

most commonly used scheduling mechanism is first in first out (FIFO) (section 

3.7), that delivers packet to the receiver in the same order as they came from the 

sender. This service is sufficient for all application if the network element is 

lightly loaded. In a congested network delay and dropping packets are typical and 

therefore best-effort services are not acceptable for multicast application. The 

best-effort service does not use any traffic descriptors such as Traffic (TSpec) and 

Reservation (RSpec) specifications (section 5.5.6) [Shenker95]. 

" CONTROLLED- LOAD NETWORK ELEMENT SERVICE 

The controlled-load service is designed to provide end-to-end traffic behaviour 

that closely approximates traditional best-effort services in unloaded network 

conditions. In other words, the service is better' than that which best-effort can 

offer in a congested network. The applications using this service may assume that 

a high percentage of the transmitted packets will be successfully delivered by the 

network, i. e. the ratio of dropped packets should be equivalent to the error rate of 

the transmission media. The latency introduced into the network will not greatly 
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exceed the minimum delay experienced by any successfully transmitted packet. 
The controlled-load service does not make use of specific target values for such 

control parameters as delay or loss [Wroclawski97]. 

The controlled-load service uses the admission control to assure that service is 

received even when the network element is overloaded. The receiver's application 

requests the controlled-load service with the help of the sender's TSpec. The 

reservation request will be accepted if the admission control process is successful, 
i. e. if the network element has the capacity to forward the flow's packets as the 

FLOWSPEC assumes and if the receiver has permission to make such a 

reservation. The controlled-load service is provided for traffic that conforms to 

the traffic specification given at flow set-up time. The amount of data sent does 

not exceed r*T+b, where r and b are the token bucket parameters and T is the 
length of the time period. The non-conforming packets can be forwarded as best 

effort traffic [JS+92]. 

The aim of the controlled-load service is to provide a better service than best 

effort but without any hard guarantees. As has already been mentioned, this 

service is sufficient for applications, which can operate with best-effort service in 

a lightly loaded network, but not in a congested one [Wroclawski97]. 

" GUARANTEED SERVICES 

The Guaranteed service provides firm end-to-end QoS, which guarantees both 

delay and throughput. This service describes both traffic descriptions: Traffic 

specification (TSpec) used to introduce the flow's traffic characteristics to the 

network, and Reservation specification (RSpec) used by the flow to request a 

specific requirement from the network, e. g. bounded delay. 

Using these traffic descriptions, the network can compute various parameters 
describing how it will handle the flow, and by combining the parameters, it is 

possible to compute the maximum delay a packet can experience. This service 
does not control the minimum or average delay (jitter) of datagrams, merely the 

maximum queuing delay. 
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The service guarantees that datagrams will arrive within the requested delivery 

time and will not be discarded due to queue overflows provide the flow's traffic 

stays within its specified traffic parameters. This service is intend for applications 

which need a firm guarantee that a datagram will arrive no later than a certain 

delay bound. 

Note that this service does not attempt to minimize the delay jitter, but merely 

controls the maximal queuing delay. The guaranteed service policing are out of 

scope this work. 

RFC 2212 has specified that: "The data transmission in the IP network causes two 

types of delay: A fixed delay and a variable queuing delay. The fixed delay 

includes transmission delays, the properties of chosen path. Therefore only the 

queuing can be controlled by guaranteed service. The guaranteed service 

framework asserts mathematically that the queuing delay is a function of two 

factors: The token bucket depth (b) and token data rate (r). This model is the 

service that would be provided if there was a wire of bandwidth R between source 

and receiver". Thus the end-to-end delay bound in guaranteed service that has 

been defined in RFC 2212 are as follows: 

r(b RZlx (p Rj l+ (M 

R 
tot 

+ Dtot (r: 5 R< p) (3.1) 

or in a case where the peak rate is smaller that data rate R is: 

CM+ Clot )1 
+ Drot 

(r :! -: p :5 R) (3.2) 
RJ 

where r, b, p and M are token bucket parameters (section 3.4.3.1), R is data rate 

and must be greater than or equal to the token-bucket data rate (r). [CS+92] 

The rate-dependent error term Ctot represents the end-to-end sum of delays that 

the datagram might experience due to the rate parameters of the flow, also known 

as packet serialisation. The rate-independent error term Dtot represents the worst 

case of end-to-end sum of delays in the transit time as the datagram in transferred 
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through the service element, i. e. a router. Table (3.2) summarises the lntServ 

classes and their performances. [SP+971 

QOS SERVICES PERFORMANCE QoS RFLIABII, ITY 

Best Effort 
QoS is ignored in providing service No Low 
traffic descriptors 

Integrated services Guaranteed 
QoS is guaranteed, Using "f Spec, High 
RS cc 

Controlled - QoS is guaranteed, no guaranteed High 
load dela 

, 
Using TS ec ` 

Table (3.2): IntServ classes and their performances 

3.4.3 INTSERv' TRAFFIC COMPONENTS 

IntServ consists of two traffic components: Traffic control and Reservation setup. Traffic 

control is implemented inside each of the network nodes (routers or switches) that 

manages and regulates the data packets; Reservation setup is an end-to-end message that 

carries the application's desired QoS requirement and provides the network feedback to 

the application. Figure (3.1) shows the structure of IntServ components IBC+941. 

TRAFFIC CONTROL. 

RSVP DAFMoN 
ADMISSION CONTROL 

M 77 
PACKE'PCLASSIFIER PAC'KE. TSCHEDULEK 

Figure (3. l): Structure of IntServ components 

3.4.3.1 TRAFFIC CONTROL 

-I, he traffic Control mechanism uses a token bucket approach that dictates when traffic can 

be transmitted. The transmission is authorised by on the presence of tokens in the bucket. 

-b-,. - 
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The token bucket is a very useful mechanism in policing data flow. This mechanism can 

also be used in the Differentiated Services, where the policed traffic flow is aggregated. 

not individual IBC+941. 

The token bucket contains tokens, each of which represents a unit of bytes. When the 

tokens are present, a flow is allowed to transmit traffic. If the bucket contains no tokens, 

a flow cannot transmit packets. Tokens are continuously generated at rate r, which in the 

case of IntServ is measured in bytes of IP datagrams per second. When the IP packet of 

size L is transmitted, the corresponding amounts of tokens are decrement from the 

bucket. The bucket depth b. measured in bytes. determines how bursty the transmitted 

flow can be. If there are tokens in the bucket it is possible to transmit traffic faster than 

the token rate assumes, but in the long run the average rate can not be higher than the 

token rate r. Figure (3.2) shows the nature of the token bucket scheme. (FH981. 

p 

ß 
}ata ucue 

Data- 

Figure (3.2): Nature of the token bucket scheme 

ß= Bucket Size 

p= Rate data is sent to network 

In RFC 1633, the traffic control has three components, which are as follow IJS+921: 

" PACKET CLASSIFIER 

-I he packet classifier naps each incoming packet to a same class. The 

classification may he based on the contents of the packet header, such as source 

and destination addresses. All packets in the same class get the same treatment 

from the packet scheduler. 

-. r- '1'. 

Data-p 

}ata i'IH- 
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" PACKET SCHEDULER 

The packet scheduler manages the forwarding of different packet streams using 

queuing mechanism: Priority scheme or Weighted Fair queuing (section 3.7). To 

achieve the reserved QoS service, the packet scheduler must be implemented at 

the point where packets are queued. 

" ADMISSION CONTROL 

The admission control determines whether a new flow can be granted the 

requested QoS without impacting upon earlier guarantees. Admission control is 

invoked at each node to make a local accept/reject decision, at the time a host 

requests a real-time service along some path through the network. Admission 

control also controls accounting and administrative reporting. It can check if a 

node is allowed the reservation it is requesting and charge the user according to 

the QoS service. 

3.4.3.2 RESERVATION SETUP PROTOCOL 

The other component of the Integrated Services, in addition to the admission control, the 

packet scheduler and the classifier, is the reservation set-up protocol. Applications can 

negotiate their QoS requirements through reservation set-up protocol. 
The reservation set-up protocol signals the negotiated QoS requirements over the network 

to create an end-to-end path. The reservation set-up protocol, which is designed for 

Integrated Services known as Resource Reservation Protocol, RSVP, [BZ+97]. 

3.5 RSVP PROTOCOL OVERVIEW 

In general, the RSVP protocol is a signaling mechanism, which typically carries QoS 

requests from one end of network to the other, along the same path traversed by the data 

that requires QoS resources. 
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RSVP requests resources for simplex flows, i. e. it requests resources in only one 

direction. RSVP operates on the top of IPv4 [JN981 or IPv6 [DurandOl], occupying the 

place of the transport protocol in the protocol stack. However, RSVP is not a transport, 

protocol but rather an Internet control protocol like IGMP [Fenner97] or routing 

protocols IMoy97I. 

RSVP is receiver-oriented, i. e. it is the receiver who is responsible for requesting specific 

QoS services and not the sender. This approach accommodates large groups, dynamic 

group membership and heterogeneous receiver requirements. Each RSVP sender host 

regularly transmits RSVP "Path" messages downstream along the uni-/multicast routes 

provided by the routing tables in the routers. Path messages store path information to 

each RSVP aware node in the traffic path. The path state includes at least the unicast IP 

address of the previous hop-node, which is used to route the "RESV" messages hop-by- 

hop in the reverse direction, as illustrated in Figure (3.3). Since the receiver is responsible 
for the reservation request. the RESV message specifies the desired QoS and sets up the 

reservation state to each node in the traffic path. The reservation is made in one direction 

only. but an application can act both as a sender and receiver at the same time (White97I. 

SUNDER 

O 
Reservation request merges as 
it travels up the multicast tree. 

OO0 
RIAll\ IRI Ri. c iii; R 2 RE cuvI R3 

Figure (3.3): RESV messages hop-by-hop 
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At each RSVP aware node an RSVP request is passed to two local decision modules: 

admission control and policy control. The policy control checks if the user has an 

administrative permission to make a reservation. The admission control determines if the 

node has enough free resources to supply the requested QoS. If both checks succeed, the 

parameters from the Filter specification and Flow specification are set in the packet 

classifier and packet scheduler, respectively. This is shown in Figure (3.4). The 

admission control. psicket clkissifier sind packet scheduler together are called the trat tic 

control. IZD+931 

RSVPD RSVPD 

Rouung 

ctýnml reinml r{#. 

i1 ýdmýatiwn ý 

-YL 

gaari5a' xbedWer 
Poctet Ire. k. 

L 

C7awfi« ý: Aedular 

Figure (3.4): RSVP protocol components (source from RFC 2205) 

3.5 
.1 

II( V 1\l) f ILl IR tiPI: C'1{ I('. ý 11O\ti FLOý1 ti 

, ition rcyuest specifics the ai»ount of resources to he reserved 

for all or some subsets of the packets in a particular session. [Pess]97] 

3.5.2 RESERVATION STYLES 

I)uc to the interaction of multicasting and RSVP, some kind of merging of RSVP 

reservation is required. Multicast uses packet replication when it delivers packets to the 

different next-hop-nodes. RSVP must merge the reservation request and compute the 

maximum of their FLOWSPEC' at each replication point. I1Z+97] 
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The reservation style is one type of information included in the RESV messages. The 

reservation styles concern the treatment of reservation for the different senders within the 

same session (multipoint-to-multipoint) and the selection of senders. RFC 2205 defined 

three reservation styles, which are as follow [ZD+93]: 

" WILDCARD-FILTER (WF) style creates a single reservation that is shared by the 

flows from all upstream senders. This reservation is the largest of the resource 

requests from all receivers. Senders are not explicitly selected and therefore a new 

sender can automatically join the session. 

" FIXED-FILTER (FF) style creates a distinct reservation for data packets from a 

particular sender. Consequently, the resources are not shared with other senders' 

packets for the same session. Also the senders must be explicitly selected, which 
is done by the filter spec. 

" SHARED-EXPLICIT (SE) style creates one shared reservation, just like WF, but the 

receiver is allowed to explicitly specify the set of senders to be included. 

Table (3.3) summarises the reservation styles. 

SENDER SELECTION DISTINCT `,. ° SHARED 

Explicit Fixed-filter (FF) style Shared-explicit (SE) style 
Wildcard None defined Wildcard-Filter (WF) Style 

Table (3.3): Reservation styles (source RFC 2205) 

3.5.3 RECEIVER INITIATION 

RSVP uses receiver-initiation of reservation, which a receiver is assumed to learn the 

senders' offered FLOWSPEC by the higher-level mechanism. It then generates its own 

desired flow spec and propagates it towards the senders, making reservation in each 

router along the way. [BZ+97] 
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3.5.4 SOFT STATE 

There are two different possible styles for reservation setup protocols, in both of which 

multicast distribution is performed using flow-specific state in each router along the path 

[BZ+97]: 

" HARD STATE (HS) APPROACH 

This approach is created and deleted in fully deterministic manner by 

cooperation among the routers. Once a host requests a session the network 

takes responsibility for creating and later destroying the necessary state. ST-II 
is an example of HS approach. [Topolcic90] 

" SOFT STATE (SS) APPROACH 

RSVP takes this approach, which regards the Reservation State as cached 
information that is installed and periodically refreshed by the end hosts. If the 

rout changes, the refreshed messages automatically install the necessary state 

along the new route. The SS approach was chosen to obtain the simplicity and 

robustness that have been demonstrated by the connectionless protocols such 

as IP. [Clark88] 

3.5.5 RSVP MESSAGES 

RSVP has many messages types; the two most important are Path and Resv messages. 

The remaining RSVP message types are reservation teardowns (PATH-Tear and Resv- 

Tear), reservation errors (PATH-Err and Resv-Err) and the confirmation for a requested 

reservation (ResvConf). [BZ+97] 

1. PATH MESSAGE 

An RSVP sender transmits PATH messages downstream to the unicast or multicast 

address. The PATH message contains information of the previous hop address and 
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three information elements called Sender Template, Sender TSpec, and ADSPEC. 

The Sender Template contains information called filter specification (filterspec), 

which uniquely identifies the sender's flow from other RSVP sessions on the same 

link. The identification is done by sender IP address and optionally the UDP/TCP 

sender port. The receiver uses this information to choose an appropriate size for the 

reservation request. The PATH message may also carry additional advertising 

specification (ADSPEC). ADSPEC is updated locally at every RSVP node. The 

information contained in the ADSPEC is divided into fragments: each fragment is 

associated with a specific control service. This way new service classes can be added 

in the future without modifying the RSVP protocol. The ADSPEC includes specific 

information about available resources, delay and bandwidth estimates, the indication 

of non-IntServ aware nodes and also service specific information for the guaranteed 

services. [BZ+97] 

2. RESV MESSAGE 

The RESV messages follow exactly the reverse path(s) the data packets will use, by 

using the path states created by PATH messages. RESV messages create and 

maintain reservation states in each node along the path(s). The RESV message 

contains information about the reservation style, the appropriate FLOWSPEC object, 

and the filterspec that identifies the sender. The format of the FLOWSPEC depends 

on the requested service. [BZ+97] 

When a receiver requests controlled-load service, only a TSpec is contained in the 

FLOWSPEC. When requesting guaranteed service, both a TSpec and RSpec are 

contained in the FLOWSPEC object. The FLOWSPEC is used to set parameters in a 

node's packet scheduling process. The filter spec is in the same form as the Sender 

Template. The session is identified with the help of the destination address, protocol 

ID and destination port. The filter spec is used to set parameters in the packet- 

classifier process. Data that does not match any of the filter specs is treated as best- 

effort traffic. Figure (3.5) shows the Standard RSVP Path and RESV messages 

process. [Stuart99] 
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' il. 

Figure (3.5): RSVP Path and RESV messages 

3. T'F: ARDOW'N MESSAGE 

RSVP "tear-down" (PATH-Tear and Resv-Tear messages) removes PATH or 

reservation state immediately. It is recommended that a reservation is torn down as 

soon as an application finishes, although is not necessary to do that explicitly. 

Teardown requests may be initiated also by a router as the reservation state times out. 

PATHTear messages are generated by senders or by routers due to the time-out of 

PATH State in any node along the traffic path. Similarly a ResvTear message is 

generated by receivers or by any node in the traffic path in which the Reservation 

State has timed out. [BZ+97] 

4. TF:: &R1OW1'N MESSAGE 

PathErr and ResvErr messages are simply sent upstream flow to the sender that 

created the error. These messages do not modify the Path State in the nodes through 

Milch they pass. The PathErr and ResvErr indicate an error in the processing of 

PATH or RESV messages. respectively. 

5. CONFIRMATION MESSAGE 

When a receiver wants to obtain a conformation for its reservation request, it can 

include a confirmation request object in a RESV message. Each node in the transit 

path that receives a RESV message containing a reservation confirmation object 

sends a ResvConf message. Since the receipt of a ResvConf does not give any 

guarantees. a receiver may receive a ResvConf followed by a ResvErr. SBZ+97I 
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3.5.6 RSVP OBJECTS AND CORRESPONDING TRAFFIC DESCRIPTORS 

RSVP has three objects, which each object is encapsulated into RSVP message types. 

They are described as follows [Stuart99]: 

" SENDER_TSPEC OBJECT 

The RSVP Sender TSpec object carries information about a data source's generated 

traffic, which is usable by either Guaranteed or Controlled-load QoS control services. 
A PATH message must carry this object. The required RSVP Sender TSpec objects 

contain token bucket traffic parameters. TSpec uses a token-bucket algorithm to 

describe traffic parameters corresponding to a specific flow of IP packets. The token- 

bucket model is designed to smooth the flow of outgoing traffic and allows for data 

bursts higher send rates that last for short periods. 
Data flow for RSVP sessions are characterized by the sender in the TSpec contained 
in PATH messages in RESV messages. Table (3.4) summarizes the token-bucket 

traffic descriptor in TSpec object. 

TRAFFIC DESCRIPTOR DESCRIPTION =,,, 
It is the continually sustainable bandwidth (bytelsecond) requirement for a 

Token Rate (r) flow. This reflects the average data rate into the bucket and the target shaped 
data tare out of the bucket. 
The extent to which the data rate can exceed the sustainable average for short 

Token-bucket depth (b) periods of time. More precisely, the amount of data sent couldn't exceed 
rT+b, where T is any time period. 

Peak Rate (p) This is set to the maximum send rate (bytes/second) if known and controlled. 
For all time periods (T), the amount of data sent cannot exceed M+ T. 
This should generally be set equal to the size of smallest packet generated by 

Minimum policed size (m) the application. This packet size includes the application data and all protocol 
headers above the IP level. 
This should be set to the size of the largest packet the application might wish 

Maximum packet size (M) to generate. This value must, by definition, be equal to or larger than the 
value of (m). 

Table (3.4): Token-bucket traffic descriptor in TSpec object 
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" FLOWSPEC 

The RSVP FLOWSPEC object carries information necessary to make reservation 

requests from the receiver(s) into the network. The object contained in RESV 

message. This includes an indication of which QoS control service is being requested, 

and the parameters needed for that service. 

This object consists of Recevier TSpec and Recevier_RSpec. The information in the 

FLOWSPEC flows upstream from data receivers toward data sources. It may be used 

or updated at intermediate network elements before arriving at the sending 

application. 

Recevier_TSpec traffic descriptors are identical to Sender TSpec. On the other hand, 

Recevier_RSpec includes the following traffic descriptors: 

a) R: a reserved bandwidth, 

b) S: a slack term. 

where, R must be greater than or equal to r of TSpec, 

the slack term S is in microseconds, 

When a receiver generates an RSpec for a RESV message to be sent for a Guaranteed 

Service reservation request it must include a Slack Term, S (ms) as well as the 

amount of bandwidth, R to be included in each router along the path. S represents the 

amount by which the end-to-end delay bound will be below the end-to-end delay 

required by the application assuming each router along the path reserves R bandwidth 

according to the Guaranteed Service fluid approximation [BZ+97]. Regarding the 

calculation of the bandwidth reservation R, in [SP+97], "The end-to-end delay is 

bounded "by : 

b-M 
x(P (p 

-R) + 
(M+Cý 

(r5R<p) CRM -r (R + (3.3) 

and 
(M+C) 

p<R. (R + D) 
(3.4) 
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" ADSPEC object 

The ADSPEC (advertising specification) is an optional object descriptor that the 

sender may include in its generated Path messages in order to advertise to receivers 

the characteristics of the end-to-end communications path. Receivers determine the 

level of reservation required in order to achieving their desired end-to-end QoS can 

use this information. ADSPEC consists of a message header, a default general 

parameters part and Guaranteed Service part. 
The RSVP ADSPEC is flowing downstream towards receivers, and may be used and 

updated inside the network before being delivered to receiving applications. This 

information includes both parameters describing the properties of the data path, 

including the availability of specific QoS control services, and parameters required by 

specific QoS control services to operate correctly. This object includes the following 

traffic descriptors: [BZ+97] 

" Bandwidth of the link with the minimum available bandwidth on the end-to-end 

path. 

9 End-to-end transmission delays except queuing delay; these delays can be 

measured by two error terms, C and D. 

" Error term C is the rate-dependent error term. It represents the delay a 
packet in the flow might experience due to the rate parameters of the flow. 

" Error term D is the rate-independent, per-element error term. It represents 
the worst-case non-rate-based transit time variation through the service 
element. It is generally determined or set to the boot or configuration time. 

3.5.7 AN ANALYSIS OF INTSERV AND RSVP 

Integrated Services assumes that QoS can only be achieved by reserving resources for a 

particular flow. However, in the case of a backbone router, thousands of real-time 

sessions may exist simultaneously. The information about thousands of reservations 

needs to be stored, processed and accessed. Thus managing reservation states at the 
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routers with large interfaces causes significant overheads and degrades the performance 

of a router. In other words, the IntServ architecture has a scaling problem [CN97]. The 

RSVP signalling messages can also generate a considerable amount of control traffic 

when there are several reservations. Furthermore, the reservation set-up process may be 

delayed or the reservation may be timed out if the PATH or RESV messages are lost 

because of the congestion. This reduces the number of RSVP refresh messages. The 

latency and reliability problems are solved by acknowledgement messages. These 

messages can also be bundled, so that they will not produce more signalling traffic. There 

are two major drawbacks with Intserv architecture: 

1. The hosts and applications should be RSVP aware, i. e. they have to generate RSVP 

messages and make resource requests. The RSVP aware performs dynamic and 

efficient control over the network. However at the moment there are only a few host 

and applications that are able to use RSVP. [XL99] 

2. The scalability problems of IntServ could be solved with some kind of flow 

aggregation where several flows are treated as one. In the case of a backbone router 

only a small fixed number of service classes are offered [Detti99]. 
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3.6 DIFFERENTIATED SERVICE (DIFFSERV) 

Differentiated Services (DiffServ) is a direct extension to the work done by the Integrated 

Services working group. The goal is basically the same for IntServ architectures, to 

provide quality of service and service differentiation in IP networks. During the year 
1997 the concern for the scalability of RSVP increased and it became obvious that a 

simpler model was needed to provide QoS in the Internet. In August 1997 several 

presentations related to different service models were made in IETF's IntServ working 

group session. [Kilkki99 p. 65] 

The Differentiated Services working group was established in February 1998. The 

description of the working group emphasises the need for simple, but versatile methods 

of providing service differentiation. The DiffServ approach defines a small set of 
building blocks that will be used and then builds the services from these blocks. [IETF- 

DiffServ] 

3.6.1 DIFFSERV ARCHITECTURE 

The DiffServ architecture has benefited from the experiences of the Integrated Services 

architecture. According to the definition of DiffServ architecture, "This new QoS 

architecture should work with existing applications, should not depend on application 

signalling and should avoid per-microflow state within core nodes"[BB+98]. Whereas 

IntServ and RSVP were defined merely for real-time multicast applications, DiffServ is 

suitable for all kinds of multicast applications, e. g. web browsing and IP phone. [BB+98] 

The main concern of DiffServ is scalability and how it can be maintained in future high- 

speed networks. Scalability is achieved by aggregating the traffic Classification State. 

Core nodes maintain only a few states in which the packets are classified by using the IP- 

layer packet marking that employs the Type of Service (TOS) [Almquist92] field. The 

TOS field is redefined as Differentiated services, DS, [NB+98] field in DiffServ 

architecture (section 3.6.2). The network nodes employ forwarding behaviour to the 
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traffic aggregates only. In addition, the sophisticated classification, marking, policing and 

shaping operations are implemented only at network boundary nodes, where the traffic 

volume is lower than in the core network. 

DiffServ architecture consists of two sets of functional elements: Boundary and Interior 

nodes. Boundary nodes classify and handle traffic condition functions, while interior 

nodes only forward packets based on a DS field. The basic principle of DiffServ is to 

keep the architecture as simple as possible and therefore it provides service 
differentiation in one direction only. Unlike RSVP, DiffServ is sender orientated, which 

means that the traffic sender is responsible for the QoS of the transmission. The other 

main difference between DiffServ and IntServ architectures is that IntServ offers service 

classes, while DiffServ specifies the building blocks from which the services can be built. 

[BB+98] 

The nature of IntServ QoS is quantitative, i. e. bandwidth and delays are controlled by the 

receiver. DiffServ can also be characterised in quantitative terms, but basically it is based 

on relative priority of access to network resources. The IPv4 precedence marking, as 

defined in [JN98], is one example of this kind of relative priority marking model. 

[IK+00] has specified: "One of the most important benefits of DiffServ is that it takes 

care of the fragmentation of the Internet, since the Internet consists of several separately 

administrative domains. When a user, usually a domain, wants to receive DiffServ 

services, it must have a Service Level Agreement (SLA) with its Internet service provider. 

SIA is a contract between a user and a service provider, which specifies the DiffServ 

forwarding characters [BB+98]. DiffServ consists of two main building blocks: the DS 

field and the per-hop behavior (PHB) [Etal99]". 
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3.6.2 DS FIELD 

The one of most important building blocks in DiffServ is DS field. DS field is defined in 

the III packet's header. where it is intended to supersede the existing definitions of the 

lPvv4 TOS octet IJN981 and the IPv6 Traffic Class octet IDurandOl1. 

Six bits of the DS field are used as a DS codepoint (DSCP). This codepoint is the key 

input for mapping the packet into a PHB. This mapping is done at each of the nodes 

along the packct's path. 

In addition to the DSCP. the DS field has currently unused (CU) two bits which are 

reserved for future use and ignored when mapping the packet to a PHB. Figure (3.6) 

shows the description of the DS field octet. (NB+98) 

U `1` '23356 j' 
Class Selector DSCP Cu 
Codepoints 

US('I' Differentiated service codepoint 

C1': Currently unused 

Figure (3.6): Description of the DS field 

3.6.3 PER-HOP BF H: AN IORS 

The other main building block of DiffServ is Per-Hop Behaviour (PHB). JEta199J states, 

"A per-hop behaviour is a description of the externally observable forwarding behaviour 

of a DS node applied to a particular DS behaviour aggregate". It is important to note that 

P1113 is not a service. but reasonable services can be built by implementing similar PHBs 

in every node along the traffic path. 

As a technical term PHB is a combination of forwarding, classification, scheduling and 

drop helix' lour at each hop. Moreover, PHB is a term that service providers, 
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administrators and vendors can use for practical discussion. PHBs may be specified in 

terms of their resource (e. g. bandwidth) priority relative to other PHBs. [Kilkki99 p. 73]. 

Table (3.5) describes the components of per-hop behaviours. 

COMPONENTS DESCRIPTION 

Class Selector (CS) Maintain compatibility with IP Precedence field (RFC791) 
Expedited forwarding (EF) Can he used to build similar guaranteed service defined in IntServ, 

which offers guaranteed delay and bandwidth. (RFC2638) 
Assured fore ardine (AF) Offers different levels of forwarding assurances. (RFC2597) 

Table (3.5): Per-hop behaviour components 

3.6.4 UIFFSERN' TRAFFIC COMPONENTS 

DiffServ includes three traffic components: Traffic classifiers, Traffic profiles, and 

Traffic conditioners. Figure (3.7) shows the logical view of the DiffServ traffic 

components. [NB+98] 

TRAFFIC CONDITIONERS 

MI TFR 

PA('KI- PS CLASSIFIER MARKER SHAPE: R/DROVITR 

Figure (3.7): Logical view of the DiffServ traffic 
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e TRAFFIC CLASSIFIERS 

The Packet classification identifies the traffic, which may receive a differentiated 

service by being conditioned and/or mapped to one or more behavior aggregates with 

the DS codepoint. Packet classifiers select packets in a traffic stream based on the 

content of some portion of the packet header. Table (3.6) shows two types of traffic 

classifiers. [NB+98] 

TRAFFIC CLASSIFIERS DESCRIPTION 

Behavior Aggregate (BA) Classifiers, which classify packets, based on the DS codepoint 
only. (*footnote = in this work we use BA classifiers) 

Multi-Field (MF) Classifiers select packets based on the value of a combination of 
one or more header fields. 

Table (3.6): Types of traffic classifiers 

" TRAFFIC PROFILE 

A traffic profile specifies the properties of traffic stream selected by a classifier. It 

provides rules for determining whether a particular packet is in-profile or out-of- 

profile. Table (3.7) describes the two types of Traffic profile packets. [NB+98] 

TRAFFIC PROFILE PACKETS, DESCRIPTION 

In-profile packet 
May be allowed to enter the DS codepoint without further 
conditioning. 
May be queued until they are in-profile (shaped), 

Out-of-profile packet discarded (policed), or marked with the new codepoint 
(re-mark). 

Table (3.7): Types of Traffic profile packets 

"rýkv*' 
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9 TRAFFIC CONDITIONER 

Table (3.8) shows the traffic conditioner elements. 

TRAFFIC CONDITIONER DESCRIPTION -' '-' '' '" 
Measures the packet that has been selected by a classifier against Meters 
a traffic profile 
After packet classification, packets marked into premium assured Markers 
or best effort classes. 
Delays some or all of packets in a traffic profile. Shapers happen 

Shapers in the edge or boundary nodes, which eliminates jitters. 
Droppers Discards some or all packets in traffic profile. 

Table (3.8): Traffic conditioner elements 

Note that a traffic conditioner may not necessarily contain all the above elements, for 

instance, if there was no traffic profile is in effect, packets may only pass through a 

classifier and a maker. [NB+98] 

3.6.5 DIFFSERV RESOURCE ALLOCATION 

DiffServ customers can have two types of Service level Specifications (SLSs) [IK+00] 

between their nodes, dynamic or static. In the case of a static SLS, customer pays e. g. a 

fixed amount of money every month. Even if the entire bandwidth is not being used all 

the time, the customer has to pay for the unused bits as well. This fixed bandwidth 

allocation may be appropriate for a web service provider who wants to make their web- 

site seem fast or for a virtual-leased-line service. Static SLSs and manually configured 

boundary nodes are the first step to Differentiated Services. 

The dynamic resource allocation can be realised by the agent called Bandwidth Broker 

(BB). A BB can be a host, a router or a software process at a router. It can be configured 

with organisational policies to keep track of the current allocation of AF and EF 

resources. It can also reject the new PHB resource requests due to the lack of resources. 

Moreover, a BB can be the only instance that can configure the leaf routers. The 

configuring is done according to the policy database of the BB. This will reduce the 

heaviness of the management burden inside the network domain. [NJ99] 
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The use of BB can be divided into two categories: BBs are used only in network 

configuration, they make admission control decisions and are used also in dynamic 

resource allocation. 

9 DYNAMIC ADMISSION CONTROL 

In a more sophisticated model a BB is used as an admission controller. Here the 

reasonable way to communicate between a customer and the local domain BB is 

the use of RSVP, but "out-of-band" signalling is also possible. When a customer 

wants a guarantee that there is enough capacity for an end-to-end connection, it 

sends an RSVP message to the BB of the domain requesting for some DSCP or 

service for its traffic. At first the BB checks if there is enough capacity left for 

this request inside its own domain. If there is, the BB sends the message to the BB 

of the next domain, otherwise the customers will get an error message. 
The peer BB processes the request in a similar way and this signalling continues 

until the request message reaches the BB of the receiver's domain. The signalling 

process is interrupted if there is not enough capacity available and an error 

message is sent to the sender. If the message reaches the receiver's BB, "an OK 

message" is sent to the BB of the previous domain and this signalling ends when 

the sender host gets the OK message from the local BB. Now the sender can be 

sure that there is enough capacity along the traffic path for the data transmission 

to succeed. [NJ99] 

" DYNAMIC BOUNDARY NODE CONFIGURATION 

In the most complex system the BBs located along the traffic path are also used to 

configure necessary boundary routers. The signalling process starts in a way 

similar to the previous case. RSVP messages can be used in the signalling 
between BBs. 

When the PATH message reaches the BB of the receiver domain, the BB makes 

an admission control decision and if the request is accepted it configures the 
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domain's boundary node. Then the BB will generate a RESV message to the 

previous domain's BB that will further configure its own domain's boundary 

router. When the RESV message comes to the sender's BB, the first hop router is 

configured and the RESV message is returned to the sender. Data transmission 

can be started and there is enough capacity along the path to forward the sender's 

traffic. [NJ99] 

3.6.6 AN ANALYSIS OF DIFFSERV 

The Differentiated Services takes into account the structure of the current Internet and its 

requirements. The architecture is scalable: routers handle only traffic aggregates services 

are based on a relative differentiation and no hard guarantees are provided. SLSs are 

made between large entities or domains. 

Since the DiffServ does not (yet) specify services, ISPs have a very important role in 

realisation of DiffServ. The risk is that ISPs implement PHBs differently so that 

predictable end-to-end services cannot be achieved. In addition,, the network provisioning 

might be a very difficult task, since no signalling is used and nodes have to be pre- 

configured. 

Especially EF might be very problematic if dynamic end-points are allowed. On the other 

hand, AF provides more elastic possibilities, but the services built from AF can be too 

ambiguous. When DiffServ services are provided for end users it is quite clear, that 

technical terms such as AF or EF are not mentioned. It might be difficult to sell these 

services (assured service) if their clear advantages, e. g., guaranteed bandwidth, cannot be 

demonstrated. 

Although DiffServ is a very simple and robust architecture, it has a drawback: it has a 

static nature. The Traffic Conditioning Specification (TCSs) is pre-configured to the 

boundary routers and the interior nodes have to be pre-dimensioned. [IK+00] 
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3.7 QUEUING MECHANISMS USED IN INTSERV AND DIFFSERV 

This section presents the queuing disciplines, which can be used to implement Integrated 

and Differentiated Service. In a packet switched network, such as the Internet, queuing 

discipline has a very important role especially when quality of service is concerned. 

Queuing is the act of storing packets into a place where they are held for subsequent 

processing. A typical router has one process for each input and output port. The 

forwarding process between the ports determines the destination interface to which a 

packet should be passed. Thus the role of the router is to bind the input processes to the 

forwarding and scheduling processes and then to the output processes. [FH98 p. 55] 

Table (3.9) describes the queuing mechanisms. 

QUEUING MECIIANISbi DESCRIPTION 

FIFO QUEUING FIFO (First In, First Out) queuing is considered to be the standard method for store- 
and forward traffic handling. Packets that enter the input interface queue are placed 
into the appropriate output interface queue in the order in which they are received. 

PRIORITY QUEUING Priority queuing is considered as a primitive form of traffic differentiation. The 
priority queuing is based on the concept where certain type of traffic is always 
transmitted ahead of other type of traffic. 

CLASS-BASED QUEUING Class-Based Queuing (CBQ) or custom queuing is a variation of priority queuing. 
The CBQ can be configured to forward a specified number of bytes from a queue in 

each service rotation time. CBQ provides mechanism to allocate dedicated portions 
of bandwidth to specific types of traffic. The drawback of CBQ is that it requires 
some amount of computational processing. 

WEIGHTED FAIR Weighted Fair Queuing (WFQ) is a flow-based algorithm, which provides fair 
QUEUING bandwidth allocation. WFQ is based on the fair queuing scheme, which operates 

according to the round-robin (ref) principle. 
RANDOM EARLY Random Early Detection (RED) provides a mechanism to avoid a total congestion of 
DETECTION TCP flows and the problem of global synchronization, which can be caused by 

simultaneously TCP slow starts. RED operates by monitoring the queue depth. The 

average queue size is compared to two thresholds, a minimum threshold and a 
maximum threshold. When the average queue size is less than minimum threshold 
no packets are marked to be dropped. 

Table (3.9): Queuing mechanisms 
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3.8 INTEROPERATION BETWEEN INTSERV AND DIFFSERV 

Both QoS architectures, Integrated and Differentiated services, have their own 

advantages and disadvantages. As it has mentioned in section (3.4), IntServ together with 
RSVP signaling provide dynamic admission control, end-to-end predictable services and 

an efficient use of a network resources. However, the processing overhead in the high- 

speed networks will be unacceptable. On the other hand, DiffServ in section (3.6) offers a 

scalable way to provide QoS in large networks. The lack of a dynamic admission control 

mechanism and difficulties in resource allocation can make the DiffServ quite 

unpredictable. By combining the advantages from both architectures it might be possible 

to build a scalable system, which would provide predictable services. [BF+00] 

3.8.1 MOTIVATION FOR INTEROPERATION MODEL 

As it mentioned already, the lack of explicit admission control may cause the distortion 

of exciting traffic flows when new flows join to the aggregate and the resources of the 

aggregate have already been consumed. As a result, none of the sessions will obtain 

satisfactory service, when in fact there are resources available for most of the sessions. 

When the explicit admission control is used, the new flows are blocked and the senders 

are informed about the network condition. When the sender receives a rejection signal, it 

might respond by requesting smaller traffic profile. [BF+00] 

3.8.2 FRAMEWORK 

This framework, which is proposed by IETF to provide end-to-end QoS, consists of 

IntServ regions at the periphery of the network and DiffServ regions in the core network. 

Basically IntServ regions are customers for DiffServ regions, which offer transport 

services. 
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The DiffServ regions may, but are not required to, participate in end-to-end RSVP 

signaling for the propose of optimizing resource allocation and supporting admission 

control. [BF+00] 

3.8.3 DIFFSERV AND INTSERV ARCHITECTURES COMPATIBILITY 

IntServ and DiffServ have complementary architectures for the pursuit of end-to-end 
QoS, where IntServ enables hosts to request pre-flow, quantifiable resources along end- 

to-end data paths and to obtain feedback regarding admissibility of these requests, 
DiffServ enables scalability across large networks [BF+00]. The benefits of 
interoperation of IntServ with DiffServ aggregate traffic control can be described as 
follows [EH+00]: 

0 SCALABILITY 

DiffServ aggregate traffic control has more scalability compared to IntServ for 

high-speed transmission in large networks. 

" RESOURCE BASED ON DYNAMIC ADMISSION CONTROL 

IntServ uses an explicit setup mechanism (e. g. RSVP) to request resources, and 
DiffServ network region may accept or reject these requests in response. With the 

use of RSVP signaling in a DiffServ network region, all nodes in this network 

will have dynamic admission control, which helps to assure that network 

resources are optimally used. 

" ASSISTANCE IN TRAFFIC IDENTIFICATION/CLASSIFICATION 

With the DiffServ network regions, traffic is allotted service based on the DSCP 

marked in each packet's IP header. Thus, in order to obtain a particular level of 

service within the DiffServ network regions, it is necessary to affect the marking 

of correct DSCP in packet headers. 
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" TRAFFIC CONDITIONING 

IntServ components are able to condition traffic at per-flow granularity, by some 

combination of shaping and/or policing. Pre-conditioning traffic in this manner 

before it is submitted to the DiffServ region of the network is beneficial. It 

enhances the ability of DiffServ region of the network to provide quantitative 

services using aggregate traffic control. 

3.8.4 ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES AND THE COMPARISONS 

IETF has classified four alternative approaches instead of DiffServ to co-operate with 

IntServ architecture for an end-to-end QoS. However, the comparisons have shown that 

the DiffServ architecture is more compatible and easy to support IntServ architecture. 
(EH+00] 

3.8.4.1 RELATIVE PRIORITY MARKING 

" MODEL 

In this model, the application, host, or proxy node selects a relative priority or 

precedence for a packet (e. g. delay or discard priority), and the network nodes along 

the transit path apply the appropriate priority forwarding behavior corresponding to 

the priority value within the packet's header. The example of this model includes IPv4 

precedence marking, 802.5 token ring priority [ISO/IEC98], and the default 

interpretation of 802.1p [ISO/IECOO] traffic classes. [EH+00] 

" COMPARISON 

DiffServ architecture can be considered as refinement to this model, since it is more 

clearly specify the role and importance of boundary nodes and traffic conditioners, 

and since our per-hop behavior model permits more general forwarding behaviors 

than relative delay or discard priority. [EH+00] 
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3.8.4.2 SERVICE MARKING 

" MODEL 

In this model each packet is marked with a request for a "Type of service", which 

may include "minimize delay", "maximize throughput", "maximize reliability", or 

"minimize cast". Network nodes may select routing paths or forwarding behavior, 

which are suitably engineered to satisfy the service request. This service request is 

associated with each individual packet, whereas some service semantics may depend 

on the aggregate forwarding behavior of a sequence of packets. An example of a 

service-marking model is IPv4 ToS. [Almquist92] 

" COMPARISON 

This model is subtly different from DiffServ architecture, where the TOS marking 

[Almquist92] are very generic and do not span the range of possible service 

semantics. This model does not easily accommodate growth in the number and range 

of future services (since the codepoint space is small) and involves configuration of 

the "ToS forwarding behavior" association in each core network node. Standardizing 

service marking implies standardizing service offering, which is outside the scope of 

IETF. [NB+98] 

3.8.4.3 LABEL SWITCHING 

0 MODEL 

In this model path forwarding state and traffic management or QoS state is 

established for traffic streams on each hop along a network path. Traffic aggregates of 

varying granularity are associated with a label switched path at an ingress node, and 

packets within each label switched path are marked with a forwarding label that is 

used to look up the next-hop nod, the per-hop forwarding behavior, and the 

replacement label at each hop. Examples of this model include Frame Relay, ATM, 

and MPLS. [RF95] 
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" COMPARISON 

This model permits finer granularity resource allocation to traffic streams, since label 

values are not globally significant but are only significant on a single link; therefore 

resources can be reserved for the aggregate of packets received on a link with a 

particular label, and the label switching semantics govern the next-hop selection, 

allowing a traffic stream to follow a specially engineered path through the network. 

This improved granularity comes at the cost of additional management and 

configuration requirement to establish and maintain the label switch paths. 
In addition, the amount of forwarding state maintained at each node scales in 

proportion to the number of edge nodes of the network in the best case, and it scales 

in proportion with the square of the number of edge nodes in the worst care, when 

edge-edge label switched paths with provisioned resources are employed. 
[ATMFORUM90] 

3.8.4.4 STATIC PER-HOP CLASSIFICATION 

" MODEL 

This model eliminates the requirement for hop-by-hop signaling by utilizing only 

"static" classification and forwarding policies, which are implemented in each node 

along a network path. These policies are updated on administrative timescales and 

not in response to the instantaneous mix of microflows active in the network. 
[BB+98] 

" COMPARISON 

The state requirements for this model are potentially worse than those encountered 

when RSVP is used, especially in backbone nodes, since the number of static policies 

that might be applicable at a node over time may be larger than the number of active 

sender-receiver sessions that might have installed reservation state on a node. 

Although the support of large numbers of classifier rules and forwarding policies may 

be computationally feasible, the management burden associated with installing and 

maintaining these rules on each node within a backbone network which might be 

traversed by a traffic stream is substantial. [BB+98] 
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3.8.5 REFERENCE MODEL FOR INTSERV AND DIFFSERV INTEROPERATION 

The IETF reference model includes a DiffServ region in the middle of larger network 

supporting IntServ end-to-end. The DiffServ region contains a mesh of routers, at least, 

some of which provide aggregate traffic control. The regions outside the DiffServ region 
(non-DiffServ regions or IntServ regions) contain meshes of routers and attached hosts, 

some of which support the IntServ architecture. Figure (3.8) illustrates the reference 

network model in multicast connection. The components of this reference model are 
defined as follows [BF+00], [EH+00], [BD+01]: 

" DIFFSERV REGION 

The DiffServ network region supports aggregate traffic control and is assumed 

not to be capable of MF classification. Depending on the specific realization of 

the framework, some number of routers within the DiffServ region may be RSVP 

aware and therefore capable of per-flow signaling and admission control. If 

devices in the DiffServ region are not RSVP aware, they will pass RSVP 

messages transparently with negligible performance impact. 

" NON-DIFFSERV REGIONS OR INTSERV REGIONS 

The network outside of the DiffServ region consists of IntServ capable hosts and 

other network elements, such as 802, ATM, etc. 

9 HosTs 

It is assumed that both the sending and receiving hosts use RSVP to communicate 

the QoS requirements. Also, traffic control in the host may mark the DSCP in the 

transmitted packets, and shape transmitted traffic to the requirements of the 

IntServ service in use. 
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" END-TO-END RSVP SIGNALING 

It is assumed that RSVP signaling messages travel end-to-end between hosts 

(Sender and Receivers) to support RSVP/IntServ reservation outside the DiffServ 

network region. 

" EDGE ROUTERS 

Edge routers reside adjacent to the DiffServ network regions. The functionality of 

the edge routers varies depending on the specific realization of the framework. 

BORDER ROUTER 

Border routers reside in the DiffServ network region. The functionality of the 

boarder routers varies depending on the specific realization of the framework. 
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CHAPTER 3- QUALITY OF SERVICE 

3.9 APPROACHES ON NETWROK REGION 

There have been proposed two approaches for interoperation between IntServ and 

DiffServ, which arc described as follows: 

3.9.1 STATICALLY PROVISIONED NETWORK APPROACH 

This approach assumes to run IntServ and DiffServ independently of each other. All 

the nodes (routers) in DiffServ network region are RSVP unaware; which is called the 

DiffServ network region is "statically provisioned". The term statically provisioned 

means that all the nodes of DiffServ network region have negotiated a static contract 

with SLS, for transmit capacity to be provided to the nodes at each of a number of 

standard DiffServ service levels. The transmit capacity may be simply an amount of 

bandwidth (throughput) or it could be burst size or peak rate, etc. Figure (3.9) 

illustrates the statically provisioned network approach. [BernetOOI: 

11771 Lath . Path 

III 
`± 

112 DiffServ lit 
) 

112 

Figure (3.9): Statically provisioned network 

End-to-end QoS can be obtained through a combination of networks that support 

RSVP/IntServ and networks that support DiffServ. The drawback is that it limits the 

RSVP resource reservation throughout the DiffServ network region. The following 

sequence illustrates the process when RSVP has been set statically IBernet00l: 

1. The QoS process on the sender generates an RSVP PATH message that describes 

the traffic offered by the sending packets. 
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2. The PATH massage is carried toward the receivers. In the network region to 

which the sender is attached, RSVP processing is applied at capable network 

elements. 
3. At the Edge router, the PATH message is subjected to RSVP processing and 

PATH state is installed in the router. The PATH message is sent onward to the 

DiffServ network region. 
4. The PATH message is ignored by the routers in the DiffServ network region and 

then processed at the Edge router according to RSVP processing rules. 
5. When the PATH message reaches the receivers, the operating system generates an 

RSVP RESV message, indicating interest in offered traffic of a certain IntServ 

service type. 

6. The RESV message is carried back towards the DiffServ network region and the 

sender. 

7. At edge router (2), the RESV message is subjected to RSVP processing. 
8. In edge router (1), the RESV message triggers admission control processing. 
9. If edge router (1) approves the request, the RESV message is admitted and is 

allowed to continue towards sender. If it rejects the request, the RESV is not 
forwarded and the appropriate RSVP error messages are sent. 

10. The RESV message proceeds through the network region to which the sender is 

attached. 

11. At sender, the QoS process receives the RESV message. 
12. The sender may mark the DSCP in the headers of packets that are transmitted on 

the admitted traffic flow. 
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3.9.2 DYNAMICALLY PROVISIONED NETWORK APPROACH 

The pervious model presumes that the DiffServ network is statically provisioned i. e. there 

is no signaling between the IntServ network regions and the DiffServ network region. 

(RSVP PATH and RESV messages are transparent for the DiffServ nodes). 

lt might be difficult to make efficient use of the resources in the DiffServ region, since 

the admission control does not consider the availability of resources inside the DiffServ 

region along the specific traffic path. 

This approach assumes the existence of have RSVP signaling on both IntServ and 

DiffServ network regions. Although all the routers in DiffServ network regions are able 

to participate in some form of RSVP signaling, they classify and schedule traffic in 

aggregate. based on DSCP. not on the pre-flow classification criteria used by 

RSVP/IntServ routers. It can be said that their control-plan is RSVP while their data-plan 

is DiffServ. The benefit of this approach is to exploit the benefits of RSVP signaling 

while maintaining much of the scalability associated with DiffServ. 

By contrast with the previous approach, when the DiffServ network region is RSVP 

aware. the admission control agent dynamically works as a part of the DiffServ network 

region. As a result. changes in the capacity available in the DiffServ network region can 

be indicated to the IntServ-capable nodes outside the DiffServ region via RSVP. By 

including RSVP signaling on the routers in the DiffServ network region, it improves the 

efficiency of resource usage within the DiffServ region and the level of service that the 

resource requested at admission control. Figure (3.10) illustrates dynamically provisioned 

nemork approach. 

sit OCT IC2 its 112 

Figure (?. 10): Dynamically provisioned network 
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The use of RSVP signaling referred to as " topology aware admission control". The 

benefit of supporting RSVP signaling within the DiffServ network region is that it is 

possible to effect changes in the provisioning of the DiffServ network region (e. g. 

allocating more or less bandwidth to the EF queue in a router) in response to resource 

requests from outside of the DiffServ region. Section (3.9.3.1) has been introduced a 

mechanism that may be used with the DiffServ network region to support dynamic 

provisioning and topology aware admission control. [QKO1], [BF+00] 

3.9.2.1 AGGREGATED OR TUNNELED RSVP 

This approach is to re-provision the core routers and other border routers using 

aggregated RSVP to reserve resources between edges of the DiffServ network region and 
IntServ network regions. 

It assumes that the RSVP reservation is mapped into DiffServ PHBs at the edge router. 
The classification and scheduling states in the core network region are managed 

according the DiffServ principles. 

In this approach, the boundary routers set as aggregator and deaggregator routers. The 

aggregator is a router at the ingress of aggregation region where aggregate the standard 

RSVP end-to-end PATH message and composes larger aggregate PATH messages. The 

Deaggregator is a router at the egress of the network, where deaggregates aggregated 

PATH messages and consumes aggregate RESV messages. 

The aggregate reservations are built between particular aggregator and deaggregator 

pairs. Those routers have to be known before the aggregate reservation can be done. 

By using DiffServ mechanisms for classification and scheduling of traffic supported by 

aggregate reservations, the amount of classification and scheduling state in the 

aggregation region is even further reduced. In addition, DiffServ DSCPs are used to 

identify traffic covered by aggregate reservation. [BI01] 
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" END-TO-END GUARANTEED QOS PROCESS 

A RSVP aggregated session is identified by the session object, which includes the IP 

destination address, the protocol ID and the DSCP information. Diffserv DSCPs are 

used in DCLASS [BF+00] to identify traffic covered by aggregate reservations in 

RSVP. 

The first router in the transit domain that handles the aggregated reservations is called 

Aggregator, while the last router in the transit domain that handles the reservations is 

called Deaggregator. An RSVP aggregation region is consisted by routers that are 

capable of managing the RSVP aggregated states. 
The RSVP Aggregator can use a policy that can be based on local configurations and 

local QoS management architectures, to set the DSCP packets that are passing into 

the aggregated region. For example, the Aggregator may be a PSTN (Public Switched 

Telephone Network) gateway that aggregates a set of incoming calls and makes an 

aggregate reservation across one or more Diffserv domains up to the Deaggregator 

that can be e. g., another PSTN gateway. In this situation the call signalling is used to 

establish the E2E reservations. 

When the PATH message finally arrives at a deaggregator, the deaggregator should 

update its ADSPEC, before forwarding the PATH message towards the receiver. This 

update is to reflect the impact of the aggregation region onto the QoS to be achieved 

end-to-end by the flow. Such information can be collected by the ADSPEC of 

aggregate PATH messages traveling from the aggregator to the deaggregator. 

Therefore, to enable correct updating of the ADSPEC, a deaggregating router may 

wait for the arrival of an aggregate PATH before forwarding the end-to-end PATH. 

Each endpoint can initiate a per-flow and end to end RSVP resource reservation 

procedure. The per-flow RSVP resource reservation messages are referred as E2E 

PATH/RESV and the aggregated resource reservations messages are referred as 

aggregated PATH/RESV. The E2E PATH/RESV messages are carried through the 

RSVP aggregation region transparently, since their RSVP protocol Id at the 

aggregator will be replaced with a new protocol type, i. e., RSVP-E2E-IGNORE. 
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Each E2E RSVP resource reservation request that arrive at the ingress router, i. e., 

Aggregator, of an RSVP aggregated region can initiate or resize a RSVP aggregated 

reservation. In the RSVP aggregated region the aggregated RSVP messages are 

managing the reservation of the resources for a set of per-flow RSVP reservations. 
The E2E RSVP reservation states are temporary states, i. e. soft states that have to be 

updated regularly. This means that E2E PATH and E2E RESV messages will have to 

be periodically retransmitted. If these states are not refreshed then they will be 

removed. These states may also be removed by using the E2E PATHTear and E2E 

RESVTear messages. When these E2E states are removed then their FLOWSPEC 

information must be removed from the allocated portion of the aggregate reservation, 

such that this same bandwidth will be re-used for other traffic in the near future. 

Furthermore, their Sender TSpec information must also be removed from the 

aggregated state. 

This can be achieved by using some level of trend analysis. From the above 
information we can deduce that based on a certain policy the Aggregator and 
Deaggregator will decide when the RSVP Aggregated states will be refreshed or 

updated and therefore this triggering time is not completely defined by the E2E RSVP 

messages. The advantage of this approach is that it offers dynamic, topology aware 

admission control to the DiffServ network region without requiring the level of RSVP 

signaling processing that would be required to support per-flow RSVP. [QKO1] 

3.10 ANALYZE OF INTEROPERATION OF INTSERV AND DIFFSERV 

Section (3.8) has discussed the possibilities of how the IntServ/RSVP principles can be 

used in parallel with DiffServ principles. Since DiffServ is basically based on the Static 

network configuration and admission control, the use of RSVP signaling can bring a lot 

of flexibly into DiffServ architecture. The signaling also enables more accurate and 

dynamic policing, since the admission control may be based on the policing of a sender, a 

receiver or an application. 
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The overall benefit of the combined architectures is the end-to-end services. The RSVP 

signaling provides knowledge about availability of resources along the traffic path. In this 

way predictable end-to-end services can be guaranteed. Usage of DiffServ principles 

eliminates the need of per-flow states along the traffic path. However, such an approach 

raises some problems, and therefore cannot be an only solution to provide end-to-end 
QoS for multicast application requirements. They can be described as follow [ASO1]: 

Within larger networks the resource management might become impossible. A 

distribution of different resources based on the RSVP aggregated or per-flow is 

complex, because network reconfigurations might interfere. 

Enabling the DiffServ network region with dynamic admission control using 

aggregated RSVP has some drawbacks. Using aggregated RSVP resource 

management in the DiffServ network region is most likely to be feasible only within a 

single administrative domain, as each domain will probably choose its own 

mechanism to manage its resources. This leads to increase complexity and the need of 

predictive management of bandwidth. 

" To cope with the scalability and dynamic admission control behaviours, it is more 

convenient to propose an independent approach for dynamic admission control. 
Several activities could be solved locally and a core network only queried, if 

absolutely necessary. 
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3.11 SuMrntARY 

This chapter presented an overview of QoS management operations, parameters and 

services. QoS management is defined as a concrete realization of required levels of QoS 

in real system, which is described in three components: negotiation, maintenance and 

monitoring. 

QoS services are described in two services: Integrated services (IntServ) and 
Differentiated services (DiffServ). IntServ architecture is designed to provide end-to-end 

resources and dynamic admission control over network. DiffServ architecture is designed 

to provide scalability over network. 

The Interoperation of IntServ and DiffServ by IETF showed that it could achieve end-to- 

end resource, dynamic admission control and scalability over network providing end-to- 

end QoS for multicast applications. The next chapter proposes new components to enable 

the ECTP tree-based transport protocol with QoS management (ECTP QoS management 

specification) operations using IntServ and DiffServ principles. ECTP transport protocol 
itself cannot guarantee the QoS levels required by applications. Therefore to enable QoS 

management functionality in ECTP, the new functions and elements needed to be added 

on the ECTP connection lifetime. 
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CHAPTER 4- QOS MANAGEMENT IN ECTP TRANSPORT PROTOCOL 

4. OVERVIEW 

As it mentioned in Chapter 2, section (2.6.2), the tree-based multicast transport protocol 

has been shown the best performance for reliability and scalability (over nodes) compared 

to other approaches. In Chapter 3, sections (3.4) and (3.6) have mentioned the use of 

IntServ and DiffServ principles. Also it has discussed in section (3.8), that interoperation 

between the two architectures can provide an end-to-end resources, dynamic admission 

control and scalability over the network. 

However these two individual solutions (tree-based multicast transport protocol and 

Interoperation of IntServ and DiffServ) have several drawbacks in the real network. To 

overcome these problems required a framework, which enables a multicast transport 

protocol with IntServ and DiffServ functionality. Therefore, multicast transport protocol 

can provide reliability and scalability (over nodes) along with a dynamic admission 

control, efficient network resources and scalability over networks. This chapter proposes 

new components to enable the ECTP transport protocol as a tree-based multicast protocol 

with QoS management operations using IntServ and DiffServ principles. 

4.1 ECTP QoS MANAGEMENT 

ECTP transport protocol cannot itself guarantee the QoS levels required by applications. 

Therefore to enable QoS management functionality in ECTP, the new functions and 

elements should be added on the ECTP connection lifetime. 

As has been discussed in section (2.7), ECTP specifications have been designed in two 

parts. The control part has been defined in section (2.7.1), which specifies the protocol 

operations for connection establishment and scalability by using the tree-based approach. 

The second part is QoS management specification, which describes QoS management 

functions for the stable management of QoS for users in a simplex connection. This 

functionality enables ECTP to reserve resources to support multicast applications 

throughout of the connection. The ECTP transport protocol supports QoS management 

through three operations: negotiation, monitoring and maintenance. , �, -. ,..,..,. 
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During the ECTP connection liL'tiinc. O()ýS ncL'oti. Itiun i" pcrlormcd in hic conncctinw 

creations phase (section 2.7.2.1), where the sender proposes the desired tai., ct v , tl uc, I of 

each QoS parameters required by applications to all receivers by multicast. 

Based on the QoS parameter values proposed by the sender, each receiver ill], -'ht 
the reservation of the network resources using reservation set-up protocol (scction ý. ý). 

prOI)()tiC 111OdIlICat1O1Is to the scnndCrs 

proposed parameter values. These modified values are based on the negotiated system 

capacities at the receiver side and network environment. The pIralmetcr t; n«et valurý 

modified by receivers are delivered to sender via ACK messalec,. 

After an E(' IP. i" rc li, "I. the Oý, S i1 itmiw, i. 
licti\, itCd in thi cl, ll; t 

transmission phase (section 2.7.2), where each receiver is required to measure the 

parameter values. The measured QoS values are reported to the sender via an ACK packet 

.'. 
; l1C "IIIII,, "I l ýla(lIý \, ILIC from IhC ICC'IV'C1*ý. 

Ua cd on the aggregated QoS values, the sender takes QoS maintenance action,, to 

maintain the connection status at a desired QoS level. Specific rules are pre-configured toi 

trigger QoS maintenance actions such as data transmission rate adjustment, connection 

pause and resume troublemaker ejection and connection termination. Figure (4. 

illustrates the QoS management functionality alon; ý vý ith [C"I P connection liictimc 

týh; ý. ý I fa h+ft 

CONNECTION CREATION MULTICAST DATA CONNECTION TERMINATION 
-' TRANSFER --' 

C( IKOI IRI1_'CRI11( 

Q0S NEGOTIATION 

r----------------------- 
TREE-BASED RELIABILITY CONIROI 

r------------------------- 
TREE MEMBERSHIP MAINTFNANUI 

----------------------- - 
r--------------------------- 

--------------------------- 

QOS MONITORING 
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4.2 I( 11' QO S %I \\ \GF: A1l.: AT ('OSIPO\1: A"I'S 

The L(: IP protocol components required for QoS management operations could be 

descrihed as follows (All the components are extended from those already defined in 

FCTP control specification (section 2.7.2)). [KohO2l 

4.2.1 i. I i \tt \Iý 

,. : 11" LC the 1Cvv CICn1Cnt; [PKO2], II: 

0 CONNECTION INFORMATION ELEMENT 

Fi«urc (4.2) sho vs the connection information clement. 

o.. 8 16 
NEXT VERSION l'KI: r: CuNia6. 

ý 
Mnx 

ELEMENT FLAGS 
OýrION 'fart, LEVCI 

Figure (4.2)- Connection Information Element 

,ý 31 

MAX. Clio IREN 
NUMBER 

Table (4.1) shows that for QoS management, the ECTP sender specifies the 

following three fields in the 'Flags' byte. 

76543210 
Reserved 

I 
Retx 

IN ýQoSI 
CU 

flag hit to indicate whether QoS management is enabled (1) or not 
QOS (0) in the connection. If this bit is set to T, all the procedures for QoS 

management are invoked. The default is V. 
flag, bit to indicate whether QoS negotiation is enabled (1) or not (0) 

N (NEGOI1A RON) in the connection. If this bit is set to '1', each receiver is allowed to 
propose its own parameter values. The default value is V. 
flag bit to indicate whether retransmissions by parent are performed 

RF: rx (0) or not (1). If this bit is set to T, the sender or parent need not 
(RF: I R. vNsyInsION) retransmit RD packets, even if the retransmission requests by ACK 

packets are received. The default value is '0'. 

Tahlc (4.1): Flap , pccificatiOn in EC'TP scndcr 
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40 QOS EXTENSION ELEMENT 

A 8-byte QoS extension element specifies the Maximum Segment Size (MSS) 

and the target values for ECTP QoS parameters. Figure (4.3) shows QoS extension 

element. 

8 16 24 31 

Element Version QoS Flags Maximum Segment Size 

CHQ Throughput 

OT Throughput 

LQA Throughput 

OT Transit Delay LQA Transit Delay 

OT Transit Delay Jitter 

OT lost rate LQA lost rate 

LQA Transit Delay Jitter 

Figure (4.3)- QoS Extension Element 

The QoS element is used by ECTP sender to inform the receivers about the target 

values for QoS parameters by a CR packet in the connection creation phase. In 

QoS negotiation, the QoS element is also used when a receiver proposes its own 

modified values to the sender. These QoS values are also referred to in QoS 

monitoring and maintenance operation. Table (4.2) shows the parameters that 

specified in QoS extension element. 
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VALUES DEscRIvrtoN 

Next element indicates the type of next element immediately following this QoS element. 
y ersion defines the current version of this element 

is a flag byte to specify if each of QoS parameters and MSS are used in the 
QoS flags 

connection. 
Maximum 
Segment Size Represents the maximum size of ECTP segment or packet in unit of bytes. 
(\ISS) 

each target value is 32-bit unsigned integer in byte per second. The following target 

Throughput values are valid for throughput: 

target values 
1. CIIQ throughput- upper limit for throughput 

OT throughput- target throughput for desired display of multicast data 
3. LQA throughput-lower limit for throughput 
each target value is a 16-bit unsigned integer in millisecond. The following target 

Transit delay values are valid for transit delay: 
target N alucs I. OT transit delay- target transit delay for desired display of multicast data 

2. LQA transit delay-maximally allowed transit delay 
each value is 16-bit unsigned integer in millisecond. The following target values are 

Transit delay valid for transit delay jitter: 

jitter aloes 
1. OT transit delay jitter- target transit delay jitter for desired display of multicast 

data 
LQA transit delay itter- maximally allowed transit delay jitter 

each value is an 8-bit unsigned integer in percentage. The following target values are 
Data loss rate valid for data loss rate: 
target values 1. OT loss rate- target loss rate for desired display of multicast data 

LQA loss rate- maximally allowed loss rate 
Reserved is reserved for future use 

Table (4.2): Parameters in QoS extension element 

" ACKNOWLEDGEMENT ELEMENT 

In QoS monitoring, each receiver is required to measure the parameter values that have 

been experienced. A measured parameter value is mapped to a parameter status value. 

A status value is an integer (0,1,2, or 3) where a larger status value indicates a worse 

status for the connection. 

The status values are delivered to sender via ACK packets. The acknowledgement 

element (section 2.7.5) of the ACK packet contains the status values for QoS 

parameters used in connection. Figure (4.4) shows the added parameter status in the 

acknowledgement element. 

U8 16 24 31 

Next I 
crsion 

I 
Valid Bitmap Length 

I Reverse I 
PARAMETER STATUS Element 

Lowest Sequence Number 

Bitmap 

Figure (4.4)-Acknowledgement Element 
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The following structures are the 8-bit parameter status: 
1. Two bits indicates the status value for measuring throughput 
2. Two bits indicates the status value for measuring transit delay 
3. Two bits indicates the status value for measuring transit delay jitter 
4. Two bits indicates the status value for measuring data loss rate 

4.2.2 QOS PARAMETERS TARGET VALUES 

ECTP specification [Koh02] has defined three target values for which may be used by 

ECTP QoS parameters: Controlled highest quality (CHQ), Lowest quality allowed (LQA) 

and Operating target (OT). CHQ and LQA values are proposed by the sender and 

receivers and must be modified their values within this rang. OT value is proposed by the 

sender and must not be modified by the receivers. The ECTP sender proposes the desired 

target values for each QoS parameter to all receivers, and all receivers send back their 

modified target values via ACK messages. The target values can be described as 

follow[Koh02]: 

" THROUGHPUT (BYTE PER SECOND) 

As it discussed in section (2.4.3.1), throughput represents an amount of 

application data output over a specific time period. Based on the throughput 

target values, applications generate multicast data and the ECTP sender will 

transmit them. 

The sender should configure the following throughput target values: CHQ, OT, 

and LQA throughput. These target values could be described as following 

inequality: 

LQAthrouglzput <_ OTthroughput <_ CHQthroughput 

9 TRANSIT DELAY (MILLISECOND) 

As it discussed in section (2.4.3.1), transit delay represents an end-to-end 

transmission time from a sender to a receiver. For desirable display of multicast 

data, the sender may configure the following target values: OT and LQA transit 

delay. These target values could be described using following inequality: 

OTtransitdelay <_ LQAtransitdelay 
,- *rý' 0- V- ., - or- 91- 4f. 
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" TRANSIT DELAY JITTER (MILLISECOND) 

As discussed in section (2.4.3.1), transit delay jitter represents sudden 

variations of transit delay values. For desirable display of multicast data, the 

sender may configure the following target values: OT and LQA transit delay 

jitter. These target values could be described in terms of following inequality: 

OTtransitdelayjitter < LQAtransitdelayjitter 

DATA LOST RATE (PERCENTAGE) 

As it mentioned section (2.4.3.1), data lost rate is defined as ratio of amount of 
lost data over the amount of totally transmitted data. For desirable display of 

multicast data, the sender may configure the following target values: OT and 

LQA data lost rate. These target values could be described using following 

inequality: 

OTdatalostrate <_ LQAdatalostrate 

Table (4.3) summarises the relationship between QoS parameters and their target values. 

ECTP QOS 
TARGET VALUES DESCRIPTION 

PARAMETERS 

Throughput 
CHQ Throughput 
LQA Throughput LQA Throughput<=OT Throughput <=CHQ 
OT Throughput Throughput 

Transit delay LQA Transit delay 
OT Transit delay OT Transit delay <=LQA Transit delay 

Transit delay jitter 
LQA Transit delay jitter 
OT Transit delay jitter OT Transit delay jitter <=LQA Transit delay jitter 

Data loss 
LQA Data loss 
OT Data loss OT Data loss <=LQA Data loss 

Table (4.3): Relationship between QoS parameters and their target values 
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4.3 QOS MANAGEMENT PACKETS 

Table (4.4) shows ECTP packets that are used in QoS management operation. 

EXTENSION ELEMENT 

PACKET 

TYPES 

CONNECTION 
INFORMATION 

TREE 
MEMBERSHIP 

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT TIMESTAMP QOS 

CR x 

cc 
Its 

ACK 
Jc x x 

Table (4.4)- ECTP packets used in QoS management 

The CR packet contains a QoS element. This is used by the sender to propose the target 

values of QoS parameters that are used in the connection. If QoS negotiation is enabled, 

each receiver responds to the sender with its own proposed values for QoS parameters, via 

the CC packet. The sender will arbitrate the returned proposals, and the arbitrated values 

for the QoS parameters will be delivered to the receiver via HB packets. For a late joiner 

the target QoS parameter values currently being used in the connection are notified via JC 

packet. 

The target or negotiated values will be referred in QoS monitoring and maintenance 

operations. ACK packets are used to convey the status values for QoS parameters 

experienced at the receiver side. [Koh02] 

4.4 ECTP QOS MANAGEMENT PROCEDURES 

ECTP QoS management operation can be described as follows [KP+00]: 

" QoS negotiation 
" QoS monitoring 
" QoS maintenance 

The QoS negotiation is performed in the connection creation phase, while the QoS 

monitoring and maintenance are performed in data transmission phase. Table (4.5) shows 

relationships of the ECTP QoS management operations with ECTP connection phases. 
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USES CONNECTION DATA CONNECTION 

OPERATIONS CREATION TRANSMISSION TERMINATION 

Negotiation 
Monitorin 
Maintenance 

Table (4.5)- Relationships between ECTP QoS management operations and 
F('TP rnnnPrtinn nhact 

4.4.1 QOS NEGOTIATION 

The QoS negotiation is performed in the connection creation phase when ECTP sender 

transmits a CR packet to all receivers to start connection creation. The CR packet contains 
the target values for each QoS parameter such as CHQ, OT and LQA. The sender is 

required to specify via QoS extension element whether each QoS parameter is subject to 

negotiation. Before the sender transmits a CR packet, it invokes RSVP signalling protocol 
to negotiate resource reservation with the receivers. 

When QoS negotiation is enabled in the connection, each active receiver responds to the 

sender with a CC packet that contains the modified target values for the relevant QoS 

parameters. QoS negotiation will not be performed for late joining receivers. The ECTP 

sender just notifies the negotiated parameter values to the late joining receiver via the JC 

packet. The negotiated target values would be used in the both QoS monitoring and 

maintenance. [KP+00] 

9 NEGOTIATION PROCEDURES 

The following procedures describe negotiation operations for each QoS parameter and 

their target values [KP+00]: 

1. According to the applications requirements, the sender proposes the target 

parameter values and transmits them by a CR packet via QoS extension element to 

all receivers. 

2. Before sender transmits CR packets, ECTP invokes the RSVP API to map the 

target values into RSVP object traffic descriptors, and send the target values via 

RSVP messages to the receivers for negotiation. 

.. "'. r" 
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3. According to proposed target values by the sender, each receiver can propose the 

modified values. During QoS negotiation, receivers must not modify the OT value 

for each parameter. Finally each receiver delivers the modified values to sender via 

a CC packet. 
4. If a receiver does not wish to modify a QoS parameter, it will just return the same 

target value that was proposed by the sender. 
5. The sender arbitrates the modified parameter values proposed by receivers, which 

different for each QoS parameters. 
6. Sender announces the negotiated parameter values to receivers via HB packets. 
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4.4.2 QOS MONITORING 

The QoS monitoring is performed in the data transmission phase. The purpose of this 

operation is to provide the sender with the QoS status information during connection. 

Therefore, each receiver is required to measure the proposed parameter values and 

reported back to the sender. 

For each QoS parameters used in ECTP connection, each receiver measures the parameter 

values that have been experienced. Then for each parameter the measured value is mapped 

to a parameter status value. 

A parameter status value is measured and recorded in the acknowledgement element 

(section 4.2.1) and it passed on to the sender via an ACK packet. Finally the sender 

aggregates the parameter status values from all the receivers. Based on the monitored 

status information, the sender can also take any QoS maintenance actions necessary. 

[KPD] 

4.4.2.1 QOS PARAMETER VALUES MEASUREMENT 

" THROUGHPUT PARAMETER 

For the throughput value measurement, a receiver needs to keep information about 

how many data packets (bytes) have been received for the specific time. Each time 

a new throughput value is obtained, the value is mapped to the parameter status 

value. Throughput parameter is calculated as follows [KP+00]: 

Anzountofreceiveddatapakets(bytes) 
Throughput = AGN seconds 

where AGN is ACK generation number 

" TRANSIT DELAY AND JITTER 

For an end-to-end transit delay and jitter measurement, the sender is required to 

transmit data packet with a timestamp element. Another requirement is the 

synchronisation of time clocks between sender and receivers. so--o" 
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Without satisfactory resolution of these requirements, it is hard to get exact 

information about transit delay and jitter. In this work, it is assumed that each 

receiver can measure an end-to-end transit delay of data packet from the sender. 

Transit delay is measured for each data packet received. These transit delay values 

are averaged over the data packet receiving during AGN seconds. 

Transit delay jitter is measured as the difference between the maximum and 

minimum transit delay values of those received data packets over a defined time 

period. During the AGN seconds, every time a new data packet arrives, the transit 

delay is calculated, and the averaged delay and jitter values are updated. Just 

before a receiver generates an ACK packet, the currently measured value will be 

mapped to the parameter status value. [KP+00] 

" DATA LOSS RATE 

For the data loss rate value measurement, a receiver needs to keep information 

about how many data packet have been lost. When the receiver generates an ACK 

packet, the currently measured data loss rate value is mapped to the parameter 

status value, which is calculated as follows [KP+00]: 

Datalostrate = 
Numberoflostpakets 

NumberofdatapacketsreceivedduringAGNsec onds 

where AGN is ACK generation number 

4.4.2.2 MAPPING TO A PARAMETER STATUS VALUE 

The measured parameter value is mapped to a parameter status value for each QoS 

parameter. The subsequent ACK packet will contain the status value. The 

measurement of a QoS parameter is activated only if the use of the parameter in the 

connection is indicated. Figure (4.5) illustrates the mapping functionality from the 

measured value to a status value. [KC+99] 

LQA IOT-LQAV2 OT 

Abnormal (3) Possibly Abnormal (2) Reasonable (1) Normal (0) 

Figure (4.5)- Mapping of Measured value to status value 
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For this mapping, ECTP uses threshold values classify to status values into four 

categories: Normal, Reasonable, Possibly Abnormal, and Abnormal. An initial 

parameter status value is set to '0'. Table (4.6) shows the obtained measured value for 

the mapping. [Koh02] 

PARAMETER 
THRESHOLD VALUES STATUS MAPPING 

VALUE 

NORMMAL 0 if "measured parameter value > OT", then Status 

value =0, 
REASONABLE 1 if " threshold <measured parameter value <= OT " 

then Status value 
POSSIBLY ABNORMAL 2 if " LQA < measured parameter value <=threshold", 

then Status value =2, 
ABNORMAL 3 if " measured value <=LQA", then Status =3, 

Table (4.6): Obtained measured value of manning 

The threshold value is set to (OT-LQAV2 as it has been shown in the figure (4.5). 

These mapping rules are only defined for throughput parameter. For the rest of QoS 

parameter such as delay, jitter and data loss rate, these rules must be reversed because 

of OT values<_LQA values. [Koh02] 

4.4.2.3 REPORTING TOWARD SENDER 

Each receiver reports the mapped parameter status values to its parent via ACK 

packets. In this fashion, all information about the parameter status value will be 

delivered toward the sender along the tree hierarchy. Then sender performs 

aggregation of ACK packets reported from its children every AGN seconds. After 

aggregation of ACK packets, the sender simply takes an average value weighted by 

ARN (active receiver number) of each child, which is as follows [KPC+00], [KC+99]. 

[Koh02]: 

Aggregated status value = 
Sumofreportedsttauevalues 

ARN 

where ARN is Active receiver number. 
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The sender will have the following aggregated status values for each QoS parameter. 

" Aggregated status for throughput is Tvalue. 
" Aggregated status for transit delay is Dvalue. 
" Aggregated status for transit delay jitter is Jvalue. 
" Aggregated status for data loss rate is Lvalue. 

The monitored information may be used in the QoS maintenance. Among the monitored 

values, Lvalue is used for the adjustment of data rate transmission. A weighted sum 

value for all the status values (Tvalue, Dvalue, Jvalue and Lvalue) can be used to trigger 

connection pause and termination. 

AV- P- S 

V 
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4.4.3 QOS MAINTENANCE 

QoS maintenance is performed to maintain the quality of connection at a desired level and 

to prevent the connection quality from being degraded below the negotiated QoS level. 

Based on the monitored parameter status values, the sender will take the following actions 

[KP+00]: 

" Adjustment of data transmission rate 
" Connection pause and resume 
" Connection termination 

These actions will be announced to all the receivers via ND and CT packets transmitted by 

the sender. 

4.4.3.1 ADJUSTMENT OF DATA TRANSMISSION RATE 

ECTP uses a fixed-sized window-based flow control. The default window size is the same 

as ACK bitmap size (ABS), 32 bytes. Senders can maximally transmit the window size 

data packets at the rate of Data Transmission Rate (DTR). ECTP performs congestion 

control by dynamically adjusting DTR, based on the date loss rate status value Lvalue. 

[KPC+00], [Koh+02] 

4.4.3.2 CONNECTION PAUSE AND RESUME 

" Connection pause can be performed by the sender to suspend temporarily the 

multicast data transmission, hence to prevent the connection quality from being 

more severely degraded. [Koh+02] 

" Connection resume may be performed according to the request of application. 

In this case, sending application will trigger the connection pause, based on 

monitored parameter status values, i. e. Tvalue, Dvalue, Jvalue and Lvalue. If 

the connection pause is triggered, the sender transmits periodic ND packets 

with the F bit set to `1' in the fixed header. The sender must not transmit any 

new DT packet, while the control packets including HB packets can be sent. 

Each receiver may also send control packets such as ACK. [Koh+02] 
I- *w 
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4.4.3.3 CONNECTION TERMINATION 

The connection might be terminated in three different ways [KK+02]: 

1. Connection termination phase terminates a connection when all the multicast 

data have been transmitted. 

2. Connection termination may be triggered according to the request of the 

application where the sender transmits a CT packet to all the receivers and 

closes the connection 
3. Connection termination may be triggered based on the pre-configured 

connection termination Time (CTT). In this case, connection termination is 

triggered if a subsequent connection pause occurs again within CTT from 

connection resume. The CTT timer is activated when connection resume is 

indicated. 

4.5 SUMMARY 

This chapter proposed new components to enable the ECTP transport protocol as a tree- 

based multicast protocol with QoS management operations using IntServ and DiffServ 

principals. ECTP transport protocol itself cannot guarantee the QoS levels required by 

applications. Therefore to enable QoS management functionality in ECTP, the new 
functions and elements should be added on the ECTP connection lifetime. QoS 

management has three operations: negotiation, monitoring and maintenance. During the 

ECTP connection lifetime, QoS negotiation is performed in the connection creations 

phase. After an ECTP connection is created, and if QoS management is enabled, the QoS 

monitoring is activated. Based on the aggregated QoS values, the sender takes QoS 

maintenance actions to maintain the connection status at a desired QoS level. Once all the 

new QoS management components have been defined in ECTP transport protocol, the 

next chapter proposes two models to map ECTP QoS parameters into the standard and 

aggregated RSVP resource reservation. 
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CHAPTER 5- PROPOSED MODELS & ARCHITECTURES 

5. OVERVIEW 

As has discussed in Chapter 4, ECTP transport protocol cannot itself guarantee the QoS 

management over the network. Therefore, new components have been proposed and 
defined to enable QoS management operations (negotiation, monitoring and maintenance) 

on ECTP transport protocol. 

Once all the QoS management components have been defined for the ECTP transport 

protocol, the next step is to propose the mapping models to enable ECTP transport 

protocol to be used with IntServ and/or DiffServ principles for end-to-end QoS 

management. 

As has mentioned in Chapter 3, the RSVP signaling protocol [BZ97] has been designed to 

provision resources for network traffic. Whereas DiffServ simply marks and prioritizes 

traffic. RSVP is more complex and demanding than DiffServ in terms of router 

requirements, so can negatively impact backbone routers. Therefore there has been 

proposed a framework to use IntServ and DiffServ in parallel to provide an end-to-end 

QoS. The benefit of this framework is that it should provide dynamic admission control 

and efficient network resources by IntServ, and scalability over networks by DiffServ. 

This chapter proposes two mapping models to enable ECTP transport protocol with end- 

to-end resource reservation using IntServ and/or DiffServ principles. They are described 

as follows: 

40 MODEL (I)- Enabling ECTP transport protocol to negotiate end-to-end resource 

reservation using the standard RSVP signaling protocol (IntServ). This model 

proposes to map ECTP QoS parameters target values into the standard RSVP 

object traffic descriptors (section 3.5.6). As has been mentioned, the character of 

the ECTP transport protocol itself is unable to provide QoS management. 

Therefore an interface between ECTP and RSVP is required so that the ECTP QoS 

parameter target values would be informed to the RSVP processor. This mapping 

enables ECTP transport protocol to provide end-to-end connections for multicast 

applications by negotiating the QoS level in the connection creation phase. QoS 

negotiation operation uses RSVP signaling to enable ECTP to negotiate the 
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resource reservation required by applications to all active receivers before 

transmitting packets. 

" MODEL (II)- Enabling ECTP transport protocol to negotiate end-to-end resource 

reservation using the standard and aggregated RSVP signaling protocol (IntServ 

and DiffServ). 

This model proposes to map ECTP QoS parameters target values into the standard 

and aggregated RSVP object traffic descriptors. This mapping enables the ECTP 

transport protocol to provide end-to-end connection for multicast applications by 

negotiating the QoS level in the connection phase. Therefore, ECTP QoS 

parameter target values are mapped into standard and aggregated RSVP resource 

reservation to provide end-to-end resources and dynamic admission control as well 

as scalability over networks. 

The proposed models enable the ECTP transport protocol to make resource reservation by 

negotiation in the connection creation phase before ECTP sends the CR packets to all 

receivers. 

Before discussing these proposed model designs and the corresponding mappings, ECTP 

and RSVP protocols need to have a specific application-programming interface (API) in 

order to interact with lower or upper layers. RSVP API (RAPI) [BH98] and ECTP API 

[Koh02] have been defined by IETF and ITU/ISO respectively. Section (5.1) and (5.2) 

discuss the RSVP and ECTP APIs. 
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5.1 RSVP APPLICATION PROGRAMMING INTERFACE 

The RSVP application programming interface (RAPI) has been designed by IETF to 

interact with the multicast applications in order to request required QoS. Figure (5.1) 

illustrates RAPI's implementation model. [BH98] 

HOST 

USER-LEV'l: l 

KERNEL-LEVEL 

r---- 

MULTICAST 

APPLICATION ; 

i 
i 
I 
i 

DATA 

vs 

IIi 
II 

II 

=1 ====== =ý 
I 

1= = 
I 

IF------mai 
---> 

RSVP KERNEL DATA 
(PACKET CLASSIFIER & SCHEDULER) 

Figure (5.1): RSVP Application programming Interface 

These modules can be described in the RSVP implementation model as follows: 

a w 

C 
a; 

9 RSVP CLIENT LIBRARY- RAPI is based on a client library module linked with the 

applications. 

" RSVP API- provides an interface with applications and RSVP client library, which 

ensures the RSVP operations for supporting the applications requirements. 

" RSVP KERNEL- manages the data queuing and scheduling according to the 

requirements from the higher layer RSVP. 

" RSVP DAEMON- handles a signaling between RSVP client library and RSVP kernel 

modules. 

RSVP DAEMON 
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Table (5.1) summarizes RAPI routines used by applications. Details of the routines are 

beyond the scope of this work. [BH98] 
RAPI FUNCTION DESCRIPTION ''"'-` 

rapi_session() 
Call to define an API session for sending a single simplex data flow and or 
receiving such data flow. 

rapi_sender Call by a sender to send RSVP PATH message. 
ra i_resever() Call to make a QoS reservation as a data receiver. 
rap i_release() Call to close the session and delete all of its resource reservations. 
rapi_getfd() & 
ra i_dis atch() 

Call by application to get status information about RSVP via the 
asynchronous upcall routines. 

Table (5.1): Descriptions of RAPI functions 

As was discussed in Chapter 3, section (3.5), under RSVP principles the QoS requested by 

multicast application contains a FLOWSPEC together with Filter spec. The FLOWSPEC 

includes RSpec, which defines the desired QoS and is used to control the packet 

scheduling mechanism in the hosts or routers, and also a TSpec, which defines the traffic 

expected by the receiver(s). The filter spec controls packet classification to determine 

which sender's data packets receives the corresponding QoS. 

5.2 ECTP APPLICATION PROGRAMMING INTERFACE 

The ECTP application programming interface, ECTP API, has been designed by ITU/ISO 

[Koh02] to interact with multicast applications that utilize ECTP transport capabilities. 

The API functions have been designed based on the Berkeley socket API functions 

[Stevens94]. However, to differentiate the ECTP API from the existing Berkeley socket 

functions, ECTP API functions are named with a prefix "m" (e. g. msocket). Table (5.2) 

summarizes ECTP API functions used by applications. Details of the functions are defined 

in [Koh02]. 

ECTP API FUNCTION DESCRIPTION 

msocket() Creates a new multicast socket in ECTP communication domain. 

mbind() Associates a set of local and group addresses/ ports with the socket. 

mconnect() 
Sender initiates a connection creation to a specified foreign address 
Late-joiner receiver initiates a join process. 

maccept() 
Prospective receivers join the ECTP connection by accepting the connection 
creation signal from the sender. 

msend() Sends application data to a destination group. 

mrecv() 
Delivers received data to application. 
Delivers some indication messages for control to application during the data 
transfer phase. 

mclose( Terminates connection and release socket. 
m etsocketo t() Gets socket and protocol options from kernel. 
msetsocketo t() Sets socket and protocol options to kernel. 

Table (5.2): Descriptions of ECfP API functions 
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Tntt: 

Figure (> 2) illustrates the use of ECTP API functions during the connection lifetime. As 

shown in Figure (5.2), a receiver takes different actions according to its node type: an 

early joiner or late-joiner. An early joiner goes into maccept mode after msetsockopt, 

while a late-joiner invokes mconnect function directly. 

SF\ntR 

muckdn 

r 

RECEIVER 

ACCI? PTANCE TIAIEOUT 

Figure (5.2): ECTP application programming interface 

LATE JOIN RECEIVER 

msocketO 

mbind(1 
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5.3 OVERVIEW OF ECTP QOS PARAMETER AND RSVP OBJECTS 

As has mentioned in Chapter 4, section (4.2.2), the ECTP specifications has defined ECTP 

QoS parameters and their target values. Table (5.3) summarizes the ECTP QoS parameters 

and their target values. 

ECTP S PARAMETERS TARGET VALUES 

Throughput CHQ, OT and LQA 
Transit delay OT and LQA 
Transit jitter OT and LQA 
Data loss rate OT and LQA 

Table (5.3): ECTP QoS parameters target values 

Also Chapter 3, section (3.5.6) has mentioned that each RSVP messages consist of three 

objects and within each object there have been defined the traffic descriptors. Table (5.4) 

summarizes RSVP objects with their corresponding traffic descriptors. 

RSVP OBJECT TRAFFIC DESCRIPTORS 

SENDER TSPEC Token rate (r), Token-bucket depth (b), Peak rate (p), Minimum policed 
unite (m), Maximum packet size (Al) 

Bandwidth of the link with the minimum available bandwidth on the end- 
ADSPEC to-end path; 

End-to-end transmission delays except queuing delay; 

FLOWSPEC 
R: a reserved bandwidth, 

S: a slack term. 

Table (5.4): RSVP Objects and traffic descriptors 
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5.4 MODEL (I)- ENABLING ECTP PROTOCOL TO NEGOTIATE END-TO-END RESOURCE 

RESERVATION USING STANDARD RSVP. 

5.4.1 DESCRIPTION 

This model proposes to map ECTP QoS parameters target values into the standard RSVP 

object traffic descriptors (section 3.5). As has mentioned, the character of the ECTP 

transport protocol itself is unable to provide QoS management therefore an interface 

between ECTP and RSVP is required so that the ECTP QoS parameter target values would 

be informed to the RSVP processor. This mapping enables the ECTP transport protocol to 

provide end-to-end connection for multicast applications by negotiating the QoS level in 

connection creation phase. QoS negotiation operation (section 4.2) uses RSVP signaling to 

enable ECTP to negotiate the resource reservation required by applications to all active 

receivers before transmitting packets. Figure (5.3) illustrates the interworking of ECTP 

with standard RSVP. 

SENDER 

APPLICATION 

ECTP (4 - '' RSVP 
RAP}I 

RECEIVER 

APPLICATION 

RSVP RAPI ECTP 

RSVP P "TH & RE', % MESSAGES 

IP 

Figure (5.3): Interworking of ECTP with standard RSVP 

IP 
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As has been shown in Figure (5.3), when ECTP calls RSVP, the ECTP QoS parameters 

are mapped onto the RSVP TSpec traffic descriptors such as p, r, b, m and M. The TSpec 

parameter values are delivered from the sender to receivers via RSVP PATH message. 

Upon arrival of the RSVP PATH message at a receiver, the information in the 

Sender TSpec (TSpec) and ADSPEC objects will be passed across the RSVP API to the 
ECTP API and then to the application. The application interprets the arriving information, 

and uses it to select the resource reservation parameters. The parameters are composed 
into RSVP FLOWSPEC object (RSpec) and transmitted to the sender via the RSVP RESV 

messages. During the ECTP connection, each RSVP module reports a status on the 

network resource reservation to its associated ECTP daemon via RAPI. Such a status will 
initiate whether the reservation has been done successfully, or an error condition has been 

occurred. The ECTP protocol core can obtain these status codes by using RSVP 

rapigetfd() and rapi_dispatch() from the RSVP daemon. 

Once the ECTP sender makes the resource reservation, the negotiation operation will be 

continued to transmit packets to all receivers. The QoS monitoring and maintenance 

operations are the same as was explained in Chapter 4, section (4.4.2) and (4.4.3). 

As has defined in Chapter 4, section (4.2.2), sender proposes CHQ, OT and LQA target 

values and the modified values by receivers must be set in the range of CHQ and LQA. 

Table (5.5) shows the target values for the corresponding ECTP QoS parameters. 

ECTP QOS TARGET VALUES DESCRIPTION 
PARAMETERS 

LQA Throughput 
Throughput OT Throughput LQA throughput 5 OT Throughput 5 CHQ Throughput 

CHQ Throughput 

Transit delay 
LQA Transit delay 
OT Transit delay OT Transit delay <_ LQA Transit delay 

Transit delay jitter 
LQA Transit delay jitter 
OT Transit delay jitter OT Transit delay jitter <_LQA Transit delay jitter 

LQA Data loss 
Data loss OT Data loss OT Data loss <_ LQA Data loss 

Table (5.5): ECTP QoS targets values for standard RSVP 
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5.4.2 MAPPING ARCHITECTURE 

1. The sender proposes target values via CR packet to all active receivers. 

2. Before the sender transmits CR packet, the ECTP daemon invokes its associated RSVP 

daemon through RAPI to map the ECTP QoS parameter target values into RSVP 

object traffic descriptors, and transmits these target values via an RSVP PATH 

message to the all receivers for negotiation. 
ECTP QoS parameters target values such as throughput (CHQ, OT and LQA) and 

transits delay (OT and LQA), can be mapped into RSVP objects traffic descriptors to 

negotiate the resource reservation. Based on the QoS parameter values, RSVP objects 

can configure their traffic descriptors required for specifying the system and network 

resource if it is enabled in the network. 

The mapping scheme assumes the non-negotiation mode in which the QoS parameter 

values proposed by sender are enforced to all receivers without negotiation. 
However, the rest of ECTP QoS parameters such as delay jitter and data loss rate 

cannot be explicitly supported by RSVP, since RSVP signaling just provides a strict 

guarantee of transit delay by using the reservation of a bandwidth corresponding to the 

throughput. 

The following are the mapping schemes for the throughput and transit delay 

parameters: 

9 ZAP "TIIROUGIIPUT TARGET VALUES" INTO SENDER_TSPEC TRAFFIC 

DESCRIPTORS 

The mapping procedures are as follows: 

> CHQ is directly mapped onto p in TSpec: 
CHQ throughput=p 

> OT is directly mapped onto r in TSpec: 
OT throughput=r 

¢ Token bucket (b) size in TSpec is set arbitrarily based on ECTP 
throughput parameters: 
CHQ throughput- OT throughput=b 
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> The reservation (R) in RSpec is sent to the mean value of ECTP 
throughput parameters: 
(CHQ throughput-OT throughput)/2=R 

> The ECTP fixed header and ECTP MSS is directly mapped into m and 
M in TSpec respectively and sets as default. 

After mapping, RSVP constructs the PATH message that contains TSpec parameters 

(p, r, b, m and M) based on mapped ECTP QoS parameter target values set by sender 

and ADSPEC. RSVP transmits the PATH messages to the receivers periodically. If an 

RSVP PathErr is indicated, the RSVP reports the corresponding statue codes to sender. 

When receivers receive the PATH message, which contains mapped target values from 

the sender, the RSVP daemon invokes its associated ECTP daemon. 

Based on the PATH message received from the sender, the ECTP maps the following 

target values required by the receivers into the RSVP RSpec traffic descriptor. 

" MAP "THROUGHPUT TARGET VALUES" INTO FLOWSPEC TRAFFIC 

DESCRIPTOR 

(CHQthrough put - OTthroughp ut) 
=R 2 

where R is the reserved bandwidth in RSpec. 

MAP " TRANSIT DELAY TARGET VALUES" INTO FLOWSPEC TRAFFIC 

DESCRIPTOR 

> OT is set to the required end-to-end delay (R in RSpec): 
OT transit delay= R 

> The difference between LQA and OT transit delay is set to slack term 
(S) in RSpec: 
LQA transit delay - OT transit delay= S 

After mapping, RSVP constructs a RESV message that contains RSpec parameters 

based on the mapped ECTP QoS parameters target values set by receivers. Receivers 

transmit the corresponding RESV messages to the sender. When a RSVP RESV error 

is indicated, the receiver reports the corresponding status code to ECTP protocol. 

Figure (5.6) and (5.7) illustrate the details of interfaces between ECTP and Standard 

RSVP during the connection lifetime. 
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3. The end-to-end path will be guaranteed throughout the connection, after negotiated 

agreements between sender and receivers on QoS parameters that required by 

application. 

4. The sender proposes negotiated target values via CR packet to all receivers. The CR 

packet contains QoS extension element indicating negotiated QoS parameter target 

values required by applications: LQA0, OT0, CHQO where LQA0<OT0<CHQo. 

According to proposed negotiated target values by the sender, each receiver i can 

propose the modified values: LQA; and CHQ;. The modified target values can be 

described as follows for each receiver i: LQA0< LQA; <OTo<CHQ0< CHQ;. Finally 

each receiver delivers the modified values to sender via a CC packet. 
During QoS negotiation, receivers must not modify the OT value for each parameter, 

therefore OTo value stay unchanged. 

5. The sender arbitrates the modified parameter values proposed by receivers as follows: 

> LQA,,, Q = max (LQA; ) for each receiver i 
> CHQm; n = min (CHQ; ) for each receiver i, 

where LQA,,, ax and CHQmin are the negotiated target values that have resulted from 

QoS negotiation. 
For delay, jitter and data loss rate target values, the sender arbitrates the modified 

parameter values as follows: 

> LQAmin value would be obtained instead of LQA�t 
LQAmin= min (LQA; ), for each receiver i 

> CHQ value won't be not used 
> OT value<LQA value 

6. The sender announces the negotiated throughput parameter values: LQAmWC, CHQmin, 

and OT values to receivers via HB packets. 

For delay, jitter and data loss rate parameters, the sender announces the negotiated 

parameter values as follows: 

> LQAm;,, value will be obtained instead of LQAm 
> OT value<LQA value 

7. QoS negotiation is not performed for late joining receivers. The sender just notifies the 

negotiated target values to the late joiner receiver via a JC packet. 
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5.5 MODEL (II)- ENABLING ECTP PROTOCOL TO NEGOTIATE END-TO-END RESOURCE 

RESERVATION USING THE STANDARD AND AGGREGATED RSVP SIGNALING 

PROTOCOL. 

5.5.1 DESCRIPTION 

The problem with the design of standard RSVP [BI01] is in its applicability statement, i. e. 

"it lacks facilities for aggregation of individual reserved sessions into a common class 

therefore use of such aggregation is required for scalability" [Bernet00]. In the standard 

RSVP, per-flow reservation, may require a non-trivial amount of message exchange, 

computation, and memory resource in each router along the way. It would be better to 

reduce this to a more manageable level where load is heaviest and aggregation is possible. 

This model proposes to map ECTP QoS parameters target values into the standard and 

aggregated RSVP object traffic descriptors. Figure (5.8) illustrates interworking between 

ECTP with the standard and aggregated RSVP. [CS92] 
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Figure (5.8): Interworking of ECTP with standard and aggregated RSVP 

Aggregation depends on being able to hide E2E RSVP messages from RSVP-capable 

router, inside the aggregation region. To achieve this end, the IP protocol number in the 
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E2E reservation's PATH, PATHTear, and ResvConf messages is changed from standard 

RSVP to RSVP-E2E-IGNORE upon entering the aggregation region, and restored to 

RSVP at the deaggregator point. 

These messages are ignored (no state is stored and the message is forwarded as a normal 

IP datagram) by each router within the aggregation region whenever they are forwarded to 

an interior interface. As it discussed in Chapter (3), section (3.9.2), the RSVP objects 

(Sender_TSpec and FLOWSPEC) of E2E reservations are summed into the corresponding 
information elements in aggregate PATH and RESV messages, which are as follow 

[MB+97]: 

" Aggregate PATH messages are sent from the aggregator to the deaggregator (s) 
using RSVP's normal IP protocol number. The change of the protocol number 
disables reservations inside the aggregation region. 

" Aggregate RESV messages are sent back from the deaggregator to the aggregator, 
thus establishing an aggregate reservation on behalf of the set of E2E flows that 
use this aggregator and deaggregator. 

In the standard RSVP (unaggregated) operation, a session is identified by a destination 

address and optionally a protocol port whereas the data belonging to an aggregated 

reservation is identified by a DSCP. The destination address and DSCP define the session 

object. RSVP messages are hidden from the routers inside the aggregation region. 

Consequently, the ADSPEC of RSVP messages are not updated as they travel through the 

aggregation region. Table (5.8) shows the aggregated RSVP messages and objects. 

[BO+97] 
AGGREGATED RSVP DESCRIPTIONS 

This element is used only on E2E messages, which requires a router alert 
(Path, PATHTear and ResvConf). The protocol type is swapped by the 

IP MO OCOL RSVP-E2E-IGNORE aggregator from RSVP to RSVP-E2E-IGNORE in the E2E Path, 
PATHTear and ResvConf messages when they enter the aggregation MESSAGE 
region. Also the protocol type is swapped back by the deaggregator from 
RSVP-E2E-IGNORE to RSVP in such E2E messages when they exit the 
aggregation region. 

(NEW-AGGREGATE- PATHERR 
This element is required, which signifies that an action is required of the 

NEEDED) MESSAGE 
aggregation router to avoid an error condition in the near future. 
However this does not signify that a fatal error has occurred. 
lt contains of two values: the IP address of the aggregate session 

SESSION object destination, and the DSCP that it will use on the E2E data the reservation 
contains. 

SENDER TEM>n. ATE object It identifies the aggregating router for the aggregate reservation. 
It identifies the aggregating router for the aggregate reservation, and it Fn. TER_SPEC object syntactically identical to the Sender_Template. 

Table (5.8): Descriptions of aggregated RSVP messages and objects 
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As was proposed and discussed in section (5.4), ECTP QoS parameters can be mapped 

into standard RSVP object traffic descriptors. In this section, we consider the mapping of 

ECTP QoS parameters into the aggregated RSVP objects' traffic descriptors. This model 

has a similar architecture to the model (I). However, the aggregated RSVP may use new 

messages and objects (Table 5.8). As mentioned in section (3.5), ECTP specification has 

defined three target values to map into the standard RSVP objects: CHQ, LQA and OT. 

[BV98] 

In aggregated RSVP, it has been assumed that no aggregated path exists between the 

aggregator and deaggregator. As a result, model (II) proposes a new target value: Mean 

quality (MQ) target value. It is described differently for each QoS parameters: 

> MQ for throughput is the mean value of CHQ and LQA 

CHQ + LQA 
MQ throughput= 

2 

¢ MQ for transit delay, jitter and data loss is the mean value of minimum and 

maximum of LQA. 

MQ transit delay = 
max(LQA) + min(LQA) 

2 

The sender proposes OT, MQ and LQA target values and the modified values by receivers 

must be set in the range of MQ. Table (5.9) shows the target values for the corresponding 

ECTP QoS parameters. 

ECTP QOS TARGET VALUES DESCRIPTION 
PARAMETERS 

LQA Throughput 
Throughput OT Throughput LQA throughput :5 OT Throughput <_ MQ Throughput 

MQ Throughput 

Transit delay MQ Transit delay 
OT Transit delay OT Transit delay <_ MQ Transit delay 

Transit delay jitter 
MQ Transit delay jitter 
OT Transit delay jitter OT Transit delay jitter <_ MQ Transit delay jitter 

Data loss 
MQ Data loss 
OT Data loss OT Data loss <_ MQ Data loss 

Table (5.9): ECTP QoS targets values for aggregated RSVP 
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5.5.2 MAPPING ARCHITECTURE 

1. The Sender proposes target values via CR packet to all receivers. 
2. Before transmitting the CR packet, the ECTP daemon invokes its associated RSVP 

daemon through RAPI to map the ECTP QoS parameter target values into RSVP 

object traffic descriptors. 

ECTP QoS parameters target values such as throughput (LQA, MQ and OT) and transit 

delay (OT and MQ), can be mapped into RSVP objects traffic descriptors to negotiate 

the resource reservation. Based on the QoS parameter values, RSVP objects can 

configure their traffic descriptors required for specifying the system and network 

resource if it is enabled in the network. 

The mapping scheme assumes the non-negotiation mode in which the QoS parameter 

values proposed by sender are enforced to all receivers without negotiation. 
However, the rest of ECTP QoS parameters such as delay jitter and data loss rate 

cannot be explicitly supported by RSVP, since RSVP signaling just provides a strict 

guarantee of transit delay by using the reservation of a bandwidth corresponding to the 

throughput. The following are the mapping schemes for the throughput and transit 

delay parameters: 

" MAP "TIIROUGHPUT TARGET VALUES" INTO SENDER_TSPEC TRAFFIC 

DESCRIPTORS 

The mapping procedures are as follows: 

> MQ throughput =p 

where p is the peak rate in TSpec, 
> OT throughput =r 

where r is the token rate in TSpec, 
> (MQ throughput-OT throughput)= b 

where b is the token bucket size, which is set arbitrarily, based on 
ECTP throughput parameters. 

> The ECTP fixed header and ECTP MSS is directly mapped into m and 
M in TSpec respectively and sets as default. 

After mapping, RSVP constructs the PATH message that contains TSpec 

parameters (p, r, b, m and Al) based on mapped ECTP QoS parameter target values 
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set by sender and ADSPEC. Before the aggregator forwards the Path message, it 

modifies its IP protocol Number to RSVP-E2E-IGNORE region or IP tunnel. 

Path message forwarded by aggregator with TSpec object contains ECTP QoS 

parameters. If no aggregated Path exists, the deaggregator sends a New-Agg- 

needed PathErr to aggregator to set up aggregate Path states for supported 

DSCP(s). The aggregator follows the request from the deaggregator and signals an 

aggregator Path (New-Agg-needed PathErr code) for DSCP. 

When receivers receive the PATH message, which contain the mapped target 

values from the sender, the RSVP daemon invokes its associated ECTP daemon. 

Based on the PATH message received from the sender, the ECTP mapped the 

following target values required by the receivers into the RSVP RSpec traffic 

descriptor 

" MAP "THROUGHPUT TARGET VALUES" INTO FLOWSPEC TRAFFIC 

DESCRIPTOR 

(AMQihrouglzp ut - OTthrougllp ut) 
-R 2 

where R is the reserved bandwidth in RSpec. 

" MAP " TRANSIT DELAY TARGET VALUES" INTO FLOWSPEC TRAFFIC 

DESCRIPTOR 

OT is set to the required end-to-end delay (R in RSpec) 
OT transit delay= R 

The difference between MQ and OT transit delay is set to slack term (S) 
in RSpec 
AMQ transit delay - OT transit delay= S 

After mapping, RSVP constructs RESV message that contains RSpec parameters 

based on the mapped ECTP QoS parameters target values set by receivers. 

Receivers transmit the corresponding RESV messages to the deaggregator. When a 

RSVP RESV error is indicated, the receiver reports the corresponding status code 

to ECTP protocol. 
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The deaggregator immediately proceeded with establishment of aggregate 

reservations for DSCP(s). The deaggregator includes the optional ResvConfirm 

request in these aggregate RESV. The aggregator merely complies with the 

received ResvConfirm request and returns the corresponding aggregate 

ResvConfirm. 

The deaggregator has explicit (clear) confirmation that both aggregate RESV are 

established. The deaggregator applies the mapping policy defined by the network 

administrator to map E2E RESV onto an aggregate reservation. The deaggregator 

performs admission control of the E2E Resv onto the aggregate RESV for DSCP. 

When the aggregate RESV for DSCP has been established with sufficient 
bandwidth to support the E2E RESV. The deaggregator forwards the E213 RESV to 

the aggregator including a DCLASS object conveying the selected mapping onto 
DSCP. The aggregator records the mapping of E2E RESV onto DSCP. The 

aggregator removes the DCLASS object and forwards the E2E Resv towards the 

sender. 

Figure (5.8), (5.9) and (5.10) illustrate the details of interfaces between ECTP and the 

standard and aggregated RSVP during the connection lifetime. 
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3. After negotiated agreements between sender and receivers on QoS parameters 

that are required by applications, the end-to-end path will be guaranteed 

throughout the connection, 

4. The sender proposes negotiated target values via CR packet to all receivers. The 

CR packet contains QoS extension element indicating negotiated QoS parameter 

target values required by applications: MQo and OT0 where OTo<MQ0. 

According to proposed negotiated target values by the sender, each receiver i can 

propose the modified values: MQ;. The modified target values can be described 

as follows for each receiver i: OTo<MQ0< MQ;. Finally each receiver delivers the 

modified values to sender via a CC packet. 

During QoS negotiation, receivers must not modify the OT value for each 

parameter, therefore the OT0 value stay unchanged. 
5. Sender arbitrates the modified parameter values proposed by receivers as 

follows: 

MQmr'V _ 
max(LQA-) 

2 
min(CHQ; ) for each receiver i, 

where MQmin/nwx is the negotiated target value that has resulted from QoS 

negotiation. 
For delay, jitter and data loss rate target values, the sender arbitrates the modified 

parameter values as follows: 

> MQ,,, in value would be obtained instead of MQ. 

max(LQA) + min(LQ4 ) 
MQmin =2 

> OT value<MQ value 
6. Sender announces the negotiated parameter value: MQmtlm and OT values to 

receivers via HB packets. 

For delay, jitter and data loss rate parameters, the sender announces the 

negotiated parameter values as follows: 

> MQ,,, i,, value would be obtained instead of MQ,,, 
> OT value<MQ value 

7. QoS negotiation is not performed for late joining receivers. Sender just notifies 

the negotiated target values to the late joiner receiver via JC packet. 
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5.6 SU11INIARY 

This chapter has proposed two models to map ECTP QoS parameters into standard 

and aggregated RSVP signaling protocol 

" MODEL (I)- Enabling ECTP transport protocol to negotiate end-to-end 

resource reservation using the standard RSVP signaling protocol (IntServ). 

" MODEL (II)- Enabling ECTP transport protocol to negotiate end-to-end 

resource reservation using the standard and aggregated RSVP signaling 

protocol (IntServ and DiffServ). 

The model (I) has proposed to map ECTP QoS parameters into the standard RSVP 

signaling protocol to enable ECTP transport protocol with QoS management. This 

model uses RSVP and ECTP APIs to interact with each other and with the 

applications respectively. However because of lack of scalability in standard RSVP 

throughout the core network, the model (II) has been proposed which uses 

aggregated RSVP. 

This model has proposed to map ECTP QoS parameters into the aggregated RSVP 

signaling protocol to enable ECTP transport protocol with the end-to-end QoS 

management. Therefore this model is enabled with a dynamic admission control and 

scalability throughout the core network. 

The next chapter proposes and defines the process models to implement the ECTP 

transport protocol and the two proposed models (model (I) and (II)) in the OPNET 

(Optimized Network Engineering Tool) simulation tool. The implementations follow 

the OPNET modeling methodology to define each process model. 
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6. O\ I: R\ lH: %% 

As it mentioned. Chapter 5 has proposed and discussed two models (model (I) and 

(II)) to enable the ECTP transport protocol to operate with the standard and/or 

aggregated RSVP resource reservation. The proposed models enabled the ECTP 

transport protocol to provide end-to-end QoS for multicast applications. This chapter 

implements ECTP transport protocol and the two proposed models in the OPNET 

simulation tool (8.1). The Optimised Network Engineering Tool (OPNET) simulator 

provides a comprehensive development environment for modelling and performance 

of communications networks. (Appendix C) 

6.1 OI'\1', I : ýR('HICF. CII RE 

The OPNVI package consists of number of tools, each one focusing on particular 

aspects of modelling task. These tools fall into three major categories that correspond 

to the three phases of modelling and simulation projects: Specification, Data 

Collection und Simulation and Analysis. Figure (6.1) shows the simulation project 

cycle in OPNI T simulation tool. [OPNET_Concept] 

Figure (6.1): Simulation Project Cycle 

(,. 1.1 Nloi : i. i. i\(; 1)O\i %I\s 

.Io hrov idie useful data. netvv ork models must combine accurate descriptions of 

topology. data tlo\w. and control flow. Since no single paradigm of visual 
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representation is ideally suited for all three of these model types, OPNET utilises 

separate model formats for each. To lend structure and discipline to the overall 

model, OPNET models fit together in a hierarchical fashion. The following are the 

OPNET modelling hierarchy [OPNET_Concept]: 

" tiH: rýý ýýkt; I" %ý hich defines the position and interconnection of 

communicating entities, or nodes. Each node is described by a block 

structured data flow diagram. 

" \oiw \te>tw i., which typically depicts the interrelation of processes, 

protocols. and subsystems. Each programmable block in a Node Model has 

its functionality defined by process model. 

" PROCESS \IOOIWL. which combines the graphical power of a state-transition 

diagram \\ ith the flexibility of a standard programming language and a broad 

library of pre-defined modelling functions. OPNETs process editor expresses 

process models in a language called Proto-C, which is specifically designed 

to support development of protocols and algorithms. Proto-C is based on a 

combination of state transition diagrams (STDs), a library of high-level 

commands known as Kernel Procedures (KPs), and the general facilities of 

the C and C++ programming Language. A process model's STD defines a set 

of primary modes or states that the process can enter and, for each state, the 

conditions that vý ould cause the process to move to another state. The 

condition needed for a particular change in state to occur and the associated 

destination state arc called a transition. 

wnirc (6.2) shows the OPNET Modelling Hierarchy. [OPNET_Methodology], 

I%% l)OO\i %IN 

i 
o, 

hf ýs G 
bJ I 

PROCESS DOMAIN 

hunt: 1)cº\I ', 

-- 2ý*"t 
jýg'* 

Figure (0.2): t)PNET Modelling Hierarchy 
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6.1.2 PROCESS MODEL ARCHITECTURE 

As mentioned earlier, in the node domain the modules are user-programmable 

elements that are key elements of communication nodes. The tasks that these 

modules execute are called processes. Processes in OPNET are based on process 

models that are defined in the Process Editor. Just as nodes created in the Project 

Editor are instances of node models defined with the Node Editor, each process that 

executes in process modules. 

The process-modelling paradigm of OPNET supports the concepts of process groups, 

which consist of multiple processes that execute within the same modules. When a 

simulation begins, each module has only one root or parent process, which creates 

another process, is called child process. Process models are expressed in Proto-C, a 
language combining graphical state-transition diagrams (STDs), Embedded C/C++ 

language data items and statements, and a library of Kernel Procedures (KPs) that 

provide commonly needed functionality for modelling communications and 
information processing systems. [OPNET_ Process] 

6.1.3 STATE TRANSITION DIAGRAM (STD) 

The state transition diagram in Proto-C decomposes the states of the system and the 

processing that should take place at each interrupt. Table (6.1) describes components 

of STD. [OPNET_STD] 

STD COMPONENT DESCRIPTION '' 
Processes maintain private state variables with named variables of arbitrary data types 
including OPNET-specific, general C/C++ language, and user-defined types. This 

STATE VARIABLES capability allows a process to flexibly maintain counters, routing tables, statistics related 
to its performance, or messages requiring retransmission. Arbitrary combinations of state 
variable values may be used in all decisions and actions implemented by a process. 
Each state of a process can specify arbitrarily complex actions associated with the 
process entering or leaving that state. These actions, called state executives, are 

STATE EXECUTIVES expressed with the full flexibility of the C/C++ language. Typical actions include 
modifying state information, creating or receiving messages, updating the contents of 
and sending messages, updating statistics, and setting or responding to timers. 
Transitions condition statements, which determine whether a transition should be 

TRANSITIo S traversed, may be expressed as general C/C++ language that make reference to 
CONDITIONS properties of a new interrupt as well as to combinations of state variables. 
TRANSITION Transition may specify general actions, called executives that are implemented each time 
EXECUTIVE that they are traversed. 

Table (6.1): Components of state transition diaeram (STD) 
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6.1.4 KERNEL PROCEDURES (KPS) 

The simulation kernel services can be accessed through Kernel Procedures (KPs), 

which are procedures that can be called from within process models. KPs are the 

OPNET-provided functions, which along with state transition diagrams (STDs) and 

Proto-C, supports the development of protocols and algorithms. All the KPs begin 

with prefix "op ". [OPNET Kernel] 

6.1.4.1 IMPS VARIABLES AND DATA TYPES 

In KPs, all the variables, regardless of their category, have a name, a datatype and a 

value. The name and datatype of a variable remain fixed throughout the life of a 

process. The value component refers to the actual contents of memory that is 

associated with a variable. For simple variables this may be an individual number or 

string of characters; for compound data structures many such items could be 

involved. Table (6.2) shows the essential OPNET KPs predefined data structures 

used in process model. [OPNET Process] 

DATA STRUCTURE DESCRIPTION DATA TYPE, 

Compare codes indicate whether an operation completed successfully COMPCODE 

describes the mapping of a random number into specific 
Distributions numeric outcome, consistent with a probability density DISTRIBUTION 

function (PDF) 
Event Handles identifies a pending simulation event (interrupt) EVHANDLE 

Statistic handles 
identity the global and local statistic that are created STATHANDLE dynamically 

Interface Control are collections of structured data that used to associate ICI 
Information additional user defined information with an event. 

are ordered collection of data elements. Elements in the 
Lists lists can range from simple C/C++ data types to complex LIST 

data structures. 

Object ID 
is a numeric serial number, which uniquely identifies a 

j OBJID 
single simulation ob ect. 
structured group of data fields representing a message 

Packets that can flow over packet streams (node domain) and PACKET 
over links (network domain). 

Log handles when creating simulation logs to aid in simulation HANDLE LOG 
debugging or results analysis _ 

Process Handles identify an active process within a simulation PROHANDLE 

Table (6.2): OPNET Kernel procedures 
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Table (6.3) shows Proto-C processes in three distinct categories. 

CATEGORIES DESCRIPTION 

State variables (SV) Values defined as static variables in a process are visible to all states. 
It is equivalent to global variables in C programming 
Variables defined in this block are only visible within a state. In 

Temporary variables (TV) other words, the values in temporary variables set in a state are no 
longer meaningful once the process exits from that state. 
This is similar to a header file in C programming. Related includes 

Header block (HB) files and macros are defined in the header block, as well as the state 
transition conditions (in OPNET STD conditions are defined as 
macros) 

Function Block (FB) This block stores common produces. These procedures are help 
functions invoked by programs in enter-exec or exit-exec. 
OPNET simulations automatically incorporate a sophisticated 

Diagnostic Block (DB) "debugger" called OPNET Diagnostic Block (ODB) that allows the 
user to interactively monitor the progress of a simulation and the 
state of its object 

Termination block (TB) Producers in this block are invoked when the simulation terminates. 

Table (6.3): Proto-C categories 
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6.2 IýIPI. F: ýIE\T: ß'1'1O\ OF i, ý: ýýý SPECIF CATIONS ON ý)PNEh 

(. 2.1 EC'f I PROCESS MODEL 

1 he proposed model follows the model development methodology in OPNET from 

the previous section. It assumes that the transport connection has been defined over 

the homogeneous environment, which means a condition in transmit diversity where 

all TS-users have agreed to a common set of transmit QoS values and so all sending 

TS-user transmit data at the same rate. Also it assumes the receivers have completed 

their enrolment process before connection creation (section 2.7). 

6.2.2 E(TI' MODEL ARC111'1'FCTURE 

(0.3) illustrates the relevant portions of a typical node model where the ECTP 

model resides: 

g 
ect) module 

APPLICATION LAYER 

Ti VNSI'ORT LAYER 

NETWORK LAYER 

f iýurc (0.1): NCTP module in the Node model 
Each Node intended to use ECTP has a "eeth" module. Table (6.4) summarizes the 

four E: CTP process models. 

ECTP PROCEss MODELS 
Represents the parent (roots process of the °ectp" module. It 

ectp_manager manages a set of ECTP connections by invoking the appropriate Parent process model 
ectp_connection to handle the connection and data transmission 
requests. 
Represents the lLI'P connection process. which manages the 

ectp_connection connection phases. It is generated by ectp_manager process to Child process model 
manaee acti, ities related to an individual connection. 

ect os_mana cement P-Q 
Represents the 1 ('"I'P QoS management process, which manages C Child process made) QOS leýcl throuih out the connection. 
Represents RSVP protocol process model. which reserves Child process model of 
resources in ecti)QoS-manaVernetit. ect p_QoSmanagemen 

ýýýrsv. p 
Represents aggregated RSVP protocol process model, which Child process model of 
reserves resources in ect , _QoS mctnaeement. ec[ _QoS 

manak omen 

Table (6.4): E('TP process models 
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6.2.3 "ectp_manager ''STATE TRANSITION' DIAGRAM AND THE PROCESS MODEL 

Figure (6.4) illustrates a state transition diagram (STD) for ectp_ manager and 

defines the interdependent modules and communication transitions. The modules of 
ECTP connection are as follows: 

" Connection creation process: 
" Data transmission process: 
" Connection termination process. 

CONNECTION CREATION PROCESS 

CREATION 

ECTP CONNE(T10N SET-UP 
DATA TRANSMISSION PROCESS 

DATA TRANSMISSION 

I R\I IN \ FR )\ 

CONNECTION TERMINATION PROCESS 

Figure (6.4): ectp_manager STD 

"SF\ FH: -t. t: \ E; t, t)F: co\tt'OSITIO\ (t'H: tt t"ROCHas) 
II ; LhIc (o 5) dcscrihes the dcscriptio» oI each state in each process. 

Stm: DHac'ktrrnoN 
All the members are enrolled into the multicast group and the 

connection yet up 
ronncction session is created. 
Sending a connection creation message to some or all the enrolled 
receivers whom may respond with confirmation messages try the Connection Creation process 
sender. The connection creation is completed when the sender 
receives the confirmation messat,, es from all of the active receivers 

Data transmission process 
After the connection is created, the sender begins to transmit 
multicast data. 

Connection creation process 
The termination messages are sent to all the receivers. after all the 
multicast data are transmitted. 

Table (6.5): Description of each process 
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9 s, I'1) i' ; F: i. OP\IF:, T (PF. R PROCESS) 

I able 10.0) , I1Ovv s the Lent rc; ponse for aII processes 

r'r%IT LOCAL EA EIN I'S NEXTSTATE 
Inii I w,, IIcJ to the connection Set-up 

Set-up 
Connection Creation 
Data Transmission 
Connection Termination 

Create 
Transmission 
Termination 

Create Connection Creation Set-LIP 
Transmission Data transmission Set-Lip 
Termination Connection termination Set-up 

Table (6.6): Event response 

Figure (6.5) illustrates the process model of ectp_manager and their states' transitions 

in OPNET. ectp_managr represents the parent (root) process of the "ectp" module, 

which manages a set of ECTP connections by invoking the appropriate 

ectp_connection to handle the connection and data transmission requests. 

------ Er�ýý 

J 

(D ata Tianrmissien) ITransrrossnn 

ýTeý "i. fl"ýv if 

Figure (0.5): ectp_manager process model 
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6.2.4 " c'ctp_conncction" STATE TRANSITION DIAGRAM AND THE PROCESS MODEL 

Hic foollmving Sections show how to build a state transition for ectp_connection. It 

illustrates the ectp_connection process model, which represents a child process 

within cctp_ manger to manage activities related to individual connection processes. 

ti r% IT TR \SITIOO'\ I)i A( R %\I 

SF x(; F. 1) CONTEXT DEFINITION 

" The interdependent modules of an ECI'P connection are as follows: 

1)C omicL'tR)fl C1Cdtloll Pfl)CCIIS; 

Data transmission process, 

3) (: nneehon termination process, 

" Selecting communication mechanisms: 

In this stage výe uses all the packet communication mechanisms. Figure (6.6) 

dctines a node model (QP) to the interdependent modules and communication 

transitions. 

CONNECTION CREATION PROCESS 

COMPLETION OFCONNE('TI()N CREATION 

DATA lR: ANS\IISSION PROCESS 

('OM1'IIiTION OF DATA TRANSMISSION 

CONNE(TION TERMINATION PR(X'ESS 

Figure (O. 6): Node model tor ECTP transport protocol 

ti r ýI; f: 2) PRO ('FSS-LFV EI. DECOMPOSITION 

" ('RE \7 IO\ PROCESS 

10. -i : hýýýý" the decomposition of first process level in the Node model 

prrý laus stage). 
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IZLQI l ti 1 10 JOIN 
SENDER 

AC TIE RECEIVERS LATE-JOIN RECEIVERS 
LEAVING MESSAGE 

Figure (6.7): Process level for the connection creation phase 

" 1) k-I' FRANS\IISSI(» PROCESS 

figure (6. S) shovýs the decomposition of second process level in the Node model 

(previous stage). 

TRANS\1 IT MtILTICAST DATA Receivers 

SENDER Do- (Active and late joiner) 

Vi% 'i Ihr rLi n cd data packeis in order there \ýcrc 

APPLICATIONS 

Figure ( o. ti): Process Ie%ei for the data transmission phase 

" CONNECTION I F: K\IIx. 'ION PROCESS 

Figure (6.9) shows the decomposition of second process level in the Node model 

(pre\ ious staLTe ). 

SENDER 

TERMINATION NIESSA61: 
RECEIVES 

(ACTIVE ANI) LATER JOINER) 

Pfkkcýý, IcAcI for the Connection termination process 
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STAGE 3) ENUMERATION (DETAILS) OF EVENTS (PER PROCESS) 

Table (6.7) shows connection creation process. 

- 
SERVICES ' LOGICAL EVENTS "`' PARAMETERS 

1. A TAP address that identifies the T-user(s) expected to participate 
in TC being established; 

2. A TAP address of TC-owner by whom the TC creation has been 

TC Corr. FcrioN 
T-CREATE REQUEST requested; 

3. TC characteristics conveys the QoS for TC, therefore the QoS in the 
request primitive is what proposed by the TC-owner; 

4. TS-user data allows the transfer of TS user data among TS-users 
without modification by the TS-provider; 

1. A TAP address that identifies the T-user(s) expected to participate 
in TC being established; 

2. A TAP address of TC-owner by whom the TC creation has been 

T-CREATE INDICATION requested; 
3. TC characteristics conveys the QoS for TC, therefore the QoS in the 

indication primitive is what modified by TS-provider; 
4. TS-user data allows the transfer of TS user data among TS-users 

without modification by the TS-provider; 
1. Responding address parameters conveys the address of TAP of the 

TS-user to participate in TC and to which TS-user data should be 
delivered when the TC is in the data transfer event; 

T-CREATE RESPONSE 2. TC characteristics conveys the QoS for TC, therefore the QoS in the 
response primitive is what counter-proposed responding TS-users; 

3. TS-user data allows the transfer of TS user data among TS-users 
without modification by the TS-provider; 

1. Responding address parameters conveys the address of TAP of the 
TS-user to participate in TC and to which TS-user data should be 
delivered when the TC is in the data transfer event; 

T-CREATE CONFIRM 2. TC characteristics conveys the QoS for TC, therefore the QoS in the 
confirm primitives is what arbitrated by the TS-provider; 

3. TS-user data allows the transfer of TS user data among TS-users 
without modification b the TS -provider; 

1. To establishing a TC, the TAP address that identifies the TS- 
user being invited; 

2. TAP address of the TC-owner by whom the TC invitation has been 

TC INVITATION 
T-iNviTE REQUEST requested; 

3. TC characteristic parameters conveys the QoS for TC; 
4. TS-user data parameter allows the transfer of the TC-owner data to 

other TS-user; 
I. To establishing a TC, the TAP address that identifies the TS- 

user being invited; 
2. TAP address of the TC-owner by whom the TC invitation has been 

T-L\VITE INDICATION requested; 
3. TC characteristic parameters conveys the QoS for TC; 
4. TS-user data parameter allows the transfer of the TC-owner data to 

other TS-user; 
I. TAP address for active receivers expected to participate in TC being 

established. In the case of late join wherein a TS-user attempts to 
join an existing TC, therefore TAP conveys the group address of the 
TC to join; 

T-JOIN REQUEST 
2. In the case of late join, TAP conveys the address of the TS-user 

TC JOIN attempting to join the existing TC; 
3. TC characteristics conveys the QoS for TC, therefore the QoS in the 

request primitive is what proposed by the TS-user; 
4. TS-user data allows the transfer of TS user data among TS-users 

without modification by the TS-provider; 
I. TAP address for active receivers expected to participate in TC being 

established. In the case of late join wherein a TS-user attempts to 
T-JOLN INDICATION join an existing TC, therefore TAP conveys the group address of the 

TC to join; 
2. In the case of late join, TAP conveys the address of the TS-user 

attem tin to join the existing TC; 
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3. TC characteristics conveys the QoS for TC, therefore the QoS in the 
indication primitive is what modified by TS-provider; 

4. TS-user data allows the transfer of TS user data among TS-users 
without modification by the TS -provider; 

1. The responding address parameter conveys the address of the TAP 
of the TS-user to participate in the TC and to which TS-user data 
should be delivered when the TC is in the data transfer state. In case 
of a late join, the responding address conveys the address of the TC- 

T-JoLN RESPONSE owner. 
2. TC characteristics conveys the QoS for TC, therefore the QoS in the 

response primitive is what counter-proposed responding TS-users; 
3. TS-user data allows the transfer of TS user data among TS-users 

without modification by the TS-provider; 
1. The responding address parameter conveys the address of the TAP 

of the TS-user to participate in the TC and to which TS-user data 
should be delivered when the TC is in the data transfer state. In case 
of a late join, the responding address conveys the address of the TC- 

T-JOIN CONFIRM owner. 
2. TC characteristics conveys the QoS for TC, therefore the QoS in the 

confirm primitives is what arbitrated by the TS-provider; 
3. TS-user data allows the transfer of TS user data among TS-users 

without modification by the TS-provider; 
TC= Transport Connection 
TAP= Transport access point Table (6.7): Connection creation process 
TS= Transport service 

Table (6.8) shows Data transmission process. 

-`k SERVICES', � 'LOGICAL EVENTS =` "ý ü" PARAMETERS 

1. TS-user data parameter allows the transfer of data from a sending 
DATA TRANSFER 

T-DATA REQUEST TS-user to the receiving TS-user(s), without modification by the 
TS- rovider; 

1. TAP conveys an address that identifies the TS-user who has sent 
the data; 

2. Status parameter notifies to detect but not correct errors which is 
T-DATA INDICATION signalled to the TS-user; 

3. TS-user data parameter allows the transfer of data from a sending 
TS-user to the receiving TS-user(s), without modification by the 
TS -provider; 

1. TAP conveys an address that identifies the TS-user expected to 
received the data sent, (this parameter may be present only in this 
event); 

2. TAP conveys an address that identifies the TS-user who has sent 
the data; 

T-UNITDATA REQUEST 3. All parameters of TC characteristics expect the transit delay to be 
null value, (this parameter may be present only in this event); 

4. TS-user data parameter allows the transfer of data from a sending 
TS-user to the receiving TS-user(s), without modification by the 
TS-provider; 

1. TAP conveys an address that identifies the TS-user expected to 
received the data sent, (this parameter may be present only in this 
event); 

2. TAP conveys an address that identifies the TS-user who has sent 
the data; 

T-aNITEDATA 3. All parameters of TC characteristics expect the transit delay to be 

INDICATION null value, (this parameter may be present only in this event); 
4. Status parameter notifies to detect but not correct errors which is 

signalled to the TS-user; 
5. TS-user data parameter allows the transfer of data from a sending 

TS-user to the receiving TS-user(s), without modification by the 
TS-provider; 
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The parameter gives information indicating the cause of the data 
transfer suspension. The reason is one of the following: 

PAUSE T-PAUSE INDICATION 1. Temporary lack of local or remote resources at TC-provider; 
2. A QoS parameter temporarily below an agreed LQA level (QoS 

negotiation level); 
The parameter gives information indicating the reason for the 

RESUME T-RESUME INDICATION resumption of the data transfer. The reason may usually be the recovery 
from the bottleneck that caused by the previous Pause service; 
The parameter gives information indicating the cause of the report. The 

REPORT T-REPORT INDICATION reason is one of the following: 
I. Minor lack of local or remote resources at TC-provider; 
2. Detected but not fatal QoS change; 

TC= Transport Connection 
TAP= Transport access point 
TS= Transport service 

Table (6.8): Data transmission process 

Table (6.9) shows Connection termination process. 

SERVICES""' " LOGICAL EVENTS PARAMETERS 

I. The parameter conveys: 
a) in the T-leave request a group of TAP address that identifies 

the TC to leave; 

TC LEAVE 
T-LEAVE REQUEST b) in the Weave indication, the TAP address of the TS-user 

would be excluded from the TC; 
2. TAP conveys an address of the TS-user to be excluded from the 

TC; 
1. The parameter conveys: 

c) in the T-leave request a group of TAP address that identifies 
the TC to leave; 

d) in the T-leave indication, the TAP address of the TS-user 
T-LEAVE WDICATION would be excluded from the TC; 

2. The parameter givers information on the cause of the leave. The 
reason is one of the following: 
a) QoS parameter below an agreed LQA level (QoS 

negotiation); 
b) Lack of local or remote resources at the TC provider; 

T-TERMINATION The TS-user data parameter is present in the T-termination request 
TC TERMINATION REUET when a termination request was originated by the TC-owner; 

1. The parameter gives information regarding the cause of the 
termination. The reason is one of the following: 

T-TERMINATION a) TC-owner invoked termination; 
' 

b) Lack of local or remote resource at TC provider; L\ DICATION 
C) QoS below an agreed LQA level (QoS negotiation); 

2. The TS-user data parameter is present in the T-termination request 
when a termination request was originated by the TC-owner; 

TC= Transport Connection 
TAP= Transport access point 
TS= Transport service 

Table (6.9): Connection termination process 
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STAGE 4) STATE-LEVEL DECOMPOSITION (PER PROCESS) 

Table (6.10) describes the description of each state in the each process. 

'STATES DESCRIPTIONS s a? 
IDLE Waiting for potential receivers to enrolled onto the multicast group, 

Enrolled receivers await to receive a connection creation message from the ECTP sender INVITE PENDING 
and responses back with confirmation message to sender, 

INCOMING JOIN PENDING 
Connection creation completed when the sender receives the confirmation messages from 
all the active receivers, 

OUTGOING JOIN PENDING 
The receivers that have joined the connection are active receivers, 
The active receivers can leave the connection by sending a leaving request to the sender, 
The late joiner receivers send a join request to the sender the sender transmits a join 

OUTGOING JOIN RESPONSE confirm message, which indicates whether the join request is accepted or not, 
PENDING The late joiner receivers can leave the connection by sending a leaving request to the 

sender, 
OUTGOING CREATE PENDING ECTP transport connection is created for the enrolled receivers, 
DATA TRANSFER READY The sender be ins to transmit multicast data 
DATA TRANSFER SUSPEND 

During data transmission, if server network congestion is indicate by the QoS management 
function, the sender suspends the multicast data transmission temporality, 
The sender begins to transmit data transmission after the period of data transmission 

INCOMING JOIN PROCESSING (1) suspension, 
The sender sends a termination message to all the receivers, 
The receivers deliver the received data packets to the applications in the same order the 

INCOMING JOIN PROCESSING (2) sender transmitted them, 
The sender sends a termination message to all the receivers, 

Table (6.10): Description of each state in the each process 

STAGE 5) STD DEVELOPMENT (PER PROCESS) 

Table (6.11) shows the Event response for all processes. 
STATE LOGICAL EVENTS NEXT STATE " 

IDLE 
T-INVITE. REQ INVITE PENDING 
T-CREAT. REQ OUTGOING CREATE PENDING 

INVITE PEA'DING 
T"JOIN. LND INCOMING JOIN PENDING 
T-JOIN. REQ OUTGOING JOIN PENDING 

INCOMING JOIN PENDING 
T-LEAVE. REQ INVITE PENDING 
T. JOIN. RES OUTGOING JOIN RESPONSE PENDING 
T-LEAVE. REQ 

OUTGOING JOIN PENDING T-LEAVE. IND 
INVITE PENDING 

T-JOIN. coN 
DATA TRANSFER READY 

T-LEAVE. REQ OUTGOING JOIN RESPONSE T"LEAVE. IND 
INVITE PENDING 

PENDING T-REPORT. IND 
DATA TRANSFER READY 

OUTGOING CREATE PENDING T-CREATE. CON DATA TRANSFER READY 
T-PAUSE. IND 
T-ND 

DATA TRANSFER READY T-DATA. REQ, IND, 
INCOMING JOIN PROCESSING (2) 

T-REPORT. IND 
DATA TRANSFER SUSPEND 

T"INVITE. REQ 
T-RESUME. IND 

DATA TRANSFER SUSPENDED T-JOIN. IND 
DATA TRANSFER READY 

T-REPORT. IND 
INCOMING JOIN PROCESSING (1) 

T-JOIN. RES 
INCOMING JOIN PROCESSINGI T-LEAVE. REQ DATA TRANSFER SUSPEND 

T-REPORT. IND 
T-JOLN. REs 

INCOMING JOIN PROCESSING 2 
T-LEAVE. REQ 
T-DATA. REQ,. IND, 

DATA TRANSFER READY 

T-REPORT. IND 

Table (6.11): Event response for all processes 
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" ectp_connection Process model 

FiLurr ((. 10) illustrates the process model of ectp_manager and their states 

transitions in OPNET. The ectp_connection process model represents a child process 

within ectp_ manger to manage activities, related to individual connection processes. 

______ __ T Iea e regl l 

... r r... ý. ýý 
T-Ftin resi 

'. I"le., _ qT r Ievevý 

IT Ieave rep. T I--. ndJ 

1.7n . rrM ; ýe dgl I go loht Pendry Ioutgo jon res Pendng 

ý-- 

_ 
-IT 

iepat. lydf 

. r6ýr nJý 
_ IDöe Iran lc ready _ 

ITjin- rId n1 

, t<rýiL IC öe r rvn 
IT j--, =^ 

T leave reäT_ýý 
--. ý1nc0 Ian pocesn9 (21J 

I _ 'Peýse r41 
) 

ITdlta 'i Tdata rd I r[ W end T -Rreal Q -dala regj-dal-dT -report ndj 

" pxessry lii) 

Figure (6.10): ectp_connection process model 
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6.2.5 "ectp_Qoti 
-management 

"STATE TRANSITION DIAGRAM AND THE PROCESS 
\IOI)EI. 

I. igure (O. 11) illustrates a state transition diagram (STD) for ectp_QoS_management 

and defines the interdependent modules and communication transitions. 

QOS NEGOTIATION 

QOS MONITORING 

QOS MAINTENANCE 

Figure (6.11): STD of ectp_QoS_manaegmnet 

" STATE-LEN TI. 1)ECO\IPOSITION (PER PROCESS) 

1 hIc (0.12) (Icscrihcs the description of each state in the each process. 

STATE DESCRIFFION 
Init Initials the connection creation phase 
Connection- Creation Sending the CR packet to the all receivers to start the connection. 

Data Transmission 
Monitoring and Maintenance performed in the data transmission 

- phase. 
The ECTP sender transmits a CR packet to all receivers. 

Negotiation The receiver responses to sender with a CC packet containing the 
modified target value. 
Each receiver can refer a new "modified value" in response to a 

_____ 

Responds 
target value proposed b sender. 
ECIýP sender proposes the desired target values such as CI IQ, OT, 

Pn, pýýýed LQA. for each QoS parameter to all receivers. 
QoS monitoring provides the sender with the information about 

Monitoring how well the connection is operating. 
Sender maintains the connection status at a desired QoS level. 
QoS maintenance is performed to maintain the quality of a 

Maintenance connection at a desired level and to prevent the connection quality 
from being degraded below the negotiated QoS level. 

Table (6.12): Description of each state in the each process 
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" SID IW ELOP\IENT (PER PROCESS) 

Table ((ß. 11) shovv, s the Event response for all processes. 

STATE LoctcAI, EVENTS NEXT STATE 

Init Sender/Start by CR packets Connection_ Creation 

CR packet Negotiation 
Connection creation ECTP connection is enabled Data Transmission 
Negotiation CC Packet Connection_ Creation 
Responds Receiver/Modified value Negotiation 
Proposed Sender/Target value parameter Negotiation 

Enabled QoS management Monitoring 
Data_ Transmission Enabled QoS management Maintenance 

Sender/Maintain the connection status at a Monitoring QoS level desired 
Data_ Transmission 

Maintenance Receiver/Measure the parameter values Data Transmission 

Table (6.13): Event response for all processes 

" ectp_ QoS_managetnent PROCESS MODEL 

Figure (6.12) illustrates the process model of ectp_QoS_management and their states' 

transitions in OP\[T. ectp_QoS_management represents a child process within 

ectp_ manger to manage QoS level through out the connection and transmission 

processes. 

ý, ý'i G'ý 1d-. 1nri ty9ý++aýx "' ISENDERVTagel value Daiamrrer . 
ýNegorýahonj 

CC FacleýI iER packet) 

(ý1TF r. nrcý h- ýr ýrareAl c... 

-I : I. Ut t, ý - . '. r 

AAh' 

ia_SE ` ERI T. 1r, ýuiP Ihro p-rr.., ISEPIDERI/Msmtam the connectm statu at a de ,, ed OoS lei? I 

Figure (6.12): ectp_QoS_management process model 
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6.2.6 "rsv p" STATE 7'R: A\SITIO\ Dl: 1(; R A\l : ANu TUE PROCESS MODEL 

rsvp process model has been pre-defined in the OPNET library. Figure (6.13) 

illustrates a state transition diagram (STD) for rsvp and defines the interdependent 

modules and communication transitions. 

PATI1 MESSAGE RESV MESSAGE 

RSpec/I: ilter Spec 

RSpec 

---------------------- 
I 'Spec I 

------PATH 

STATE------- 

Figure (6.13): rsvp State transition diagram (STD) 

the modules of the rs\ h are defined as follow: 

0S i': 1TE-LEV EI, UECOMIPOSITION (PER PROCESS) 

"I , ihlc (6.14) sho%v s the description of each state in the each process. 

TSpcc 

STATE DESCRIPTION 

Cont: uný the traffic specification (TSpec) information to the destination 
message 

adWc,.. 
Contains the request specification (RSpec) that indicates the type of Intserv 

REST' message and the filter specification that characterises the packets for which the 
reser\ation is being made. 

Path state Specifies the downstream and upstream route. 

Table (6.14): Description of each state in the each process 

" Sri) DEVELOPMENT (PER PROCESS) 

I'j I)Ic ((,. 15) sllo%v s the Event response for aII processes. 

Srk IT LOCAL, EVENT NF K'r EVENT 
IniiI IIII tialisat it m Init2 

IP_l)R_MPLS NOTIF Idle 
(F, V L_REC)/rsvp_Isp_fai l_rec () 
(SI: NI)I: RI/rsvp_sender_start_session() 
WA TI I)/rsv p_pmress_path( ) 
(RI: SV')/rsv p_process_resv_msgO 

Idle IF.; SRI/rsýp_process_tear_msgO 

(ERR_CONFIRNI)/rsvp_process_err_con_msgO 
(SIGN AL_LSP)/rsvp_send_label_request( ) 
(S1. NI)_LAI3 E1. )/rev-p_send_label( ) 
(RI: IRESH)/rsv send_refresh_msgO 

Table (6.15): Event response for all processes 
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e rsv 1) PROCESS MODEL 

f iýrure (6.14) illustrates the process model of rsvp and their states' transitions in 

OPNET. rsvp represents a child process within ectp_QoS_management process 

model to manage QoS level through out the connection and transmission processes. 

-4]L RE l i, l'. ýp_l pI tfc lJ 

I_MPLSNOTIFI --ý -. _ 

__ 
reJ ý 

(ERR_CONFIRM14svp_p,. ces, _err_c. -_-gQ 

Figure (6.14): rsvp process model 
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6.2.7 "aggregated_rsvp" STATE TRANSITION DIAGRAM AND TILE PROCESS 

\IOI)EL 

f iOure (6.15) illustrates a state transition diagram (STD) for aggregated rsvp and 

defines the interdependent modules and communication transitions. 

E2E PATH E2E PATH 

E2E PATH 

RSVP E2E IGNORE 

F Path Err 

r-------------------- -I 

AGGREGATE PATH 

AG ; RI? ;. ATE RESV 

---------------------- 
RcsvConl 

RSVP 1-. 2 1', 

f: _E RESV 

E21, ' RES', " E2E RESV 

Figure (6.15): Aggregated RSVP State transition diagram (STD) 

The modules of the aggrsvp can be defined as follow: 

" STATE-LEN Fa. DECOMMPOSrrION (PER PROCESS) 

fahle ((x. 16) describes the description of each state in the each process. 

s 7, % rl: DESCRIPTION 
P: VI'H \ýzýýre atur tier aids E2E Path into aggregation region 

RSVP E2E IGNORE RSVP end-to-end ignore region or IP tunnel 

. \YL:, reu, ate Path A t,, reggator si: tnals an Aggregator PAT}I 
\ýýsr Ite Rt-Sv Deaeeregator eianal Aggregator RESV 

E: E R1: SV Deaggregator forwards E2E RESV into aggregation region 

Table (6.16): Description of each state in the each process 
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" Sil) DEVELOPMENT (PER PROCESS) 

l ahle (6.17) shovv s the Event response for all processes. 

STATE LOCAL EVENT NEXT EVENT 

finit initialisation E2E PATH (Sender) 
E2E PATH Sender/ E? E Path message Aggregator 
Aggregator IP tunnel/E2E PATH RSVPE2EIGNORE 

AggRESVConfirm AggRESV 
Sender/E2E RESV Message E2ERESV(Sender) 

RSVPE'_EIGNORE New Aggregate PATH State NEWPATH 
Deaggregator IP Tunnel/E? ERESV RSVPE2EIGNORE 

Aggregator RESV Ao,, RESV 
AggRESV Aggregator RESV Aggregator 

AggRI: SVContirm Deaggregator 
NEWPATH E2EPA'I'HErr RSVPE2EIGNORE 

Aggregator PATH AggPATH 
A ggPATII Receiver/E2E Path Message E2EPATH(Receiver) 
E? ERES\' Receiver/E? E RESV Message Dea ýregator 

Table (6.17): Event response for all processes 

0 aggregated 
_rsv 

p PROCESS MODEL. 

Figure (6.16) illustrates the process model of aggregated_rsvp and their states' 

transitions in OPNET. This represents a child process within ectp_QoS_management 

to manage QoS level through out the connection and transmission processes. 

AhL 
w 

-ýr 

i'w^r+" ICýý., ye. pLa, : F: l F: E 

ý`ý. 
ý"__ 

f=i, ýurc (0.16): a(-,, -ýre«ated_rsvp process model 
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6.3 IyII'i. N: yIEN'r k1'ION ON 'FII I)S ROUTERS IN OKNET 

-1 oo implement the I)S scheme in a router [WNOI], there exist two options to choose 

from: a) Implement the DS-enabled IP module from scratch; b) Modify an existing 

router implementation available from the OPNET model library. 

In this work we choose the second option, to modify the exiting OPNET model for 

Cisco 7204 router. In order to handle traffic from different classes, the IP process 

model had to he modified by adding the DS components. 

Each node intended to use ip has an "ip" module. Table (6.18) shows the modified ip 

process models. The first process model is DS_ip process model, which represents 

the parent (root) process of the ip module. This process model is a modified of 

ip_dispatch in the ip module. The second one is DSps process model, which 

represents the child process in the ip module. The third model is ip_icmp from the 

OPNET process model's library, which represents the child process in the ip module. 

IP PROCESS MODELS 

DS_ip 
Represent the parent (root) process model of "ip" module. It manages a Parent process model 
set i process. which implements main IP and Diffserv functionality. 
Represents priority packet scheduling by using PS queue for the 

DS_ps premium class traffic and the RIO-queue for assured and best effort Child process model 
traffic. 
for handling the echo requests and replies that are configured in a 

mp Child process model 
netýý , rl - 

Table (6.18): ip process models 

Figure (6.17) illustrates the relevant portions of typical node model where the ip 

model resides. 

/ýý 'ý`ý' r' . 'ý' 1M'Rr? äýiý ýýsý.. rt M. ^. tý r ". "k . 
ß"lä+x`f 

[, f Iß.,. 1 -I Uýj 

11) 1110(1llIC . e. .. F. 

Figure (6.17): ip module in node model 
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6.3.1 "US 1pß" s I' r? TRANSITION DIAGRAM AND THE PROCESS MODEL 

US-ih model is the main IP process, which implements the main IP and Dilfserv 

functionality. Figure (6. lä) illustrates a state transition diagram (STD) for DS_ip and 

defines the interdependent modules and communications transitions. 

Figure (6.18): DS_ip State transition diagram (STD) 

The modules of the DS_ip can he defined as follow: 

" S7'_1 rE-LH: V'EL DECOMMPOSIT10\ (PER PROCESS) 

l : thlc (0.19) dcscrihes each state in the each process. 

STATE DFSURIPTION 

Init initialisation 

NN' it 
_ 

initialisation 
- Cmn_rte_tbl Tu initiate the initial redistribution of routing information 

between the routing protocols configured on this router. 
finit too initialisation 

Arri,. aI If the node is set to DS-enable. the transition labelled with 
Dift: Serv condition occurs. 

IP service Packet routing and forwarding 

. \c start Packet routing and forwarding 

S\c_room I Packet routing and forwarding 
DS schd Packet classification, monitoring and policing 
Idle Packet routing, and forwarding 

Table (6.19): Description of each state in the each process 
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9 S'I'D) I)EVELOPMH: AT (PER PROCESS) 

I ahlc 10.1O1 shovv s the cent response for all processes. 

Hi 
ATE LOCAL EVENTS NEXT STATE 

[lilt wait 

Xk Mt self notification cmn-rte-tbl 
cmn rte IN self-notification init-too 
init_too arrival arrival 

no diffserv IP servic 
arrival diffserv DS schd 

idle default 

senic [P sernvice_new_pk svc_start 
_ idle default 

svc_start default idle 
start scv service queued pk 

svc compl _ _ _ _ idle default 

servic IP PK ready 
schd DS _ _ 

_ idle default 
DS schd DS schd 

idle sv c_completion svc_compl 
arrival arrival 

Table (6.20): Event response for all processes 

Figure (6.19) illustrates the process model of DS_ip and their states' transitions in 

OPNE: T. DS_ip represents the parent (root) process model of "ip" module. It 

manages a set ip process. which implements main IP and Diffserv functionality. 

Figure (6.19): DS_ip process model 
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6. 
.2 

"I)S I)S" STATE TRANSITION DIAGRAM AND TILE PROCESS MODEL 

I)S_hs hroccss model handles priority packet scheduling by using two queues: the 

PS-queue for the premium class traffic, and the RIO-queue for assured and best- 

effort traffic. Figure (6.20) illustrates a state transition diagram (STD) for DS_ps and 

defines the interdependent modules and communications transitions. 

Figure (6.20): DS_ps State transition diagram (STD) 

The modules of the DS_ps can be defined as follow: 

Si ' VIT-LEVEL I)F: CO\II'osITION (PER PROCESS) 

1 ahle (0. -1 
1) ýicut'ihes each stittc in the each process. 

Sr : ATE DESCRIPTION 

Init 

Idle If no packet is coming and no packet is being scheduled. 
enqucue When a new packet enters this state where the PS-queue and RIO- 

queue are implemented. 
extract Checks whether there is other packet in the output queue. 

Table (6.21): Description of each state in the each process 

" STD I)I \ H: LOP\1E\T (PH: K PROCESS) 

1 ihIc ((,. ,) sh(m s the C\ eilt I'C"ponse for all processes. 

1A n: LOCAL EVENTS NEXT STATE 
nit idle 

idle receive- packet 
send_ packet 

enqueue 
extract 

en queue receive_ packet idle 
extract send_ packet idle 

Table (6.22): Event response for all processes 
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Figure (6.21) illustrates the process model of DS_ps and their states' transitions in 

OPNET. DS_ps represents the child process model of DS_ip process model. It 

manages the priority packet scheduling by using PS queue for the premium class 

traffic and the RIO-queue for assured and best effort traffic. 

Figure (6.21): DS_ps process model 
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6. j. 3 S ATF. TRANSITION DIAGRAM ANll "rtIE PROCESS MODEL 

Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP), [PostelJ81] is a required protocol tightly 

integrated with IP. ICMP messages, delivered in IP packets, are used for out-of-hand 

messages related to network operation. Figure (6.22) illustrates a state transition 

diagram (STD) for ip_icmp and defines the interdependent modules and 

communications transitions. 

The "ip_icmp" child process is responsible for handling the echo requests and replies 

that are configured in a network. The "ip_icmp" process is designed to handle three 

processes: 

1. Generate an ICMP echo request packet. 
2. Generate an ICMP echo reply packet in response to an echo request packet 
received. 3. Receive an ICMP echo reply for a request sent. 

Ectlo 

REQt to r lAc KE: r 

ECHO 

ICMP 

REPLY PACKET 

RESPONSE TO AN ECHO REQI! EST PACKET RECEIVED 

Figure (6.22): ip_icmp State transition diagram (STD) 

I he m('dulcs of the [)S__ps can he defined as follow: 

" S'I': 1'I'N: -1F' 1: 1. I)I: ('o\IPOSITION (I'F: R PROCF, SS) 

fahle (0. . 1) describes each state in the each process. 

STATE D! 
I _RIP"TION 

Init initializinL, all elements 
NVait Waits for a new ICMP ping request to be generated 
rem uest__een a nevw ICMP Echo re uest to be sent to the specified destination. 
replv__ received handles the ICMP echo reply traffic received by this node. 
request _rc 

d handles the ICMP echo request traffic received by this node. 

Table (6.23): Description of each state in the each process 
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. SI'l) DEN FIA \IF: NT (PER PROCESS) 

.I hlt (6.1-1) shows the event response for all processes. 

SI% FE LOCAL EVENTS NEXT STATE 
Init wait 

echo-request gen 
echo_request_rcvd 
echo-reply rcvd 

requestuen 
request_rcvd 
reply-received 

-gen request echo-request gen wait 
reply received echo _re 

Iv_rcvd wait 
request_rcvd echo-re uest_rcvd wait 

Table (6.24): Event response for all processes 

Figure (6.2 3) illustrates the process model of ip_icmp and their states' transit ions in 

OPNET. ip_icnmh rchresents the process model of DS_ps process model. 

ECHO REQUE' 

If Iý 
5 

ECHii HEJLIE:, 

ECHO-REPLY--RI-VDI 

------------- [reply_receivedj 

E feure 10.23)l: ip_icmp process model 
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6.4 SUMMARY 

This chapter has proposed and defined the process models used to implement the 

ECTP transport protocol and the two proposed models (model (I) and (II)) in the 

optimised network engineering tool (OPNET) simulator. This provides a 

comprehensive development environment for modelling and performance of 

communications networks. 

The implementations have followed the OPNET modelling methodology to define 

each process model. Table (6.25) summarizes the implemented process models in 

OPNET simulator. 

IMPLEMENTED PROCESS MODEL' MODELS ' 
ectp_manager 

ECTP transport protocol ectp_connection 
ectp_QoS_management 
rsvp 
as 

DS router process model 
DS_ip 
DS_ps 
i icm 

Table (6.25): Implemented process models in OPNET simulator 

These process models enable OPNET to simulate the performance of ECTP transport 

protocol with the two mapped models (model (I) and (II)). The next chapter 

discusses and builds the network models to use ECTP transport protocol with or 

without resource reservation and compares its performances with UDP transport 

protocol. 
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CHAPTER? -CASE STUDIES & ANALYSIS 

7. OVERVIEW 

The main objectives of this thesis to enable the ECTP transport protocol with QoS 

management to support end-to-end QoS for multicast application requirements. 

Chapter 5 proposed and defined two models (model (I) and (II)) to enable ECTP 

transport protocol with end-to-end QoS management using the standard and 

aggregated RSVP signaling protocol. Also Chapter 6 implemented the proposed 

models in OPNET simulation tool. 

This chapter discusses three case studies to simulate and analyze the behavior and 

performance of the proposed models over a network using the OPNET simulation 
tool. The initial step towards the investigation of these case studies is to analyze the 
behavior of voice application using either the ECTP or the UDP transport protocols 

with or without resources reservation. This thesis follows three steps to built each 

case study, which are described as follow: 

1. CHOOSING MODELING METHODOLOGY 

The method for building the network model varies depending on what 
information is to be obtained from the performance analysis. There are three 

methods, which can be described as follows [OPNET_Topology]: 

0 SINGLE PATH METHOD- only the infrastructure supporting traffic between two 

devices of interest is represented (e. g. analyses of performance of particular 

applications using particular traffic parameters). 

" PARTIAL PATH METHOD- represents portions of the network in detail while 

abstracting other sections (e. g. utilization of a backbone network). 

.. COMPLETE PATH METHOD- is necessary when a particular problem is scaled 

across the network and it is important to identify the impact of the problem 

pn all devices involved (e. g. deployment of new application). 
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This research has chosen the single path method because the goal is to investigate 

the behavior of voice application for particular traffic parameters using either 
ECTP or UDP transport protocols with and without resource reservation. Three 

case studies are used to provide a combination of two single path methods over 

each network model. This work also assumes simplex connections over the 

networks. Therefore it is necessary to have two receivers or more (in this case 

only two receivers) instead of one receiver in each single path. 
For all case studies: the network links between all routers are set to PPP DSO 

(point-to-point Digital signal 0). The network links between senders to the router 

are set to PPP DSO. The network links between receivers to the switch are set to 

l OBaseT. 

Case studies (I) and (II) both use the Cisco 7204 as a router, because it consists of 

all the components that are needed for these case studies. This router also has the 

advantage that its components can be modified in order to handle RSVP 

aggregation following the DiffServ principle (Chapter 6, section 6.3). Case study 

(III) assumes the use of the Cisco 7204 for its edge routers and a modified Cisco 

7204 router for its border and core routers. 

2. CHOOSING TRAFFIC SPECIFICATION 

Characterization of network traffic plays a crucial role in the simulation. Traffic 

information can potentially affect the results and conclusion drawn from the 

model. There exist two fundamental representations of traffic, which are 

described as follows [OPNET Traffic]: 

0 ExPLICrr TRAFFIC- refers to a packet-by-packet data transfer with each 

transfer modeled as a discrete event e. g. application performance analysis 

between two nodes. [OPNET Modeling] 

" BACKGROUND TRAFFIC- refers to analytically modeled traffic that impacts 

performance of explicit traffic by inducing additional delays e. g. the effect of 

server relocation on link utilization. 

This research has assumed the use of OPNET explicit traffic. It provides explicit 

application tr#i is which includes a set of models for generating traffic based on 
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standard applications such as FTP, HTTP and voice. Explicit traffic modeling 

provides the most accurate results, since it models all protocols effect. However, 

this also results in longer simulations and higher memory usage . Each three case 

studies in this research analysis voice application traffic transmitted between 

sender and two receivers using either ECTP or UDP transport protocols. 

3. SIMULATION 

Once the network model and traffic specifications are chosen, the final goal is the 

simulation. The simulation results for these case studies are to investigate voice 

application behavior using either ECTP or UDP transport protocols with or 

without resource reservation. 
Table (7.1) summarizes the description of each case study with their 

corresponding scenarios. 

CASE 
PROJECT SCENARIO DESCRIPTION 

STUDY 

Without RSVP All nodes use either ECTP or UDP transport 
I - ECTP_UDP protocols without using RSVP resource reservation 

over voice applications. 
All the nodes use either ECTP enabled by RSVP 

UDP resource reservation or UDP without RSVP 
resource reservation over voice applications. 

II RSVP ECTP All nodes use ECTP and UDP enabled by RSVP 
- UDP RSVP 

- resource reservation over voice applications. 
All the nodes use either ECTP enabled by RSVP 

ECTP resource reservation or ECTP without RSVP 
resource reservation over voice applications. 
All the nodes use either ECTP enabled by standard 

UDP and aggregated RSVP resource reservation or UDP 
without RSVP resource reservation over voice 
applications. 
All the nodes use either ECTP enabled by standard 
and aggregated RSVP resource reservation (Ref. LTDP RSV, 

- Chapter 4) or UDP with RSVP resource reservation 
III TP RSV DiflS over voice applications. P EC erv All the nodes use either ECTP enabled by standard 

ECT? and aggregated RSVP resource reservation or 
ECTP without RSVP resource reservation over 
voice applications. 
All the nodes use either ECTP enabled by standard 

ECTP RSVP and aggregated RSVP resource reservation or 
- ECTP with RSVP resource reservation over voice 

applications. 

Table j, 1): Description of three case studies 
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7.1 CASE STUDY (I)- ECTP WITHOUT RSVP 

Case Study (I) investigates the behavior and performance of the ECTP transport 

protocol enabled without RSVP resource reservation (Chapter 2, section 2.7) over 

voice application. In this case study, the ECTP transport protocol is compared with 

UDP transport protocol without RSVP for voice application traffic delays. Figure 

(7.1) illustrates network model project "Without RSVP", scenario "ECTP_UDP" in 

OPNET simulator. 

IC I 

^--ý -. ý 

Figure (7.1): OPNET Network model, without RSVP, Scenario ECTP UDP 

7.1.1 NETWORK MODEL DESCRIPTION 

The network model consists of four components, which are described as follows: 

1. WORKSTATIONS - the network model consists of six workstations, 

ppp_tilwlsn_adi. each of which uses ECTP or UDP as a transport protocol. Table 

(7.2) summarizes each workstation model and their corresponding process 

models. 

TRANSPORT 

WORKSTATION WORKSTATION MODEL PROTOCOL USED IN PROCESS MODEL 
NODE MODEL 

Sender EC IP 
ECTP Receiverl wksn_adv_ECTP ppp_ ECTP Control part 

ECTP manager 
- _ Receiver2 ECTP ECTP_connection 

Sender UDP 
Receiverl UDP ppp_wksn_adv_UDP UDP rip udp_v3 
Receviver2 LDP 

Table (7.2): Description of workstation models 

Appendix 6 has shown the baseline case study, which only uses ECTP and UDP without any routers. 
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2. ROUTERS- the network model consists of 6 routers, Cisco 7204 

(CS 7204 4S al e8_ 7 S18 adv). All the routers use UDP as a transport 

protocol in the core network. Table (7.3) shows the corresponding attributes in 

the routers. 
ROUTER ATTRIBUTES VALUE 

ARP parameters IF1-9 PO Default 
ATM ALL 3/4 segmentation rate IFO PO Peak cell rate 
ATM ALL 5 segmentation rate (IFO PO Peak cell rate 
ATM ABR Parameter IFO PO None 
ATM address (IFO PO Auto assigned 
ATM CAC address Default 
BGP parameters Default 
CPU resource parameters Single p rocessor 
EIGRP parameters Default 
Ethernet parameters IF1-8 PO Default (host) 
1GMP Router parameters Default 
MPLS parameters Default 
IP ATM inactivity release time (IFO PO 120 
RSVP slot information None 
ECTP parameters Default 
UDP parameters Default 

Table (7.3): Attributes of routers in OPNET 

3. APPLICATION DEFINITION - OPNET simulator uses applications for generating 

traffic patterns at each node, which should be created and configured in the 

application definitions. Table (7.4) describes the voice application parameters 

that have been defined in this model. 
APPLICATION DEFINITION DESCRIPTION PARAMETERS VALUES 

Silence Length (second) None 

Talk Spurt length (seconds) None 

Symbolic Destination Name 
Voice 
Destination 

Encoder Scheme G. 723.1 
Voice RSVP Not Used Voice Application Voice Frames per Packet 1 

Type of service_ECTP Standard 

Type of service_UDP Best effort 
RSVP parameters None 

Traffic Mix (%) All Discrete 

Table (7.4): Description of application definition 

4. PROFILE DEFINITION - once the applications have been defined, the next step is 

to include the application definitions in the profile definition that is later 

deployed to workstations. In this model, the profile name is "voice unreserved", 
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which means the application does not support the RSVP reservation. Table (7.5) 

describes the profile definition and configuration parameters. 

PROFILE DEFINITION 
PROFILE 

PARAMETERS APPLICATION PARAMETERS 
CONFIGURATION 

Start time offset Uniform (5,10) 
(secs) Voice RSVP Application d N ration (secs) End of profile ot use 

Repeatability Once at start 
time 

d Operation mode Serial (ordered) 
unreserve voice 

_ Uniform Start time (sec) 
(100,110) 

Duration (sec) End of 
simulation 

Repeatability Once at start 
time 

Table (7.5): Description of profile definition and configuration 

Once the applications and profiles have been configured, it is necessary to deploy 

these to the individual workstations. Table (7.6) describes the supported profiles in 

the all workstations. 

WORKSTATION NAME 
APPLICATION ATTRIBUTES 

SUPPORTED PROFILES 

Sender ECTP 
voice unreserved Sender UDP - 

Receiverl_ECTP 
ECTP Receiver2 

_ Receiverl_UDP none 

Receiver2 UDP 

Table (7.6): Description of application attributes 

5. TRAFFIC DESCRIPTIONS- OPNET simulator creates explicit application traffic 

which includes a set of models for generating traffic. This traffic has been 

specified inside the voice application definition (Table (7.4)). Type of service 

assigned to the packets sent from the both senders (Sender ECTP and 

Sender UDP). It represents a session attribute which allows packets to be 

processed faster in ip queues (it is an integer between 0-252,252 being the 

llipest priority). 
Traffic between Sender ECTP, Receiver] ECTP and Receiver2_ECTP uses 

Standard type of seMce with the integer priority value of 64 and delay 
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parameter. Traffic between Sender UDP, Receiverl_UDP and Receiver2_UDP 

uses Best effort type of service with the integer priority value of 0 and delay 

parameter. 

7.1.2 COLLECTING STATISTICS 

Once all the components have been defined in this scenario, the next step is to collect 

available statistics on the network model. OPNET simulator supports predefined 

application statistics on the network model, which are described as follows: 

" Global Statistics collects information about how an application is performing 
in general across all nodes. 

" Node Statistics collects information about how each individual node is 

performing. 

" Link Statistics collects information under the "point-to-point" category, 

which determines if any parts of network are congested and thus causing 

additional delays in the application's performance. 

Table (7.7) defines the collected statistics in this network model. 
STATISTICS COLLECTION PARAMETERS 

Global Statistics None 
Packet end to end delay (sec) 
Traffic Received (bytes/sec) 

Voice application Traffic Received (packets/sec) 
Traffic sent (bytes/sec) 
Traffic sent (packet/sec) 
Packet end to end delay (sec) 
Traffic Received (bytes/sec) 

Node Statistics Voice called party Traffic Received (packets/see) 
Traffic sent (bytes/sec) 
Traffic sent (packet/sec) 
Packet end to end delay (see) 
Traffic Received (bytes/sec) 

Voice calling party Traffic Received (packets/see) 
Traffic sent (bytes/sec) 
Traffic sent (packet/sec) 

Table (7.7): Collected statistics in network model 
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7.1.3 SIMULATION SETUP 

Before running the simulation, OPNET simulator will setup values for simulation 

attributes. Simulation duration is set to 1.0 hour. Table (7.8) describes the simulation 

setup attributes for this network model. 
SIMULATION SETUP ATTRIBUTES VALUE 
APR Sim EtIiciencv Enabled 
BGP Sim Efficiency mode Enabled 
IGM Sim Efficiency Enabled 
IP Dynamic Routing Protocol Default 
IP Routing Table Export Import Not Used 
OSPF Sim Efficiency Enabled 
RIP Sim Efficiency Enabled 
RSVP Sim Efficiency Disabled 

Table (7.8): Attributes of simulation setup 

7.1.4 SIMULATION RESULTS 

Figure (7.2) illustrates the simulation results of end-to-end traffic delay with the 

voice application traffic in the ECTP_UDP scenario. The ECTP (pink) graph 

represents the variations of traffic delay on the network using ECTP transport 

protocol without RSVP. The UDP (blue) graph represents the variation of traffic 

delay parameter on the network using UDP transport protocol without RSVP. 

" Object: ECTP of logical network 
" Annotation: voice unreserved voice RSVP not Used 
" Object: UDP of logical network 
" Annotation: : voiceunreserved/Voice RSVP not Used 
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Figure (7.2): Voice application end-to-end traffic Delay (millsec) 
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7.1.5 ANALYSIS OF TRAFFIC DELAY 

Figure (7.2) compares the voice application's traffic delay experienced using either 
ECTP or UDP transport protocols without RSVP resource reservation. As it 

mentioned in Chapter 2, section (2.4.3), all multicast applications are delay-sensitive 

because the transmitted information needs to be re-played at the receiver end in real- 

time. Therefore, it is important to measure the traffic delay on all networks. 

As shown in the ECTP graph (pink) during the 91 minutes simulation the traffic 

delay variation remained between 0.03254 (millsec) minimums and 0.34082 (millsec) 

maximums. However, by looking at the UDP graph (blue) the traffic delay variation 
fluctuates between 0.056 (millsec) minimums and 0.751 (millsec) maximums. The 

overall simulation results show that the ECTP transport protocol performs better than 

UDP transport protocol to deliver voice application traffic over the network. As 

mentioned in Chapter 2, section 2.7. 
, the main reason is that because of the ECTP 

transport protocol has tree-based functionality; it could provide reliability and 

scalability (over nodes) for voice applications compare to UDP transport protocol, 

hence, the traffic delays during the transmission of voice applications are reduced by 

using ECTP transport protocol. 

ECTP uses tree-based reliability control where a hierarchical tree is configured 
during connection creation. The sender is the root of the control tree. The control tree 

can define a parent-child relationship between any pair of tree nodes. This tree-based 

structure can result in local owners (parents) occurring at lower levels in the tree 

hierarchy as the control structure extends. Each local owner created becomes the root 

of its own local control tree. The connection owner will then be the root of the 

overall control tree. Error control is performed for each local group defined by a 

control tree. Each parent retransmits lost data, in response to retransmission requests 

from its children. 
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7.2 CASE STUDY (Il)- ECTP ENABLED BY STANDARD RSVP 

Case Studv (II) investigates the behavior and performance of ECTP transport 

protocol enabled by the standard RSVP resource reservation (Chapter 5, section 5.4) 

using voice application. In this case study, the ECTP transport protocol enabled by 

standard RSVP is compared with either the ECTP or UDP transport protocol (with or 

without RSVP) over traffic delays for voice application. Case study (11)-project 

"ECTP RSJP" consists of three scenarios, which are as follow: 

" SCENARIO (1)- LDP: All the nodes use either ECTP enabled by RSVP 
resource reservation or UDP without RSVP resource reservation for voice 
applications. 

" SCENARIO (2)- UDP_RSVP: All nodes use either ECTP or UDP enabled by 
RSVP resource reservation for voice applications. 

" SCENARIO (3)- ECTP: All the nodes use either ECTP enabled by RSVP 
resource reservation or ECTP without RSVP resource reservation for voice 
applications. 

7.2.1 SCENARIO (1)- UDP 

In this scenario, all the nodes use either ECTP enabled by RSVP resource reservation 

(Chapter 5. section 5.4) or UDP without RSVP resource reservation. Figure (7.3) 

illustrates network model project "ECTP_RSVP ", scenario (1) "UDP ". 

Figure (7.3): OPNL-T Network model project ECTP_RSVP, Scenario (1)-UDP 
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7.2.1.1 NETWORK MODEL DESCRIPTION 

The network model consists of six components, which are described as follows: 

1. WORKSTATIONS- the network model consists of six workstations; 

ppp wksn adv. Table (7.9) summarizes each workstation model and their 

corresponding process models. 
WORKSTATION WORKSTATION MODEL TRANSPORT PROTOCOL PROCESS MODEL 

RSVP Sender ECTP 
ECTP manager 

_ RSVP ECTP Receiver1 ECTP RSVP adv pppwksn 
ECTP QoS management ECTP_-connection 

_ _ _ _ - (ECTP RSVP) management ectp QoS 
RSVP ECTP Receiver2 _ _ _ _ _ rsvp 

Sender UDP 
Receiverl_UDP ppp wksn_adv_UDP UDP rip_udp_v3 
Receiver2 UDP 

Table (7.9): Description of workstation models 

2. RoUTERS- the network model consists of 6 routers, CISCO 7204 

(CS 7204 4S al e8, l S18 adv). All routers have been chosen randomly to use 

either ECTP with RSVP or UDP without RSVP in the core network. Table (7.10) 

shows the corresponding attributes in the routers. 

ROUTER ATTRIBUTES VALUE 

ATM ALL 3/4 segmentation rate ff0 PO Peak cell rate 
ATM ALL 5 segmentation rate (IFO PO Peak cell rate 
ATM address (IFO PO Auto assigned 
BGP parameters Default 
CPU resource parameters Single processor 
EIGRP parameters Default 
Ethernet parameters IF1-8 PO Default (host) 
IGMP Router parameters Default 
MPLS parameters Default 
IP ATM inactivity release time IFO PO 120 

Maximum segment 
size 

Auto assigned 

Receiver buffer 
(bytes) 8760 

Receive buffer 
usage threshold 

0.0 

F: CTP parameters 
Delay ACK 
mechanism 

Segment/clock 
based 

RSVP parameters 
Waiting 
time sec 

1.0 

Refresh 
internal 
(sec) 

30 

Lifetime 
multiplier 

10 

UDp parameters Default 

Tablß (7.10): Attributes of routers in OPNET 
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3. APPLICATION DEFINITION- table (7.11) describes the application definition 

parameters in scenario (1) UDP. 

APPLICATION DEFINITION , DESCRIPTION '- -PARAMETERS ' ' "" VALUES 

Silence Length (second) default 

Talk Spurt length (seconds) default 

Symbolic Destination Name Voice Receiver 

d RSVP N U i V i A li i 
Encoder Scheme G. 711(silence) 

ot se ce Vo o ce pp cat on Voice Frames per Packet 1 

Type of service Best Effort 

RSVP parameters None 

Traffic Mix (%) All Discrete 

Silence Length (second) default 

Talk Spurt length (seconds) default 

Symbolic Destination Name Voice Receiver 

Encoder Scheme G. 711(silence) 
Voice RSVP Used Voice Application Voice Frames per Packet 1 

Type of service Reserved 
RSVP Statue Enabled 

RSVP parameters outbound Flow Default 
Finbound Flow Default 

Traffic Mix (%) All Discrete 

Table (7.11): Description of application definition 

4. PROFILE DEFINITION- table (7.12) describes the profile definition of scenario 

(1) UDP. 

PROFILE 
PROFILE DEFINITION PARAMETERS APPLICATION PARAMETERS 

CONFIGURATION 

Start time offset Uniform (5,10) 
V secs 

Application oice RSVP Not 
d Duration secs End of profile use 

Repeatability Once at start 
d i time 

ce unreserve vo Operation mode Serial ordered 
Start time (sec) Uniform 

(100,110) 
Duration sec End of simulation 
Repeatability Once at start time 

I Start time offset Uniform (5,10) 
secs 

Application Voice RSVP used Duration secs End of profile 

Repeatability Once at start 
time 

ygice reserved Operation mode Serial (ordered) 

Start time (sec) Uniform 
(100,110) 

Duration (sec) End of simulation 
Repeatability Once at start time 

Tabl¢ (7.12): " Description of profile definition and configuration 
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Once the applications and profiles have been configured, it is necessary to deploy to 

the individual workstations. Table (7.13) describes the application attributes in each 

workstation. 

WORKSTATION NAME 
APPLICATION ATTRIBUTES 

RSVP PARAMETERS SUPPORTED PROFILES 

RSVP TP Voice RSVP Status Enabled 
d i 

_ 
Sender EC 

application Profile list Default 
ce reserve vo 

Receiverl_ECTP_RSVP Voice RSVP Status Enabled 
Receiver2_ECTP_RSVP application Profile list Default 

None 

Sender UDP none voice unreserved 
Receiverl_UDP 
Receiver2 UDP none None 

Table (7.13): Description of application attributes 

5. TRAFFIC DESCRIPTIONS- This traffic has been specified inside the voice 

application definition (Table 7.11). Traffic between Sender ECTP RSVP, 

Receiver] ECTP RSVP and Receiver2 ECTP RSVP uses Reserved type of 

service with the integer priority value of 224 and delay parameter. The 

reservation has been made for traffic in both directions. The traffic generated by 

Sender ECTP RSVP is described as having a bandwidth of 5,000(bytes/sec) and 

a buffer size of 10,000 bytes (Table 7.16). Traffic between Sender_UDP, 

Receiver! 
_UDP 

and Receiver2 UDP uses Best effort type of service with the 

integer priority value of 0 and delay parameter. 

6. IP CONFIGURATION- table (7.14) defines the IP configuration attributes in 

scenario (1)_UDP. 

IP CONFIGURATION ATTRIBUTE VALUE 

IP compression Information Standard compression 
IP multicast RP Information Default 
IP Ping parameters Default 
IP Route table export Once at end of simulation 

Table (7.14): Description of IP configuration attributes 

7. RSVP CONFIGURATIONS- attributes describing RSVP parameters set in two 

objects: 
as ße1 ý' 
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" QOS ATTRIBUTE CONFIGURATION OBJECT- There is two sets of attributes 

defined in this object. Table (7.15) defines the QoS attributes configuration 

object. 

S ATTRIBUTE CONFIGURATION VALUES 

CAR Profiles Defaults 
Custom Queuing Profiles Defaults (Standard Schemes) 

FIFO Profiles Defaults (Standard Schemes) 
Priority Queuing Profiles Defaults (Standard Schemes) 
RSVP Flow Specification See Table (7.16) 
RSVP Profiles See Table 7.1 
WFQ Profiles Defaults (Standard Schemes) 

Table (7.15): Description of QoS configuration objects 

" RSVP FLOW SPECIFICATION- RSVP data flow is assigned to the Outbound Flow 

attributes and Inbound Flow attributes which they define, the application's 

bandwidth and buffer size for reservations respectively. Bandwidth (bytes/sec) 

specifies the amount of traffic generated by the application at the IP level. This 

value is set to be token rate in flow specification of Path and Resv messages. 

When the reservation is made using this flow specification, this value is set as the 

reserved bandwidth for the session. 

The amount of data that should be buffered can be configured using the buffer 

size (bytes) attributes. This value is used as bucket size and is set in Path or Resv 

messages for this session. The amount of data traffic sent over all time periods 

should not exceed r*. T+b where r is the token bucket rate which is the value of 

bandwidth attribute, b is token bucket size which is the value of buffer size, and T 

is the measurement interval in seconds (Chapter 3, section 3.4.2). Table (7.16) 

defines the RSVP flow specification parameters in OPNET simulator. 

RSVP FLOW 
SPECIFICATION NAME 

BANDWIDTH (BYTES/SEC) BUFFER SIZE (BYTES) 

Outbound Flow 5,000 5,000 
Inbound Flow 10,000 50,000 
Reservation 5,000 10,000 

Table (7.16): RSVP flow specification 

RSVP PRPFILES- The threshold (byte/sec) attribute is used when a host 

application pnly requests a reservation if a Path message indicates that the traffic 
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load is higher than the value specified in this attribute. The reservation style 

attribute includes setting for fixed-wildcard, shared explicit and fixedlter 

reservation styles (Chapter 3, section 3.5.3). The reservation parameters are 

assigned a specific data flow and sender list of profiles. 

The RSVP model uses admission-control-based functions to process reservation 

requests. If the network is unable to grant a reservation request, the RSVP 

profile's Retry Policy compound attribute will determine how the receiving host 

responds. If the retry attribute is set to "Do Not Retry", the application uses a best 

effort QoS. Otherwise, the request is resent according to the Retry timer (sec) and 

reservation parameters. Table (7.17) defines the RSVP profiles parameters. 

RSVP PROFILE NA. %IE THRESHOLD 
BYES/SEC 

RESERVATION 
STYLE 

RESERVATION 
PARAMETERS 

RETRY POLICY 

Wild card profile 4,000 Wild card Specified by sender Do Not Retry 
Shared explicit rofile None Shared explicit see table (7.18) see table 7.19 
Fixed filter profile 10,000 Fixed filter Specified by sender Do Not Retry 

Table (7.17): RSVP profile parameters 

Table (7.18) defines shared explicitprofile reservation parameters. 

Shared explicitý_profHe 
RESERVATION PARAMETERS VALUES 

Flow description specified by sender 
Sender list Sender ECTP 

Table (7.18): Reservation parameters 

Table (7.19) defines shared explicit profile retry policy parameters. 

Shared explicit rofüe RETRY POLICY VALUES 

Retry Retry 
Retry timer sec 30 

t P Flow description Reservation 
arame ers Reservation Sender list Any sender 

Table (7.19): Retry policy parameters 

" RSVP TRAFFIC CONTROL PROCESS- OPNET's RSVP model supports 

Controlled load service (Chapter 3, section 3.4.2). This service is supported for 

Weighted Fair Queuing (WFQ) and Priority Queuing schemes (Chapter 3, section 
3.7), In the QPNET implementation, WFQ and Priority Queuing create or delete 
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a queue with requested parameters (bandwidth and buffer size) when needed. 
Therefore, there is one queue per reservation and the number of queues is 

dynamic and depends on the number of reservations in place on a node. 

" APPLICATION ATTRIBUTE CONFIGURATION OBJECT- RSVP parameters for Path 

message is defined in this object. The RSVP status default is none, whereas in 

this model RSVP status sets as enabled. Table (7.20) shows RSVP data flows in 

the application attribute configuration object. 

RSVP PARAMETERS VALUE 

RSVP Status Enabled 
Outbound Flow Outbound Flow 
Inbound Flow Inbound Flow 

Table (7.20): RSVP data flows 

" ENABLING RSVP ON WORKSTATIONS- Once the RSVP is configured on the 

applications and profile configuration objects it is ready to be deployed on 
individual workstation. Table (7.21) defines the supported profiles in the all 

workstations. 

WORKSTATION ATTRIBUTES SUPPORTED PROFILES 

Sender ECTP 
Sender UDP voice unreserved 

ReceiverlECTP 
_ Receiver2 ECTP 
_ Receiverl_UDP none 

Receiver2 UDP 

Table (7.21): Supported Profiles 

7,2.1.2 COLLECTING STATISTICS 

As was discussed in section (7.1.2), OPNET supports predefined application 

statistics on the network model. Once all the RSVP configuration objects have been 

defined, the next step is to collect the RSVP statistics. The following statistics related 
to the RSVP process are defined as follows: 
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" RSVP global statistics capture the total amount of RSVP traffic sent and 

received in the whole network. These statistics show the message overhead of 

RSVP processing in the network. 

" RSVP node statistic can be divided into three groups: 

1. Message statistics show the number of RSVP messages (Path, Resv, 
Confirmation and total) received or sent by a node. 

2. State statistics show the number of RSVP states (Path, Resv and Blockade), 
collected as average value over a period of time. 

3. Reservation statistics show the number of successful or rejected reservations, 
collected as an average values over a period of time. 

" IP interface RSVP node statistics show the RSVP allocated bandwidth 

(bytes/sec) and buffer size (bytes) for each interface. 

Table (7.22) defines the collected statistics in scenario (1)-UDP. 

STATISTICS COLLECTION PARAMETERS 

Global Statistics None None 

Path messages received (packet/sec) 
Path messages sent acket/sec 

RSVP Resv Conf messages received (packet/sec) 
Resv Conf messages sent acket/sec 
Resv messages received (packet/sec) 
Resv messages sent acketlsec 

IF Interface RSVP allocated bandwidth (bytes/sec) 

Packet end to end delay (sec) 
Traffic Received (bytes/sec) 

Voice application Traffic Received (packets/sec) 
Node Statistics Traffic sent (bytes/sec) 

Traffic sent acketisec 
Packet end to end delay (sec) 
Traffic Received (bytes/sec) 

Voice called party Traffic Received (packets/sec) 
Traffic sent (bytes/sec) 
Traffic sent (packet/Sec) 
Packet end to end delay (sec) 
Traffic Received (bytes/sec) 

Voice calling party Traffic Received acketstsec 
Traffic sent (bytes/sec) 
Traffic sent (packet/sec) 

e 
Table (7.22): Collected statistics in network model 
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7.2.1.3 SIMULATION SETUP 

Before running the simulation, OPNET will set up values for the simulation 

attributes. Simulation duration is set to 1.0 hour. Table (7.23) describes the 

simulation setup attributes for this network model. 

SIMULATION SETUP ATTRIBUTES VALUE 
APR Sim Efficiency Enabled 
BGP Sim Efficiency mode Enabled 
IG`t Sim Efficiency Enabled 
IP Dynamic Routing Protocol Default 
IP Routing Table Ex orvlm ort Not Used 
OSPF Sim Efficiency Enabled 
RIP Sim Efficiency Enabled 
RSVP Sim Efficiency Enabled 

Table (7.23): Attributes of simulation setup 

7.2.1.4 SIMULATION RESULTS 

Figure (7.4) illustrates the simulation results of end-to-end traffic delay over voice 

application in the UDP scenario. The ECTP_RSVP (green) graph represents the 

variations of traffic delay parameter on the network using ECTP transport protocol 

with RSVP. The UDP (blue) graph represents the variation of traffic delay parameter 

on the network using UDP transport protocol without RSVP. 

  Object: ECTP_RSVP of logical network 
" Annotation: voice 

_reserved/ 
voice RSVP Used 

  Object: UDP of logical network 
  Annotation: voice unreservedl/oice RSVP not Used 
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Figure (-. 4): Voice application. Packet End-to-End Delay (millsec) 
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7.2.1.5 ANALYSIS OF TRAFFIC DELAY 

Figure (7.4) compares the voice application's traffic delay experienced using ECTP 

transport protocol with RSVP resource reservation and UDP transport protocol 

without RSVP resource reservation. As mentioned in Chapter 3, section (3.5), RSVP 

protocol is a signaling mechanism, which typically carries QoS requests from one 

end of network to the other along the same path traversed by the data that requires 

the QoS resources. Also, chapter 5, section (5.4) has proposed enabling ECTP with 

QoS management using RSVP signaling protocol. 

As shown on the ECTP graph (pink) during the 91 minutes simulation the traffic 

delay variation remained steady between 0.08419 (millsec) minimums and 0.2730 

(millsec) maximum. However, by looking at the UDP graph (blue) the traffic delay 

variation fluctuates between 0.056 (millsec) minimums and 0.751 (millsec) 

maximum. The overall simulation results show that the ECTP transport protocol with 

the RSVP resource reservation performs better than UDP transport protocol without 

RSVP resource reservation to deliver voice application over the network. The main 

reason is that the ECTP tree-based architecture (Chapter 2, section 2.7), and QoS 

management functionality (Chapter 4, section 4.1), i. e. reserving resources (RSVP), 

could provide better reliability and scalability (over nodes) along with dynamic 

admission control for voice applications compared to the UDP transport protocol. 

Hence, the traffic delays during the transmission of voice applications are reduce by 

ECTP transport protocol enabled by standard RSVP. 

During the ECTP connection lifetime, QoS negotiation is performed in the 

connection creations phase (Chapter 2, section 2.7.2.1), where the sender proposes 

the desired target values for each QoS parameters required by applications to all 

receivers by multicast. Based on the QoS parameter values proposed by the sender, 

each receiver might trigger the reservation of the network resources using RSVP 

(Chapter3, section 3.5). If QoS negotiation is enabled, each receiver can propose 

modifications to the sender's proposed parameter values. These modified values are 

based on the negotiated system capacities at the receiver side and network 

environment, The parameter target values modified by receivers are delivered to 

sender via ACK 1imessages. 
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7.2.2 SCENARIO (2) -t'DP RSV'P 

In this scenario, all nodes use either ECTP or UDP enabled by RSVP resource 

reservation. Figure (7.5) illustrates network model project "ECTP RSVP", scenario 

(2) "('DP RSVP". 

Mý 

..... a... r.. ..:.... V Csdp AFEi . GJS aý. ýdný C..., 
, 

jlcTY RSVP 

IýICrJMA ýý 

ffl// UDR M 
tir ýý 

Figure ( . 
ý): OPNl. if Net\vork model project ECTP_RSVP, Scenario (1)-UDP_RDVP 

7.2.2.1 NETWORK MODEL DESCRIPTION 

The network model consists of six components, which are described as follows: 

1. W1 oRksT ATIONs-the network model consists of six workstations; ppp_wksn_adv. 
Table (7.24) describes each workstation model and their corresponding process 

models. 

WORKSTATION WORKSTATION MODEL 
TRANSPORT 
PROTOCOL USED IN 
NODE MODEL 

PROCESS MODEL 

Sender ECTP RSVP ECTP_manager 
Recciml ECTP RSVP ppp wksn adv ECTP RSVP ECTP part) ECTP connection 

- 
ReCetvcr2 ECTP RSVP _ _ - (ECTP_RSVP) ectp_QoS_management 

rsvp 
Sender UDP RSVP 
Rc ci\erl UDP RSVP ppp_wksn_adv_UDP_RSVP UDP rip_udp_v3 

Rccci\er? [MP RSVP rsvp 

Table (7.24): Description of workstation models 
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2. ROUTERS- See section (7.2.1.1), Router. 

3. APPLICATION DEFINITION- Table (7.25) describes the application definition 

parameters in scenario (2), UDP RSVP. 
APPLICATION 
DEFINITION 

DESCRIPTION PARAMETERS VALUES 

Silence Length (second) default 

Talk Spurt length (seconds) default 

Symbolic Destination Name Voice Receiver 

Encoder Scheme G. 711(silence) 

Voice RSVP Used Voice Application Voice Frames per Packet 1 
Type of service 

Reserved (224) 
Reserved (208) 
RSVP Statue Enabled 

RSVP parameters outbound Flow Default 
Inbound Flow Default 

Traffic Mix (%) All Discrete 

Table (7.25): Description of application definition 

4. PROFILE DEFINITION- Table (7.26) describes the profile definition of scenario 

(2), UDP RSVP. 
PROFILE 

PROFILE DEFINITION PARAMETERS APPLICATION PARAMETERS 
CONFIGURATION 

Start time offset Uniform (5,10) 
(secs) 

Application Voice RSVP used Duration (secs) End of profile 
ice at start Repeatability 

d time 
Voice reserve Operation mode Serial (ordered) 

Start time (sec) Uniform 
(100,110) 

Duration (sec) End of simulation 
Repeatability Once at start time 

Table (7.26): Description of profile definition and configuration 

t) 

Once the applications and profiles have been configured, it is necessary to deploy 

these to the individual workstations. Table (7.27) describes the application attributes 

on each workstation. 

WORKSTATION NAME 
APPLICATION ATTRIBUTES 

RSVP PARAMETERS SUPPORTED PROFILES 

Sender ECTP_RSVP Voice RSVP Status Enabled 
erved i 

Sender UDP_RSVP application Profile list Default 
ce_res vo 

Riceiverl_ECTP_RSVP 
RSVP V i 

RSVP Status Enabled 
Receiver2_ECTP_ 
ReCeiverl_UDP RSVP 
Receiver2 UDP RSVP 

o ce 
application Profile list Default 

none 

Table (7.27): Description of application attributes 
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5. TRAFFIC DESCRIPTIONS- This traffic has been specified inside the voice 

application definition (Table 7.25). Traffic between Sender ECTP RSVP, 

Receiverl_ECTP RSVP and Receiver2 ECTP_RSVP uses Reserved type of 

service with the integer priority value of 224 and delay parameter. The 

reservation has been made for traffic in both directions. The Traffic between 

Sender UDP RSVP, Receiverl UDP RSVP and Receiver? UDP RSVP uses 

Reserved type of service with the integer priority value of 208 and delay 

parameter. 

6.1P CONFIGU RATION- See section (7.2.1.1), IP configuration. 

7. RS\'P CONFIGURATION- See section (7.2.1.1), RSVP configuration. 

7.2.2.2 COLLECTING STATISTICS - See section (7.2.1.2), collecting statistics. 

7.2.2.3 SIMn L. aTION SETUP- See section (7.2.1.3), simulation setup 

7.2.2.4 SIMULATION RESULTS 

Figure (7.5) illustrates the simulation results of end-to-end traffic delay over voice 

application in UDP_RSVP scenario. The ECTP_RSVP (green) graph represents the 

variations of the traffic delay parameter on the network using ECTP transport 

protocol with RSVP. The UDP (red) graph represents the variation of traffic delay 

parameter on the network using UDP transport protocol with RSVP. 

" object: ECTP_RSVP of logical network 
" Annotation: voice reserved/ voice RSVP Used 
  Object: UDP_RSVP of logical network 
  Annotation: : voicereserved/Voice RSVP Used 
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7.2.2.5 ANALYSIS OF TRAFFIC DELAY 

Figure (7.5) compares the voice application's traffic delay experienced using either 

ECTP or UDP transport protocol with RSVP resource reservation. As it shown in the 

ECTP graph (green) during the 91 seconds simulation the traffic delay variation 

stayed steady between 0.08419 (sec) minimums and 0.2730 (sec) maximums. 

However, by looking at the UDP graph (blue) the traffic delay variation fluctuates 

between 0.0897 (sec) minimums and 0.6046 (sec) maximums. The overall simulation 

results show that the ECTP transport protocol with the RSVP resource reservation 

performs better than UDP transport protocol with RSVP resource reservation to 

deliver voice application over the network. 

Although the UDP transport protocol uses RSVP resource reservation, the 

performance is not improved significantly. However, by looking at the UDP graph in 

scenario (1), it can be seen that UDP with the RSVP resource reservation performs 
better than UDP without RSVP. 

The main reason for the better performance of ECTP with RSVP is again the ECTP 

tree-based architecture, and QoS management functionality, i. e. reserving resources 

(RSVP), could provide better reliability and scalability (over nodes) along with 

dynamic admission control compared to the UDP transport protocol. Hence, the 

traffic delays during the transmission of voice applications can reduce by ECTP 

transport protocol enabled by the standard RSVP. 

- ý. _ - 
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7.2.3 SCENARIO (3)- ECTP 

In this scenario, all the nodes use either ECTP enabled by RSVP resource reservation 

or ECTP without RSVP resource reservation. Figure (7.6) illustrates the network 

model project "ECTP RSVP", scenario (3) "ECTP". 

7.2.3.1 NETWORK MODEL DESCRIPTION 

The network model consists of four components, which are described as follows: 

1. WORKSTATIONS (SENDERS AND RECEIVERS) - the network model consists of six 

workstations; ppp_w sn_adv. Table (7.28) describes each workstation model and 

their corresponding process models. 

WORKSTATION WORKSTATION MODEL 
TRANSPORT 

PROTOCOL USED IN 
NODE MODEL 

PROCESS MODEL 

Sender ECTP RSVP ECTP_manager 

RSVP Receiver1 ECTP wks adv ECTP RSVP PPP 
ECTP part 2 ECTP_connection 

_ RSVP Receiver2 ECTP _ _ _ (ECTP_RSVP) ectp_QoS_management 
_ rsvp 

Sender_ECTP 
manager ECTP 

Receiverl_ECTP ppp_wksn_adv_ECTP ECTP part 1 _ connection ECTP 
Receiver2 ECTP _ 

Table (7.28): Description of workstation models 
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2. ROUTERS - See section (7.2.1.1), Routers. 

3. APPLICATION DEFINITION- See table (7.11), Application definition. 

4. PROFILE DEFINITION- See table (7.12), Profile definition. 

Once the applications and profiles have been configured, it is necessary to deploy 

these to the individual workstations. Table (7.29) describes the application attributes 
in each workstation. 

WORKSTATION NAbIE 
APPLICATION ATTRIBUTES 

RSVP PARAMETERS SUPPORTED PROFILES 

ECTP RSVP S d Voice RSVP Status Enabled 
d i en er application Profile list Default 

ce reserve vo 

Receiverl_EC"TP_RSVP Voice RSVP Status Enabled 
Receiver2_ECTP_RSVP application Profile list Default 

none 

Sender ECTP none voice unreserved 
ReceiverlECTP 
Receiver2_ECTP none none 

Table (7.29): Description of application attributes 

5. TRAFFIC DESCRIPTIONS- Traffic between Sender ECTP RSVP, 

Receiverl ECTP RSVP and Receiver2 ECTP RSVP uses Reserved type of 

service with the integer priority value of 224 and delay parameter. Traffic 

between Sender ECTP, Receiverl ECTP and Receiver2_ECTP uses Standard 

type of service with the integer priority value of 64 and delay parameter. 

b. IP CONFIGURATION- See section (7.2.1.1), IP configuration. 

7. RSVP CONFIGURATION- See section (7.2.1.1), RSVP configuration. 

7.2.3.2 COLLECTING STATISTICS 

See section (7.2.1.2), Collecting statistics. 

7.23,3 SIMULATION SETUP 

See section (7.2.1.3), simulation setup. 

7.2.3.4 SI5IUMTIPN RESULTS 
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Figure (7.7) illustrates the simulation results of end-to-end traffic delay over voice 

application in ECTP scenario. The ECTP_RSVP (green) graph represents the 

variations of the traffic delay parameter on the network using the ECTP transport 

protocol with RSVP. The ECTP (pink) graph represents the variations of the traffic 

delay parameter on the network using the ECTP transport protocol without RSVP. 

  object: ECTP_RSVP of logical network 
" Annotation: voice reserved/ voice RSVP Used 
  Object: ECTP of logical network 
" Annotation: voice unreserved/Voice RSVP Not Used 
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Fibre (7.7): Voice application. Packet End-to-End Delay (millsec) 

7.2.3.5 ANALYSIS OF TRAFFIC DELAY 

Figure (7.7) compares the voice application's traffic delay experienced using ECTP 

transport protocol with or without RSVP resource reservation. As has been shown in 

Chapters 4 and 5, the ECTP transport protocol itself cannot guarantee the QoS levels 

required by applications. RSVP signaling protocol is used to enable QoS 

management functionality in ECTP. 

As it shown in the ECTP_RSVP graph (pink) during the 91 minutes simulation the 

traffic delay variation remained steady between 0.08419 (millsec) minimums and 

o, 2730 (millsec) maximums. However, by looking at ECTP graph (pink), the traffic 

delay variation fluctuates between 0.03254 (millsec) minimums and 0.34082 

(millsec) maximums. 
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The overall simulation results show that the ECTP transport protocol with the RSVP 

resource reservation performs better than ECTP transport protocol without RSVP 

resource reservation to deliver voice application over a network. The main reason is 

that although ECTP has the tree-based functionality, but it cannot guarantee the QoS 

levels required by voice applications. Hence, the performance of the ECTP transport 

protocol with RSVP resource reservation on traffic delay is much steadier than ECTP 

without RSVP. 
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7.3 CASE STI DN' (III)- ECTP ENABLED BY STANDARD AND AGGREGATED RSVP 

Case Study (III) investigates the behavior and performance of ECTP transport 

protocol enabled by the standard and aggregated RSVP resource reservation (Chapter 

5, section 5.5) using voice application. In this case study, the ECTP transport 

protocol enabled by the standard and aggregated RSVP is compared with ECTP and 

CDP transport protocols with and without RSVP using voice application. Case study 

(III)-project ECTP RStiP_DiffSenv consists of four scenarios, which are as follow: 

" SCENARIO (1) - UDP: All the nodes use either ECTP enabled by standard 
and aggregated RSVP resource reservation or UDP without RSVP 
resource reservation over voice applications. 

" SCENARIO (2) - UDP_RSVP: All the nodes use either ECTP enabled by 
standard and aggregated RSVP resource reservation or UDP with RSVP 
resource reservation over voice applications. 

" SCENARIO (3) - ECTP: All the nodes use either ECTP enabled by 
standard and aggregated RSVP resource reservation or ECTP without 
RSVP resource reservation over voice applications. 

" SCENARIO (4) - ECTP_RSVP: All the nodes use either ECTP enabled by 
standard and aggregated RSVP resource reservation or ECTP with RSVP 
resource reservation over voice applications. 

7.3.1 SCENARIO (1)- UDP 

In this scenario, all the nodes use either ECTP enabled by the standard and 

aggregated RSVP resource reservation or UDP without RSVP resource reservation. 

Figure (7.8) illustrates network model project "ECTP RSVP DiffServ", scenario (1) 

"UDP� 

Figure (7.8): OPNET Network model project ECTP_RSVP_DiffServ, Scenario (1)-UDP 
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7.3.1.1 NETWORK MODEL DESCRIPTION 

The network model consists of six components, which are described as follows: 

1. WORKSTATIONS -the network model consists of six workstations; 

ppp wksn adv. Table (7.30) describes each workstation model and their 

corresponding process models. 

WORKSTATION 
WORKSTATION 
MODEL 

TRANSPORT 

PROTOCOL 
PROCESS MODEL 

DiffServ Sender ECTP RSVP ECTP manager 
_ _ ECTP RSVPDiflServ Receiver1 ppp wkSn_advECTP ECTP part 2 ECTP_connection 

_ Receiver2 ECTP RSVP _ DifiServ 
RSVP_DiffServ (ECTP_RSVP) ectp_QoS_management 

_ - aggregated rs 
Sender UDP 
Receiverl_UDP ppp_wks_adv_UDP UDP rip udp v3 
Receiver2 UDP 

Table (7.30): Description of workstation models 

2. ROUTERS- the network model consists of 2 types of routers, which are described 

as follow: 

a EDGE ROUTERS- there are two edge routers, CISCO 7204 

(CS 7204 4S al e8_ 7 S18 adv), which have been chosen randomly to use 

either ECTP with the standard and aggregated RSVP or UDP without RSVP. 

" BORDER AND CORE ROUTERS- There are two border and four core routers, 
CISCO 7204 (diff_CS 7204 4S al e8_f7 S18 adv) (Chapter 6, section 6.3), 

which are enabled by DiffServ architecture to deliver aggregated RSVP in 

core network (Chapter 6, section 6.3). They have been chosen randomly to 

use either ECTP with the standard and aggregated RSVP or UDP without 

RSVP. 

Table (7.31) summarizes each router model and their corresponding process models. 

ROUTER TYPE MODEL NAME NODE, 
MODEL 

PROCESS 
MODEL 

Edge 
Edge_routerl 

router2 
CS 7204 4S al e8_17S18-adv ip ip_dispatch 

Border router3 
13order router4 ip DS Core_router3 
Core_router4 

diff CS 7204_45 al e8ý7 Sl8 adv ip _ DS_ip 

corp_router5 ip_icmp 

Core router6 

Taäle (7.31): Description of Routers models and corresponding process model 
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3. APPLICATION DEFINITION- Table (7.32) describes the application definition 

parameters in scenario (1) UDP. 

APPLICATION DEFINITION DESCRIPTION PARAMETERS VALUES 

Silence Length (second) None 

Talk Spurt length (seconds) None 

Symbolic Destination Name Voice Receiver 

Voice Encoder Scheme G. 711(silence) 
Voice RSVP Not Used 

Application Voice Frames per Packet 1 

Type of service Best Effort 

RSVP parameters None 

Traffic Mix (%) All Discrete 

Silence Length (second) default 

Talk Spurt length (seconds) default 

Symbolic Destination Name Voice Receiver 

Encoder Scheme G. 71 I (silence) 

Voice RSVP Used Voice 
Application Voice Frames per Packet I 

Type of service Reserved 
RSVP Statue Enabled 

RSVP parameters outbound Flow Default 
Inbound Flow Default 

Traffic Mix (%) All Discrete 
Incoming 
silence 
len h sec 

Exponential 
(1.0) 

Silence Length (second) Outgoing 
silence 
length (sec) 

Exponential 
(1.1) 

Incoming 
talk spurt 
length(sec) 

Exponential 
(1.0) 

Voice Aggregated RSVP Used Voice 
Application 

Talk Spurt length (seconds) 
Outgoing 
talk spurt 
length sec 

Exponential 
(1.1) 

Symbolic Destination Name Voice Receiver 

Encoder Scheme G. 711(silence) 

Voice Frames per Packet 1 

Type of service DSCP 
RSVP Statue Enabled 

RSVP parameters outbound Flow Default 
Inbound Flow Default 

Traffic Mix (%) All Discrete 

Table (7.32): Description of application definition 
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4. PROFILE DEFINITION - Table (7.33) describes the profile definition of scenario 

(1) UDP. 

PROFILE DEFINITION 
PROFILE 

PARAMETERS APPLICATION PARAMETERS 
CONFIGURATION 

Start time offset Uniform (5,10) 
Voice RSVP (secs) Application Not used Duration (secs) End of profile 

Repeatability Once at start time 
Bration mode Serial (ordered) 

voice unreserved Uniform Start time (sec) (100,110) 

Duration (sec) End of 
simulation 

Repeatability Once at start 
time 

Start time offset Uniform (5,10) 
A li i Voice RSVP (secs) 

pp cat on 
used Duration (secs) End of profile 

Repeatability Once at start time 
Operation mode Serial (ordered) 

voice_reserved Start time (sec) Uniform 
(100,110) 

Duration (sec) End of 
simulation 

Repeatability Once at start 
time 

Start time Uniform (5,10) 
offset (secs) 
Duration End of profile 
secs Voice Inter_ 

aggregated repetition 
nential Exponential Expo 

RSVP Used time(sec) 
Repeatability No. of unlimited 

repetition 
voice aggregated reserved 

- Repetition Serial 
pattern 

Operation mode Serial ordered 
Start time (sec) Uniform 

(100,110) 
Duration (sec) End of 

simulation 
Repeatability Once at start 

time 

Table (7.33): Description of profile definition and configuration 

Once the applications and profiles have been configured, it is necessary to deploy 

these to the individual workstations. Table (7.34) describes the application attributes 

in each Workstation. 
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APPLICATION ATTRIBUTES 
WORKSTATION NAME SUPPORTED SUPPORTED 

RSVP PARAMETERS 
PROFILES PROFILES 

RSVP Enabled 
iffS Voice Status d i orted S RSVP D erv ECTP Sender ce reserve vo upp 

_ _ _ application Profile Default list 

Receiver1_ECTP_RSVP 
_DiffServ 

Voice 
RSVP 
Status 

Enabled 
t d S 

Receiver2 ECTP_RSVP DiffServ application Profile Default 
none uppor e 

list 
Sender UDP none voice unreserved none 

UDP Receiverl 
_ Receiver2 UDP none none none 

Table (7.34): Description of application attributes 

5. TRAFFIC DESCRIPTIONS- This traffic has been specified inside the voice 

application definition (Table 7.32). Traffic between 

Sender ECTP RSVP DOServ, Receiverl ECTP RSVP DiffServ and 

Receiver2 ECTP RSVP DifJServ uses Reserved type of service and 

Differentiated services with the integer priority value of 252 and delay parameter. 

The reservation has been made for traffic in both directions. Traffic between 

Sender UDP, Receiverl_UDP and Receiver2_UDP uses Best effort type of 

service with the integer priority value of 0 and delay parameter. 

6. IP CONFIGURATION - Table (7.35) defines the IP configuration attributes in 
scenario (1) UDP. 

IP CONFIGURATION ATTRIBUTE VALUE 
IP compression Information Standard compression 
IP multicast RP Information Default 

Interval (sec) 1.0 

t 

Packet size 
es 

64 
ers IP Ping parame Count 5 

Timeout (sec) 20 
Record route Enabled 
Status Enabled 

IP Route table export 
Export 
Time(s) 
specification 

Once at end of 
simulation 

Table (7.35): Description of IP configuration attributes 

7.1SVP CONFIGURATION- See section (7.2.1.1), RSVP configuration. 
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7.3.1.2 COLLECTING STATISTICS 

Table (7.36) defines the collected statistics in scenario (1)-UDP. 

STATISTICS COLLECTION PARAMETERS 
IP Traffic dropped (packet/sec) 

Global Statistics 
RSVP Control traffic received (packet/see) 

Control traffic sent (packet/sec) 
Path messages received (packet/sec) 
Path messages sent acket/sec 

RSVP Resv Conf messages received (packet/sec) 
Resv Conf messages sent acket/sec 
Resv messages received (packet/sec) 
Resv messages sent (packet/sec) 

IP Inte f Queue delay variation sec r ace RSVP allocated bandwidth (bytes/sec) 
Packet end to end delay (see) 
Traffic Received (bytes/sec) 

St ti ti N d Voice application Traffic Received (packets/sec) 
a s cs o e Traffic sent (bytes/sec) 

Traffic sent (packet/sec) 
Packet end to end delay (see) 
Traffic Received (bytes/sec) 

Voice called party Traffic Received (packets/sec) 
Traffic sent (bytes/sec) 
Traffic sent (packet/sec) 
Packet end to end delay (see) 
Traffic Received (bytes/sec) 

Voice calling party Traffic Received (packets/sec) 
Traffic sent (bytes/sec) 
Traffic sent (packet/sec) 

Table (7.36): Collected statistics in network model 

7.3.1.3 SIMULATION SETUP 

Before running the simulation, OPNET will set up values for simulation attributes. 
Simulation duration is set to 1.0 hour. Table (7.37) describes the simulation setup 

attributes for this network model. 

SIMULATION SETUP ATTRIBUTES VALUE 
APR Sim Efficiency Enabled 
BGP Sim Efficiency mode Enabled 
IGM Sim Efficiency Enabled 
IP Dynamic Routing Protocol Default 
IP Routing Table Import/Export 
OSPF Sim Efficiency Enabled 
RIP Sim Efficiency Enabled 
RSVP Sim Efficiency - Enabled 

Týb1e (7.37): Simulation setup Attributes 
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7.3.1.4 SIMULATION RESULTS 

Figure (7.9) illustrates the simulation results of end-to-end traffic delay over voice 

application in UDP scenario. The ECTP_RSVP_DiffServ (turquoise) graph 

represents the variations of the traffic delay parameter on the network using ECTP 

transport protocol with the standard and aggregated RSVP. The UDP (blue) graph 

represents the variation of traffic delay parameter on the network using UDP 

transport protocol without RSVP. 

" object: ECTP_RSVP_DiftServ of logical network 
" Annotation: voice reserved/ voice RSVP Used 
  Object: UDP of logical network 
  Annotation: voice unreserved/Voice RSVP Not Used 

0.8 
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0.6 

0.5 

DELAY 0.4 

(MILLSEC) 0.3 
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0.1 
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Figure (7.9): Voice application. Packet End-to-End Delay (millsec) 

7.3.1.5 ANALYSIS OF TRAFFIC DELAY 

Figure (7.9) compares the voice application's traffic delay experienced using ECTP 

transport protocol with the standard and aggregated RSVP resource reservation and 

UDP transport protocol without RSVP resource reservation. As mentioned in 

Chapter 3, section (3.8), the benefit of interoperation between IntServ with standard 

RSVP and DiffServ with aggregated RSVP provides dynamic admission control and 

efficient network resources by IntServ, along with scalability by DiffServ over core 

networks. Also as it was proposed in Chapter 5, section (5.5), ECTP QoS parameters 
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should be mapped in to the standard RSVP and then in to the aggregated RSVP 

traffic descriptors. 

As it shown in the ECTP graph (turquoise) during the 91 seconds simulation the 

traffic delay variation stayed steady between 0.03028 (millsec) minimums and 
0.1350 (millsec) maximums. However, by looking at the UDP graph (blue) the traffic 

delay variation fluctuates between 0.056 (millsec) minimums and 0.751 (millsec) 

maximums. 

The overall simulation results show that the ECTP transport protocol with the 

standard and aggregated RSVP resource reservation performs better than UDP 

transport protocol without RSVP resource reservation when delivering voice 

application over the network. 

The main reason is that the ECTP's reliability, scalability over nodes (tree-based 

architecture) and dynamic admission control (standard RSVP) along with scalability 

over network (aggregated RSVP) could performed better than UDP transport 

protocol. Hence, the performance of the ECTP transport protocol with the standard 

and aggregated RSVP resource reservation can reduce the traffic delay variation of 

voice application over the network. 
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7.3.2 SCENARIO (2)- UDP_RSVP 

In this scenario, all the nodes use either ECTP enabled by standard and aggregated 
RSVP resource reservation or UDP with RSVP resource reservation. Figure (7.10) 

illustrates network model project ECTP_RSVP_DiffServ, scenario (2). 

Figure (7.10): OPNLT Network model project ECTP_RSVP_DiffServ, Scenario (1)-UDP_RSVP 

7.3.2.1 NETWORK MODEL DESCRIPTION 

This network model consists of four components, which are described as follows: 

1. WORKSTATION'S -the network model consists of six workstations, 

ppp ksn_u&v. Table (7.38) describes the workstation models and their 

corresponding process models. 

KORKSTATION 
WORKSTATION 
MODEL 

TRANSPORT 

PROTOCOL USED 
IN NODE MODEL 

PROCESS MODEL 

Sender ECTP RSVP DiffServv ECTP_manager 

ReceiverlECTP RS\'P DiftSen' ppp_ý%ksn_adv_ECTP_ ECTP part 2 ECTPconnection 

Receiverg ECTP RSVP DiffSer\' 
RSVP_DiftServ (ECTP_RSVP) ectp_QoS_management 

aggregated rs 
RSVP Sender UDP 

_ ReýcýýerI UDP RSVP ppp_wksn_adv_UDP_ UDP rip_udp_v3 

Reý: ci\ er? LDP RSVP 
RSVP rsvp 

Table (7.38): Description of workstation models 

2. ROUTERS- See section (7.3.1.1), Routers. 
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3. APPLICATION DEFINITION- Table (7.39) describes the application definition 

parameters in scenario (2), UDP RSVP. 
APPLICATION D£FTTTION DESCRIPTION PARAMETERS VALUES 

Silence Length (second) default 

Talk Spurt length (seconds) default 

Symbolic Destination Name Voice Receiver 

Encoder Scheme G. 711(silence) 

Voice RSVP Used Voice Application Voice Frames per Packet 1 

Type of service Standard 

RSVP Statue Enabled 
RSVP parameters outbound Flow Default 

Inbound Flow Default 
Traffic Mix (%) All Discrete 

Incoming Exponential 
silence (1.0) 

Sil L h d length(sec) 
ence engt (secon ) 

Outgoing Exponential 
silence length (1.1) 
sec 

Incoming talk Exponential 
Spurt (1.0) 

T lk S l h d length(sec) 
a purt engt (secon s) Outgoing talk Exponential 

spurt length (1.1) 
Voice Aggregated RSVP Used Voice Application sec 

Symbolic Destination Name Voice Receiver 

Encoder Scheme G. 711(silence) 

Voice Frames per Packet 1 

Type of service DSCP 
RSVP Statue Enabled 

RSVP parameters outbound Flow Default 
Inbound Flow Default 

Traffic Mix (%) All Discrete 

Table (7.39): Description of application definition 

4. PROFILE DEFLNITIO. - Table (7.40) describes the profile definition of scenario 

(2), UDP RSVP. Once the applications and profiles have been configured, it is 

necessary to deploy these to the individual workstations. Table (7.41) describes 

the application attributes in each workstation. 
APPLICATION ATTRIBUTES 

WORMA71ONNXNIE 
RSVP PARAMETERS SUPPORTED SUPPORTED 

PROFILES PROFILES 

Sender ECTP RSVP_DifIServ Voice 
RSVP 
Status Enabled 

i d rted S 
UDP RSVP Sendor application Profile vo ce reserve uppo 

ý list Default 

ACCOivc(I ECfP_RSVP_D1ftServ RSVP Enabled 
RaCiva2. ECTP_RSVP DiflServ Status 

UDP RSVP Rectfval Voice 
_ Reccivý UDP RSVP application Profile none Supported 

Table (7.40): Description of profile efinition ?S onfi 
Default 

guration 

Table (7.41): Description of application attributes 
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5. TRAFFIC DESCRIPTIONS- This traffic has been specified inside the voice 

application definition (Table 7.40). Traffic between 

Sender ECTP RSVP DiffServ, Receiverl ECTP RSVP DiffServ and 

Receiver2 ECTP RSVP DifjServ uses Reserved type of service and 

Differentiated services with the integer priority value of 252 and delay parameter. 

Traffic between Sender UDP RSVP, Receiverl_UDP RSVP and 

Receiver2 UDP RSVP uses Reserved type of service with the integer priority 

value of 224 and delay parameter. The reservation has been made for traffic in 

both directions. 

6. IP CONFIGURATION- See section (7.3.1.1), IP configuration. 

7. RSVP CONFIGURATION- See section (7.2.1.1), RSVP configuration. 

7.3.2.2 COLLECTING STATISTICS 

See section (7.3.1.2), collecting statistics. 

7.3.2.3 SIMULATION SETUP 

See section (7.3.1.3), simulation setup. 
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7.3.2.4 SIMULATION RESULTS 

Figure (7.11) illustrates the simulation results of end-to-end traffic delay over voice 

application in UDP_RSVP scenario. The ECTP_RSVP_DiffServ (turquoise) graph 

represents the variations of the traffic delay parameter on the network using ECTP 

transport protocol with the standard and aggregated RSVP. The UDP (red) graph 

represents the variation of the traffic delay parameter on the network using UDP 

transport protocol with RSVP. 

" object: ECTP_RSVP 
_DiflServ 

of logical network 
" Annotation: voice_reserved/ voice RSVP Used 
  Object: U'DP RSVP of logical network 
  Annotation: voice reserved/Voice RSVP Used 

Ce 

DF. LAN 

(MILLSEC) 

28 37 .6 55 64 73 82 Bt 

T1\1E (MINTS) 

Figure (7.11): Voice application. Packet End-to-End Delay (millsec) 

7.3.2.5 ANALYSIS OF TRAFFIC DELAY 

Figure (7.11) compares the voice application's traffic delay experienced using ECTP 

transport protocol with the standard and aggregated RSVP resource reservation and 

UDP transport protocol with RSVP resource reservation. 

As shown in the ECTP graph (turquoise), during the 91 minutes simulation the traffic 

delay variation stayed steady between 0.03028 (millsec) minimums and 0.1350 

(millsec) maximums. However, by looking at the UDP graph (blue) the traffic delay 

variation fluctuates between 0.0897 (millsec) minimums and 0.6046 (millsec) 

maximums. 
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The overall simulation results show that the ECTP transport protocol with the 

standard and aggregated RSVP resource reservation performs better than UDP 

transport protocol with RSVP resource reservation to deliver voice application over 

network. Although UDP transport protocol uses RSVP resource reservation, the 

performance is not significantly improved. 

The main reason is that the ECTP's reliability, scalability over nodes (tree-based 

architecture) and dynamic admission control (standard RSVP) along with scalability 

over network (aggregated RSVP) could performed better than the UDP transport 

protocol. Hence, ECTP transport protocol with standard and aggregated RSVP 

resource reservation can reduce the traffic delay variation. 
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7.3.3 SCENARIO (3)- ECTP 

In this scenario, all the nodes use either ECTP enabled by the standard and 

aggregated RSVP resource reservation or ECTP without RSVP resource reservation. 
Figure (7.12) illustrates network model project "ECTP RSVP DifServ", scenario (3) 

"ECTP". 

Figure (7.12): OPNET Network model project ECTP_RSVP_DiffServ, Scenario (1)-ECTP 

7.3.3.1 NETWORK MODEL DESCRIPTION 

The network model consists of four components, which are described as follows: 

1. WORKSTATION'S -the network model consists of six workstations; 

ppp_x%sn_adv. Table (7.42) describes the workstation models and their 

corresponding process models. 

TRANSPORT 

WORKSTATION WORKSTATION MODEL PROTOCOL PROCESS MODEL 
USED IN NODE 
MODEL 

Sender ECTP RSVP DiffServ ECTP_manager 

Receiverl ECTP RSVP DiffServ ppp_wksn_adv_ECTP_ ECTP part 2 ECTP_connection 

Receiver? ECTP RSVP DiffServ 
RSVP_DiffServ (ECTP_RSVP) ectp_QoS_management 

aggregated rs 
Sender ECTP 
Receiverl_ECTP ppp_wksn_adv ECTP ECTP part 1 

ECTP manager 

Receiver? ECTP _ ECTP connection 
- 

Table (7.42): Description of workstation models 
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2. ROUTERS- See section (7.3.1.1), Routers. 

3. APPLICATION DEFINITION- See table (7.32), application definition. 

4. PROFILE DEFINITION- See table (7.33), profile definition. 

Once the applications and profiles have been configured, it is necessary to deploy 

these to the individual workstations. Table (7.43) describes the application attributes 
in each workstation. 

APPLICATION ATTRIBUTES 
WORKSTATION NAME SUPPORTED SUPPORTED RSVP PARAMETERS 

PROFILES PROFILES 
RSVP Enabled 

Difßerv der ECTP Se RSVP Voice Status i d 
_ _ n a licati P fil vo ce reserved Supporte 

pp on ro e 
list Default 

Receiverl_ECTPRSVP 
_Dif'Serv Voice 

RSVP 
Status Enabled 

S d 
ECTP RSVP Dif Serv Receiver2 application Profile none upporte 

_ _ list Default 

Sender ECTP none voice unreserved none 
ReceiverlECTP 
Receiver2_EC"TP none none none 

Table (7.43): Description of application attributes 

5. TRAFFIC DESCRIPTIONS- This traffic has been specified inside the voice 

application definition (Table 7.32). Traffic between 

Sender ECTP RSVP DifJServ, Receiverl ECTP RSVP DiffServ and 
Receiver2 ECTP RSVP DiJJServ uses Reserved type of service and 
Differentiated services with the integer priority value of 252 and delay parameter. 

The reservation has been made for traffic in both directions. Traffic between 

Sender ECTP, Receiver] ECTP and Receiver2 ECTP uses Standard type of 

service with the integer priority value of 64 and delay parameter. 

6. IP coNFIGURATION- See section (7.3.1.1), IP configuration. 

7. RSVP CONFIGURATION- See section (7.2.1.1), RSVP configuration. 

7.3.3.2 COLLECTING STATISTICS 
.I 

See section (case study (III)-collecting statistics, scenario (1)-UDP) 
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7.3.3.3 SIMULATION SETUP 

See section (7.3.1.2), simulation setup. 

7.3.3.4 SIIICLATION RESULTS 

Figure (7.13) illustrates the simulation results of end-to-end traffic delay over voice 

application in ECTP scenario. The ECTP_RSVP_DiffServ (turquoise) graph 

represents the variations of traffic delay parameter on the network using ECTP 

transport protocol with standard and aggregated RSVP. The ECTP (pink) graph 

represents the variations of traffic delay parameter on the network using ECTP 

transport protocol without RSVP. 

" object: ECTP_RSVP 
_DiffServ 

of logical network 
" Annotation: voice reserved/ voice RSVP Used 
" Object: ECTP of logical network 
" Annotation: voice unreserved/Voice RSVP Not Used 
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Figure (7.13): Voice application. Packet End-to-End Delay (millsec) 

7.3.3.5 ANALYSIS OF TRAFFIC DELAY 

Figure (7.13) compares the voice application's traffic delay experienced using ECTP 

transport protocol with the standard and aggregated RSVP resource reservation and 

ECTP transport protocol without RSVP resource reservation. As it has mentioned, 

ECTP transport protocol itself cannot guarantee the QoS levels required by 

applications. 
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As shown on the ECTP graph (turquoise) during the 91 seconds simulation the traffic 

delay variation stayed steady between 0.03028 (millsec) minimums and 0.1350 

(millsec) maximum. However, by looking at ECTP graph (pink), the traffic delay 

variation fluctuates between 0.03254 (millsec) minimums and 0.34082 (millsec) 

maximum. 

The overall simulation results show that the ECTP transport protocol with the 

standard and aggregated RSVP resource reservation performs better than ECTP 

transport protocol without RSVP resource reservation to deliver voice application 

over network. 

The main reason is that although the ECTP has the tree-based functionality, but it 

cannot guarantee the QoS levels required by voice applications. Hence, the 

performance of ECTP transport protocol with the standard and aggregated RSVP 

resource reservation on traffic delay is much steadier than ECTP without RSVP. 
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7.3.4 SCENARIO (4)- ECTP_RSVP 

In this scenario, all the nodes use either ECTP enabled by the standard and 

aggregated RSVP resource reservation or ECTP with RSVP resource reservation. 

Figure (7.14) illustrates network model project "ECTP RSVP DifJServ", scenario (4) 

"ECTP RSVP" 

Figure (7.14): OPNET Network model project ECTP RSVP_DiffServ, Scenario (1)-ECTP_RSVP 

7.3.4.1 NETV1'ORK MODEL DESCRIPTION 

This network model consists of four components, which are described as follows: 

1. WORKSTATIONS -the network model consists of six workstations; 

ppp_wwksn_adv. Table (7.45) describes the workstation models and their 

corresponding process models. 

WORKSTATION 
WORKSTATION 
MODEL 

TRANSPORT 

PROTOCOL USED 
IN NODE MODEL 

PROCESS MODEL 

ECTP manager 
Sender ECTP RSVP DiffServ ECTP connection 
Receiverl ECTP RSVP DiffServ ppp_wksn_adv ECTP ECTP part 2 - management ectp QoS 

Receiver2_ECTP_RSVP_Dif'Serv 
RSVP Diftserv (ECTP_RSVP) _ 

rsvp 
aggregated rs 

ECTP RSVP Sender 
ECTP_manager 

_ Receiver1 ECTP RSVP PPP_wksadv_ECTP ECTP part 2 ECTPconnection 

_ 
RCCeiverECTP RSVP 2 

RSVP (ECTP RSVP) 
- 

ectp_QoS_management 
_ rsvp 

Table (7.44): Description of workstation models 
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2. ROUTERS- See section (7.3.1.1), Routers. 

3. APPLICATION DEFINITION- See table (7.39), application definition. 

4. PROFILE DEFINITION- See table (7.40), profile definition. 

Once the applications and profiles have been configured, it is necessary to deploy 

these to the individual workstations. Table (7.46) describes the application attributes 
in each workstation. 

APPLICATION ATTRIBUTES 
WORKSTATION NAME SUPPORTED SUPPORTED 

RSVP PARAMETERS 
PROFILES PROFILES 

Sender ECTP_RSVP 
_DiffServ Voice 

RSVP 

Status 
Enabled 

i d d S RSVP Sender ECTP application Profile vo ce_reserve upporte 

_ list Default 

Receiverl_ECTP_RSVP_DiffServ RSVP Enabled 
RSVP ECTP Receiver2 DiffServ Voi Status 

_ _ _ RSVP ReceiverlECTP 
ce 

application Profile none Supported 

_ Receiver2 ECTP RSVP list 
Default 

Table (7.45): Description of application attributes 

5. TRAFFIC DESCRIPTIONS- This traffic has been specified inside the voice 

application definition (Table 7.32). Traffic between 

Sender ECTP RSVP DiffServ, Receiver] ECTP RSVP DiffServ and 
Receiver2 ECTP RSVP DiffServ uses Reserved type of service and 
Differentiated services with the integer priority value of 252 and delay parameter. 
Traffic between Sender ECTP RSVP, Receiverl ECTP RSVP and 
Receiver2 ECTP RSVP uses Reserved type of service with the integer priority 

value of 224 and delay parameter. The reservation has been made for traffic in 

both directions. 

6, IP CONFIGURATION- See section (7.3.1.1) IP configuration. 

ý, I 
. 
SVP CONFIGURATION- See section (7.2.1.1), RSVP configuration. 

7.3.4.2 COLLECTING STATISTICS 

See section (7.3.1.2), collecting statistics. 
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7.3.4.3 SIMULATION SETUP 

See section (7.3.1.3) simulation setup. 

7.3.4.4 SINIUL. ATIO\ RESULTS 

Figure (7.15) illustrates the simulation results of end-to-end traffic delay over voice 

application in ECTP_RSVP scenario. The ECTP_RSVP_DiffServ (turquoise) graph 

represents the variations of the traffic delay parameter on the network using ECTP 

transport protocol with the standard and aggregated RSVP. The ECTP_RSVP (green) 

graph represents the variations of traffic delay parameter on the network using ECTP 

transport protocol with RSVP. 

" object: ECTP_RSVP_DifServ of logical network 
" Annotation: voice reserved/ voice RSVP Used 
" Object: ECTP_RSVP of logical network 
" Annotation: voice reserved/Voice RSVP Used 
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Figure (7.15): Voice application. Packet End-to-End Delay (millsec) 

7.3.4.5 ANALYSIS OF TRAFFIC DELAY 

Figure (7.15) compares the voice application's traffic delay experienced using ECTP 

transport protocol with the standard and aggregated RSVP resource reservation and 

ECTP transport protocol with RSVP resource reservation. 
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As shown in the ECTP graph (turquoise) during the 91 minutes simulation the traffic 

delay variation stayed steady between 0.03028 (millsec) minimums and 0.1350 

(millsec) maximums. However, by looking at ECTP graph (pink) traffic delay 

variation stayed steady between 0.08419 (millsec) minimum and 0.2730 (millsec) 

maximums. 

The main reason is that the ECTP's reliability, scalability over nodes (tree-based 

architecture) and dynamic admission control (standard RSVP) along with scalability 

over network (aggregated RSVP) could performed better than ECTP transport 

protocol with RSVP resource reservation. Hence, ECTP transport protocol with the 

standard and aggregated RSVP resource reservation can reduce the traffic delay 

variation of voice application over the network. In the standard RSVP, per-flow 

reservation, may require a non-trivial amount of message exchange, computation, 

and memory resource in each router along the way. It would be better to reduce this 

to a more manageable level where load is heaviest and aggregation is possible. 

7.5 SUMMERY 

This chapter has discussed three case studies to simulate and analyze the behavior 

and performance of the proposed models over a network model in OPNET 

simulation tool. The case studies are defined as follows: 

0 CASE STUDY (I): ECTP WITHOUT RSVP 

This investigates the behavior and performance of the ECTP transport 

protocol enabled without RSVP resource reservation using voice application 

traffic. 

A0 CASE STUDY (II): ECTP WITH STANDARD RSVP 

This investigates the behavior and performance of the ECTP transport 

protocol enabled by standard RSVP resource reservation using voice 

application traffic. 
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0 CASE STUDY (I): ECTP WITH STANDARD AND AGGREGATED RSVP 

This investigates the behavior and performance of the ECTP transport 

protocol enabled by standard and aggregated RSVP resource reservation 

using voice application traffic. 

The experienced simulation results and analysis for all three case studies has shown 

that the ECTP transport protocol with the standard and aggregated RSVP resource 

reservation has the best performance on traffic delay to deliver voice application over 

the network. As has been discussed, the main reason is that the ECTP's reliability, 

scalability over nodes (tree-based architecture) and dynamic admission control 
(standard RSVP) along with scalability over network (aggregated RSVP). 
Explicit traffic has been used (appendix 7) for all of case studies in this chapter 
(sections: 7.1.1,7.2.1.1,7.2.2.1,7.2.3.1,7.3.1.1,7.3.2.1,7.3.3.1,7.3.4.1 on 

3. application definitions, 4. profile definitions and 5. traffic descriptions. The explicit 

traffic inside OPNET simulator creates application traffic which includes a set of 

models for generating traffic based on standard applications such as FTP, HTTP and 

voice. Explicit traffic modelling provides the most accurate results, since it models 

all protocols effect. However, this also results in longer simulations and higher 

memory usage application traffic which includes a set of models for generating 

traffic. This traffic has been specified inside the applications such as HTTP, FTP or 

voice. Type of service assigned to the packets sent from the both senders. It 

represents a session attribute which allows packets to be processed faster in ip queues 

(it is an integer between 0-252,252 being the highest priority). Table (7.45) shows 

the traffic descriptions in each case study. 
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CHAPTER 8- CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

8. CONCLUSION 

The main objective of this research was to develop a framework to provide reliability and 

scalability (over nodes) along with end-to-end resources, dynamic admission control and 

scalability (over network) for multicast applications. 

As has been mentioned, multicast applications have varying performance requirements; 

therefore it is necessary to design a framework that guarantees divers quality of service. 

However the existing best effort network cannot provide the guaranteed service level 

required by multicast application. To overcome this problem, two solutions have already 

been proposed: 

" Providing reliably and scalability during the connection; 

" Providing end-to-end resources, dynamic admission control and scalability over a 

network for multicast applications. 

The first solution proposed the tree-based functionality approach in the multicast 

transport protocol, to provide reliability and scalability between a sender and a group of 

receivers. The tree-based approach is characterized by dividing the receiver set into 

groups, distributing retransmission responsibility over an acknowledgement tree (ACK 

tree) structure built from the set of groups, with the source as the root of the tree. The 

ACK tree structure prevents receivers from directly contacting the source, in order to 

maintain scalability with a large receiver set. The ACK tree consists of receivers and the 

source (sender) organized into local groups, with each group having a group leader in 

charge of retransmission within the local group. However this solution only provides 

reliability and scalability for multicast applications, regardless of any quality service level 

required over the network environment. 

The second solution has proposed end-to-end quality of service over the network 

environment using interoperation of Integrated services (IntServ) and Differentiated 

services (DiffServ) principles. Both QoS architectures, have their own advantages and 

disadvantages. IntServ architecture is defined as a set of extensions to the traditional best 
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effort model of the Internet with the goal of allowing end-to-end QoS to be provided to 

multicast applications. IntServ assumes that the guarantees for the delivery of multicast 

application can be achieved only by reserving resources from the network nodes. It only 

provides dynamic admission control, end-to-end predictable services and an efficient use 

of network resources. However, the processing overhead in the high-speed networks will 
be unacceptable. 

On the other hand, Differentiated Services (DiffServ) architecture has benefited from the 

experiences of the Integrated Services architecture. The main concern of DiffServ is 

scalability. Scalability is achieved by aggregating the traffic classification state. However 

the lack of dynamic admission control mechanism and difficulties in resource allocation 

can make the DiffServ quite unpredictable. 

With the interoperation of both architectures it might be possible to build a scalable 

system, which would provide predictable services. This framework has to be supported 
by multicast transport protocol to provide reliability and scalability over the nodes. 

This research has proposed a framework to provide reliability and scalability on nodes 
(tree-functionality) along with end-to-end resources, dynamic admission control and 

scalability over the network (interoperation of IntServ and DiffServ) for multicast 

applications. 

Enhanced communication transport protocol, (ECTP), transport protocol was chosen for 

this research for following reasons: 

" ECTP transport protocol is a multicast transport protocol with tree-based 

functionality to support multicast applications. Tree-based functionality provides 

reliability and scalability for all multicast applications. 

" ECTP transport protocol is able to provide QoS management functionality 

established by Integrated or/and Differentiated services to support multicast 

applications. QoS management functionality provides end-to-end resource 
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reservation, dynamic admission control and scalability over the network for 

multicast applications. 

This research is focused on the further enhancement and implementation of the ECTP 

transport protocol, QoS management specification. It describes QoS management 
functions (negotiation, monitoring and maintenance) for the stable management of QoS 

for users in a simplex connection. 

QoS management enables ECTP transport protocol to negotiate QoS management 
functionality provided by IntServ or/and DiffServ principles in networks. Therefore, the 

ECTP transport protocol is able to provide end-to-end resources, dynamic admission 

control and scalability on networks. 

This research has used "Optimized Network engineering tool" (OPNET) to implement 

and investigate the ECTP specifications. OPNET simulator provides a comprehensive 
development environment for modeling and performance of communications networks. 

ECTP specifications have been designed and implemented in the OPNET simulator 
(version 8.1). It enables OPNET to investigate and compare the behavior and 

performance of ECTP specifications with the UDP transport protocol (an existing 

transport protocol in OPNET) over voice application. 

The investigation consists of three case studies. The simulation results have proved that 

the ECTP transport protocol with tree-based functionality and QoS management provided 
by IntServ and DiffServ, produced the best traffic delay for voice application. 

This chapter presents an overview of this thesis, highlights its logical structure and 

discusses the future work. Figure (8.1) outlines the main objectives of this research. 
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ECTP W ITH ECTP wi i'i i 
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MULTICAST APPLICATIONS 

REQUIREMENTS 

Figure (8.1): Thesis outline 
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8.1 LITERATURE REVIEW 

Chapter 2 has discussed "multicast services", which are defined as the sending of 

application from one source to a group of destinations. These applications are known as 

"multicast applications", which is defined as any application that sends to and/or receives 
from an IP multicast address. However, the multicast applications have varying 

performance requirements, which are described as follows: 

9 THROUGHPUT OR BANDWIDTH RATE- represents an amount of application data 

over a specific time period. 

" TRANSIT DELAY - represents end-to-end transmission time from a sender to a 

receiver 

" TRANSIT DELAY JITTER - represents the variation of network delay 

" DATA LOSS- represents the ratio of the amount of lost data to the amount of 
transmitted data. 

These requirements constrain the design of the multicast transport protocol needed to 

transmit them over network. Therefore to overcome these problems, networks need a 

multicast transport protocol to provide scalability and reliability for multicast 

applications. Four approaches have been defined to enable scalability and reliability into 

the multicast transport protocol. They are described as follow: 

0 SENDER-INITIATED APPROACH- requires the sender to maintain a list (called ACK 

list) for each packet, of the receivers from which it has received a positive 

acknowledgement (ACK). 

" RECEIVER-INITIATED APPROACH - places the responsibility for ensuring reliable 

packet delivery on the receiver. The sender continues to transmit new data packets 

until it receives a negative acknowledgment (NAK) from a receiver. 

" TREE-BASED APPROACH- divides the receiver set into groups, distributing 

retransmission responsibility over an acknowledgement tree structure built from the 

set of groups, with the source as the root of the tree. 
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" RING-BASED APPROACH- supports applications that require total ordering of 

transmissions at all receivers. It has only one token site responsible for ACKing 

packets back to the source. 

It has been mentioned that the experimental results have shown that the tree-based 

approach is the best answer to scalability and reliability. Enhanced communication 

transport protocol, ECTP, is a tree-based multicast transport protocol designed to support 

Internet multicast applications running over IP multicast capable networks. ECTP 

operates over IPv4/IPv6 networks that have the IP multicast forwarding capability. ECTP 

specifications have been defined by ITU. T/ISO in two parts: (i) control and (ii) QoS 

management for simplex connections. 

ECTP-Control specification has already been completed, which specifies the protocol 

operations for connection establishment, reliability and scalability using the tree-based 

approach. This specification is presented in Chapter 2. 

ECTP-QoS management specification describes QoS management functions for the 

stable management of QoS for users in a simplex connection. This research proposes to 

design of a framework to enable the ECTP transport protocol with the QoS management 

functionality. 

Before discussing ECTP QoS management specification, Chapter 3 presented an 

overview of QoS management operations, parameters and services. QoS management is 

defined as a concrete realization of required levels of QoS in a real system, which is 

described in three components: negotiation, maintenance and monitoring. QoS services 

are provided by two services: Integrated services (IntServ) and Differentiated services 

(DiffServ). IntServ architecture is designed to provide end-to-end resources and dynamic 

admission control over network. DiffServ architecture is designed to provide scalability 

over the network. The proposed interoperation of IntServ and DiffServ by IETF can 

achieve end-to-end resource, dynamic admission control and scalability over network 

providing end-to-end QoS for multicast applications. 
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8.2 CONTRIBUTION TO THE BODY OF KNOWLEDGE 

The ECTP control specification has been completed by ITU. TIISO, which specifies the 

protocol operations for connection establishment, reliability and scalability using a tree- 

based approach. However, the ECTP transport protocol cannot itself guarantee the QoS 

levels required by applications. Chapter 4 proposed and defined new components to 

enable the ECTP transport protocol as a tree-based multicast protocol with QoS 

managements operations using IntServ and DiffServ principles. 

During the ECTP connection lifetime, QoS negotiation is performed in the connection 

creations phase. After an ECTP connection is created, and if QoS management is 

enabled, the QoS monitoring is activated. Based on the aggregated QoS values, the 

sender takes the QoS maintenance actions to maintain the connection status at a desired 

QoS level. 

Once all the new components have been defined in ECTP transport protocol, Chapter 5 

proposed two mapping models to enable ECTP transport protocol with end-to-end 

resource reservation, dynamic admission control and scalability using IntServ and/or 
DiffServ principles. They are described as follow: 

0 MODEL (I)- Enabling ECTP transport protocol to negotiate end-to-end resource 

reservation using standard RSVP signaling protocol (IntServ). 

This model has proposed the mapping of ECTP QoS parameters target values 

onto Standard RSVP object traffic descriptors. As has been mentioned, the 

character of the ECTP transport protocol itself is unable to provide QoS 

management. Therefore an interface between ECTP and RSVP is required so that 

the ECTP QoS parameter target values would be informed to the RSVP processor. 

This mapping would enable the ECTP transport protocol to provide end-to-end 

connection for multicast applications by negotiating the QoS levels in the 

connections creation phase. QoS negotiation operation uses RSVP signaling to 

enable ECTP to negotiate the resource reservation required by applications to all 
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active receivers before transmitting packets. This model followed the IntServ 

principle, which only provides end-to-end resources and dynamic admission 

control. Therefore Model (II) has been proposed to provide scalability as well as 

end-to-end resources and dynamic admission control. 

" MODEL (II)- Enabling ECTP transport protocol to negotiate end-to-end resource 

reservation using both the standard and aggregated RSVP signaling protocol 

(interoperation between IntServ and Dif%Serv). 

This model proposed the mapping of ECTP QoS parameter target values into 

standard and aggregated RSVP object traffic descriptors. This mapping should 

enable the ECTP transport protocol to provide end-to-end connection for 

multicast applications by negotiating the QoS level in the connection phase. 
Therefore, ECTP QoS parameter target values are mapped into the standard and 

aggregated RSVP resource reservation (object traffic descriptors) to provide end- 

to-end resources and dynamic admission control as well as scalability over 

networks. 

8.2.1 IMPLEMENTATION AND SIMULATION RESULTS 

Once the architectures of two mapping models are proposed and defined, chapter 6 

explained the implementation of ECTP transport protocol specifications: control and QoS 

management (model (I) and (II)) into OPNET). 

The implementations have followed the OPNET modeling methodology to define each 

process model. Each process model is expressed in Proto-C, a language combining 

graphical state-transition diagrams (STDs), embedded C/C++ language data items and 

statements, and library of Kernel Procedures (KPs) that provides commonly needed 

functionality for modeling communications and information processing systems. Table 

(8.1) summarizes the implemented process models in OPNET simulator. 
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IMPLEMENTED PROCESS MODEL MODELS" "' 

ectp_manager 

ECTP transport protocol ectp_connection 
ectp_QoS_management 
rsvp 
aggrsvp 

DS router process model 
DS ip 
DS_ps 
i icm 

Table (8.1): Implemented process models in OPNET simulator 

Once the ECTP transport protocol specifications have been implemented and defined in 

OPNET, Chapter 7 discussed three case studies to simulate and analyze the behavior and 

performance of the each of the ECTP specifications over the network model. Each case 

study has been assumed to use single path methodology network model and explicit 

traffic specification. The case studies are defined as follows: 

" CASE STUDY (I): ECTP WITHOUT RSVP 

This investigates the behavior and performance of the ECTP transport protocol 

enabled without RSVP resource reservation using voice application. 

0 CASE STUDY (II): ECTP WITH sTANI)ARD RSVP 

This investigates the behavior and performance of the ECTP transport protocol 

enabled by standard RSVP resource reservation using voice application. 

0 CASE STUDY (III): ECTP WITH STANDARD AND AGGREGATED RSVP 

This investigates the behavior and performance of the ECTP transport protocol 

enabled by the standard and aggregated RSVP resource reservation using voice 

application. 

All the case studies have been compared with the exiting transport protocol, UDP using 

traffic delay parameter for voice application. The simulation results are analyzed for all 

three case studies have showed the following results: 
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" The performances of the ECTP transport protocol without RSVP resource 

reservation on traffic delay parameter for voice application have shown that 

ECTP can provide improved QoS compared to the UDP transport protocol 

without RSVP resource reservation. The main reason is that with the ECTP 

tree-based functionality, it can provide better reliability and scalability for 

voice application. 

" The performances of the ECTP transport protocol with standard RSVP 

resources reservation (model (I)) on the traffic delay parameter over voice 

applications have shown that ECTP can provide better QoS compared to the 

UDP transport protocol with or without RSVP resource reservation. The main 

reason is that with the ECTP tree-based functionality and QoS management 
(standard RSVP), it can provide better reliability as well as end-to-end 

resources and dynamic admission control for voice application. 

" The performances of ECTP transport protocol with standard and aggregated 
RSVP resources reservation (model (II)) on traffic delay parameter over 

voice application have shown that ECTP can provide improved QoS 

compared to the UDP transport protocol with or without RSVP resource 

reservation. The main reason is that the ECTP tree-based functionality and 
QoS management (standard RSVP) can provide better reliability as well as 

end-to-end resources, dynamic admission control and scalability over 

networks for voice application. 

" ECTP transport protocol with standard and aggregated RSVP resource 

reservation has the best performance compared to ECTP with or without 

standard RSVP resource reservation on traffic delay parameters to deliver 

voice application over the network. The main reason is that ECTP transport 

protocol with standard and aggregated RSVP resource reservation provides 
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reliability, dynamic admission control, efficient network resources and 

scalability over networks. 
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8.3 FUTURE WORK 

This work can be applied on the further enhancement of ECTP transport protocol 

specifications for N-plex multicast transport connection. 

As it mentioned in Chapter 2, the ECTP control specification employs the tree-based 

control mechanism to achieve high scalability as well as reliability by adopting 

hierarchical tree-based control architecture. However, the ECTP tree-based control 

mechanism has been defined only for a simplex multicast transport connection, in which 

there are only one sender and a group of receivers. They are known as the root and local 

groups respectively. Figure (8.2) illustrates the simplex multicast transport connection. 

r^, 
A 

XC`. AL GRo1 p. 
Roof (RICI I' i R) 
(SL"NUGR) , 

JwJ 

Figure (8.2): Simplex multicast transport connection 

The future work could focus on the further enhancement of the ECTP tree-based control 

specification for an N-plex multicast transport connection. An N-plex multicast transport 

connection is defined as a multicast connection, which all the nodes (senders and 

receivers) can act as either root or local groups. Figure (8.3) illustrates the N-plex 

multicast transport connection. 
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Figure (8.3): N-plex multicast transport connection 
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Any root in N-plex multicast connection can be assigned as the connection owner. That 

root is at the heart of multicast group communications. It is responsible for overall 

connection management by governing connection creation, data transmission and 

connection terminations. ECTP can employ shared tree-based control mechanisms for 

connection creation and termination, which are configured during connection creation. 

The control tree can define a parent-child relationship between any pair of tree nodes. 

In an N-plex multicast transport connection, data transmission in connection management 

can be implemented using as a token-based approach, in which the connection owner 

manages the token(s) to transmit data. 

According to the definition of ECTP tree-based control for an N-plex multicast transport 

connections, it can be employed the QoS management function to provide end-to-end 

QoS. 
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APPENDIX (A) 

TYPES OF MULTICAST APPLICATION 

" SCHEDULED AUDIO/VIDEO (A/V) DISTRIBUTION 

Lectures, presentations, meetings, or any other type of scheduled event whose multimedia 

coverage could benefit an audience (i. e. television and radio "broadcasts"). One or more 

constant-bit- rate (CBR) datastreams and relatively high-bandwidth demands characterise 

these applications. When more than one datastream is present--as with an audio/video 

combination--the two are synchronised and one typically has a higher priority than the 

other(s). For example, in an a/v combination it is more important to ensure an intelligible 

audio stream, than perfect video. 

" PUSH MEDIA 

News headlines, weather updates, sports scores, or other types of non-essential dynamic 

information. "Drip-feed", relatively low-bandwidth data characterise these applications. 

" FILE DISTRIBUTION AND CACHING 

Web site content, executable binaries and other file-based updates sent to distribute end-user 

or replication/caching sites. 

" ANNOUNCEMENTS 

Network time, multicast session schedules, random numbers, keys, configuration updates, 

(scoped) network locality beacons, or other types of information that are commonly useful. 

Their bandwidth demands can vary, but generally they are very low bandwidth. 

MONITORING 

Stock prices, Sensor equipment (seismic activity, telemetry, meteorological or oceanic 

readings), security systems, manufacturing or other types of real-time information. 

Bandwidth demands vary with sample frequency and resolution, and may be either constant- 

bit-rate or bursty (if event- driven). 
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9 MULTIMEDIA CONFERENCING 

AudioNideo and whiteboard comprise the classic conference application. Having multiple 
datastreams with different priorities characterises this type of application. Co-ordination 

issues--such as determining who gets to talk when--complicate their development and 

usability. There are common heuristics and "rules of play", but no standards exist for 

managing conference group dynamics. 

0 SYNCHRONISM RESOURCES 

Shared distributed databases of any type (schedules, directories, as well as traditional 

Information System databases). 

0 CONCURRENT PROCESSING 

Distributed parallel processing. 

0 COLLABORATION 

Shared document editing. 

" DISTANCE LEARNING 

This is a one-to-many a/v distribution application with "upstream" capability that allows 

receivers to question the speaker(s). 

0 CHAT GROUPS 

These are like text-based conferences, but may also provide simulated representations 

("avatars") for each "speaker" in simulated environments. 

9 DISTRIBUTED INTERACTIVE SIMULATIONS (DIS) 

Each object in a simulation multicasts descriptive information (e. g., telemetry) so all other 

objects can render the object, and interact as necessary. The bandwidth demands for these 

can be tremendous, as the number of objects and the resolution of descriptive information 

increases. 
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" MULTI-PLAYER GAMES 

Many multi-player games are simply distributed interactive simulations, and may include 

chat group capabilities. Bandwidth usage can vary widely, although today's first-generation 

multi-player games attempt to minimise bandwidth usage to increase the target audience 

(many of whom still use dial-up modems). 

" JAM SESSIONS 

Shared encoded audio (e. g., music). The bandwidth demands vary based on the encoding 

technique, sample rate, sample resolution, number of channels, etc. 

" RESOURCE DISCOVERY 

Service Location, for example, leverages IP Multicast to enable something like a "host 

anycasting service" capability (anycast): A multicast receiver to send a query to a group 

address, to elicit responses from the closest host so they can satisfy the request. The 

responses might also contain information that allows the receiver to determine the most 

appropriate (e. g., closest) service provider to use. In Table 1, this application is entry D4. It is 

also illustrated in Figure 2 by possibility number 3. Alternately, the response could be to a 

multicast rather than unicast address, although technically that would make it an MtoM 

application type (this is how the Service Location Protocol (SLP) operates, when a user agent 

attempts to locate a directory agent). 

" DATA COLLECTION 

This is the converse of a one-to-many "monitoring" application described earlier. In this case 

there may be any number of distributed "sensors" that send data to a data collection host. 

The sensors might send updates in response to a request from the data collector, or send 

continuously at regular intervals, or send spontaneously when a pre-defined event occurs. 

Bandwidth demands can vary based on sample frequency and resolution. 

" AUCTIONS 

The "auctioneer" starts the bidding by describing whatever it is for sale (product or service or 

whatever), and receivers send their bids privately or publicly (i. e., to a unicast or multicast 

address). 
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0 POLLING 

The "pollster" sends out a question, and the "pollees" respond with answers. 

" JUKEBOX 

Allows near-on-demand a/v playback. Receivers use an "out-of-band" protocol mechanism 

(via web, email, unicast or multicast requests, etc. ) to send their playback request into a 

scheduling queue (JMJThe initial unicast request is the only difference between this type of 

application and a typical 1toM. If that initial request were sent to a multicast address, this 

would effectively be an MtoM application. 

" ACCOUNTING 

This is basically data collection but is worth separating since it is such an important 

application. In some multicast applications it is imperative to know information about each 

receiver, possibly in real-time. But such information can be overwhelming (MRM). 

Current mechanisms, like RTCP (which is actually MtoM since it is multicast but could be 

made Mtol), use scaling techniques but trade-off information granularity. As a group grows 

the total amount of feedback is constant but each receiver sends less. 
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APPENDIX (B) 

GROUP DESCRIPTION IN MULTICAST CONNECTION (ITU. 601) 

" Multicast connection operation may be achieved by five distinct phases, which are 

described as follow: 

1. MULTICAST GROUP CREATION PHASE 

This operation is to create a multicast-group. The multicast-group may be created 
by specifying the set of rules that defines the future enrolled-groups memberships. 
Before this operation, the multicast-group does not exist and this operation will be 

performed by the group management facility. 

As soon as multicast-group is reported to the group manger with group 

membership criteria, a group-name is assigned to the group with appropriate 

group membership criteria. 

Then the information about this multicast-group is to be known to the potential 

service users. Therefore, a multicast-group can be identified by its group name in 

the following actions by the potential service users. 
These criteria may be defined by means of set of rules or by more arbitrary means 

such as a list. The group criteria may include group-application name, group- 

name(s), proposed group-characteristics, and so on, depending on the hierarchy 

that the group is located. 

2. REGISTRATION/DE-REGISTRATION PHASE 

After creation of multicast-group, a service user should make it known to the 

group manager that it intends to be a member of enrolled-group. 
Registration operation can be presented by letting the group manger to know 

group names and addresses of multicast-group members. Therefore, registration- 

group is composed of members of multicast-group that have successfully 

performed the registration operations. 

It may be possible for a certain service user, such as group-owner, or group- 

manager to determine the members of the registered group. 
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De-registration, the inverse operation of registration, is performed when a service 

user registration is deleted from the list of registered group members, or from the 

forwarding list in the intermediate systems i. e. router. 

3. ENROLLMENT/DE-ENROLLMENT PHASE 

Enrollment operation allows a service user already registered to become a 

member of an enrolled-group. 

The enrolled-group is consisted of members that have successfully performed the 

registration and the enrolment operations. 
After creation of registered-group, a group-address is assigned from the group 

manager, and is known to the registered-group members. An enrolled-group is 

actually in the position to be reached by means of at least one group-address or 

group-name. 

A member of an enrolled group can also be reached by its individual address. 

Then registered-group members allow an intermediate system like a router to 

activate required transmission channel(s) and forward the data to itself. 

The group enrollment operation accomplishes the whole set-up that is necessary 
to place an entity into the position to be instantiated as a member in an actual 

enrolled-group. 

For example, in the Internet applications, they select desirable group- 

connection(s) in a proposed group-association, letting those selected group- 

address(s) be activated in a designated router, which is capable of multicast 

demon, using IGMP, and IP multicast routing protocols to forward the data to the 

end-system. 

Even though the data is forwarded to the end system, it may not be received 

properly since the end system is not yet been activated. 

De-enrollment, the reveres operation of enrollment, is performed when an n 

enrolled-service user is deleted from the list of enrolled-group members, or from 

the forwarding list in the intermediate system. Then the enrolled-group member 

permits an intermediate system like a router to release the transmission channel 
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(s), so that the enrolled-group member is in the position that can neither be 

reached through the group-address nor by the group-name. 

4. ACTIVATION/DE-ACTIVATION PHASE 

The activation phase establishes the shared state of specific instant of multicast 

communication based on information established during the enrollment phase 

among the participants. 

During the activation phase the specific QoS requirements would be accepted for 

data transfer must be made or modified if they were not made during the 

enrollment phase. 
In this phase, group association (GA) and/or group connection is created. The 

member that initiates the creation of GA is called the initiator. 

The de-activation operation is performed to terminate a GA. This may occur at 

any time and may or may not be abrupt. It may be initiated either by the service- 

user or the service-provider. 

5. DATA TRANSFER PHASE 

The data transfer phase involves the actual transfer of data among the group 

members who belong to the active-group. It may include functions termination the 

QoS, either in terms of error control or resource reservation. 
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" ECTP ENROLLMENT PHASE BEFORE CREATION CONNECTION 

Before an ECTP connection is created, each potential group member (receivers) must 

be enrolled to the multicast group, which it is called an enrolled group member. Some 

or all of the enrolled group users will participate in the ECTP connection. 

Before an enrolled group member joins the multicast connection, it must be attached 

to the network interface with the help of Internet group management protocol (IGMP) 

and IP multicasting routing protocols. These protocols ensure that the enrolled 

member listen to the multicast data and control packets from TO and LOs. 

An enrolled group user gets information on the multicast session, including IP 

addresses and port number, via SDP/SAP, HTTP or email. 
To ensure that an enrolled user participates in the ECTP connection, the following 

transport addresses must be announced to the enrolled-group, together with the 

session-specific information: 

1. Multicast-group transport address: an IP multicast address and a port number 
The IP multicast address and port number combination must be unique to an 

ECTP connection, and it will be used by TO to transmit the multicast data to the 

receivers. 

2. Unicast transport address of TO: an IP unicast address and a port number 
The IP address and the port number correspond to the source IP address and the 

port number for the multicast data packets, respectively. They will also be 

referred to as the destination IP address and the port number for the control 

packets flowing from receivers to TO. 

3. Unicast transport address of LO: an IP unicast address and a port number 

This unicast transport address corresponds to the source IP address and the port 

number for the multicast control packets such as TJ and ACK packets. It is also 

referred to as the destination address and port number for the control packets from 

the children to LO. 

4. Multicast control transport address of an LO: an IP multicast address and a 

port number 
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If TO and LOs use different multicast addresses, each LO also announce its 

multicast address and port numbers. The IP address and port number will be used 

by LO to transmit the multicast control packets such as HB and RD packets to the 

children. 

Using multicast addresses, each enrolled member must have been attached to the 

network, via the IGMP and IP multicast routing protocols, before the connection is 

created. The member listen to the multicast control and data control messages from TO 

and LOs. 

.. ý' 
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OPNET PROGRAMMING 

" OPNET OVERVIEW 

OPNET modular is a network simulation tool developed by OPNET technology INC. 

It has the following features: (OPNET Technology INC. OPNET Modeling 

overview, 2003. Available from OPNET Modeler 8.1 software package online 
documentation). 

SPECIALIZED IN COMMUNICATION NETWORKS AND INFORMATION SYSTEMS 

OPNET provides tools to model the detailed functions in data communication 

technologies and protocol design. OPNET library provides standard protocols 

such as TCP/IP, RIP and ATM, as well as well-known products such as Cisco 

routers. 

" OBJECT ORIENTATION 

Network components are defined in terms of objects, each with set of 

configurable attributes. Each object is allowed to include other object, if 

necessary. 

HIERARCHICAL MODELS 

OPNET allows users to create network models in hierarchy. For example, 

users may define a subnet inside a network. OPNET is able to display the 

higher layer network topology and hid the details of the subnet. 

" SIMULATION TOOLS 

OPNET allows users to insert probing tools into network models to record 

statistics such as traffic rate and error rate. Together with its post-simulation 

analysis tools, OPNET allows users to interpret and evaluate different 

simulation scenarios. 
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0 GRAPHICAL USER INTERFACE 

OPNET has a graphics-based user interface. User may use the GUI to 

construct a network or it process model, define packet formats, edit object 

attributes. and visualize simulation results. 

0 PROCRA\1M1\G ENVIRONMENT 

OPNET uses C-styled to modify network object from library or to create new 

nodes or protocols from scratch. Once the model is created, OPNET 

automatically integrates and compiles the new model into the runtime 

environment. 

"\ ETWA ORK \1ODEL 

A network model specifies the topology of a simulation network. Figure (A) 

illustrates a typical scenario of a network model. This model is available in 

OPNET library as IP-firewalI. 

This topology shows that a firewall protected local LAN is located at the west 

cost of USA and there are four clients located at different locations with the US. 
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Figure (a): A network model 

9 \UUF: MODEL 

Node model sho%vs the architecture of node in the network topology. Node 

model in OPNET represents network nodes or hosts in the simulated network 

topology. figure (h) shows the details of a node model. Note that OPNET 
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organizes the node in such a way that it closely resembles the ISO-ISO 

layering model: hubrx and huh_tx represents the physical interfaces from 

and to the Ethernet; mac and carp belong to the data link layer (DLL); IP is 

modeled op top MAC, with TCP and UDP connected to the IP layer. Finally 

user application server is modeled on the top of the protocol stack at the 

application layer. 

Each component (such as ip, arp and mac) in the node model is a process. A 

process transport data packets to its neighboring process through packet 

. streams (the single arrow solid lines). The arrow shows the direction of the 

data flow. Each end of the packet stream is uniquely numbered in its 

corresponding process. The single-arrow dash lines in the node model are 

used to pass statistical data, and thus called statistical lines. Statistical data 

are used for monitoring process activities. The double arrow dash lines are 

used to identify logical transmitter and receiver. 
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Figure (h): A node model 

: A. dcsCrihcd in preiions section, a process is an important building block for 

node models. Figure (c) shows the construction of the UDP process mode. 

OPN[ I' process model defines a starting state (state pointed to by a think arrow), 
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but does not define a termination state. The links between the states are the 

transition lines. The labels on the transition lines specify the state transition 

condition. 
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Figure(c): A process model 

The solid line is equivalent to the dashed lines with the label "default". They indicate 

an unconditioned transition. In other words, if all transition conditions fail, this 

(default) transition is taken. The solid dark state is a "unforced" which means that 

once a process enters such state, it will not leave the state until an event happens. The 

solid which state is "forced state. It means that once the process enters the state, 

executes the script in the state, and moves into the new state without waiting for their 

events to take place. 

A process models the behaviors of the network protocol or an application. C- 

languaýge-styled scripts are stored in each state. The label of a state partitions the state 

(represented by circle in figure (a)) into two segments. The top segment Stute Eater 

Executive (enter-exec), and the bottom segment represents Stute Exit Evýecictiý'e (exit- 

exec). Scripts in the enter-exec and the exit-exec segments are executed on entering 

or e\iting the state, respectively. Not all states require having both entered exit 

execution defined. For example.. the forced states usually do not need an exit 

execution because there is no state change between the execution of enter-exec and 

exit-exec. For unforced states, it may not he the case because the process may need 

to process the never that triggers the state transition. Functions or statements not 

related to a particulate state are organized as follows: 
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STATE VARIABLES 

Variables that are used to represent the information accumulated and retained by 

a process are referred to as state variables. This name is due to the fact that these 

variables, together with the current position of a process within its state transition 

diagram, represent the complete state of a process at any time. 

State variables are declared in a dedicated area of a Proto-C model, referred to as 

state variable block. 

State variables are persistent, meaning that from the perspective of each process, 

they retain their value over time. Explicit assuagement statements that are 

executed by the process itself can only modify them. This implies that the values 

of the state variables of a process are frozen when its blocks (i. e. halts execution 

after completing the enter execution of an unforced state), and found unchanged 

by the process when it resumes execution at its next invocation. 

" TEMPORARY VARIABLES 

A process may declare temporary variables in order to store information that does 

not require persistence. Temporary variables are not guaranteed have any 

particular set of values when a process model is invoked. In particular, the values 

that were assigned to these variables by the same process during its previous 
invocation may have been changed. 
Since they have no persistence, temporary variables are useful only as scratch 

storage to facilitate computation of complex expression or to hold information 

within the time frame of a single process invocation. 

" GLOBAL VARIABLES 

Global variables provide a means for multiple processes in different modules, 
including processes of different types, to store information in a common location. 

Declarations should be entered into a process model's header block (HB). 

" FUNCTION BLOCK (FB) 

In Proto-C, any number of functions may be specified within a section called 
function black of a process model. This function black's contents can be edited by 

the using edit function block operation of process editor. 
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The most common and straightforward approach to modularizing recurring 

computations is to make use of the function call mechanism provided by the C 

and C++ languages. 

Functions (or procedures) are specifications of computations that may accept 

parameters, referred to as arguments. Arguments may be of any data type 

provided by C, C++ or OPNET. 

Depending on the service that is required of them, functions may provide returns 

values that results from their computations or simply perform a series of actions 

and return no results. 
If functions return values that are not integers, these functions should be declared 

prior to their use. If they are used within the STDs executive and condition 

statements, corresponding function declarations should be placed in the header 

block, to ensure that they appear in the proper order. 

The purpose of a function declaration is to inform the compiler what type of 

value will be returned. 

" DIAGNOSTIC BLOCK (DB) 

OPNEF simulations automatically incorporate a sophisticated "debugger" called 

OPNET Diagnostic Block (ODB) that allows the user to interactively monitor the 

progress of a simulation and the state of its object. ODB's capabilities are 

exercised from a command line. Most of these capabilities are entirely provided 

by the simulation kernel. However, because processes are user-defined and can 

store information in propriety data structures, and because the simulation kernel 

is not capable of knowing which particular information within a process is 

interesting to report, ODB provides two special commands that can be applied to 

processes. These commands, called prodiag and proldiag, allow useful 

reports to be printed about the current sate of a user-defined process. 

" Termination block 

Procedures in termination block is invoked when the simulation terminations. For 

example, one may create a function in the termination block that collects all the 

statistics. At the time the simulation terminations, OPNET automatically executes 

the function in the termination block to collect final results. 
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As mentioned above, once the process enters an " unforced" ratet, it must wait for an 

event before it can move to the next state, such as stream interrupt, self-interrupt, and 

remote interrupt, and so on. Once the process receives an interrupt, the interrupt type 

can be found by calling a function op_intrpt_type(). The return value indicates the 

type of interrupt. 

Stream interrupt happens when the process completely receives a data deliver by 

neighboring process. The packet stream interface can be founded by calling 

op_intrpt_stm(). 
Self-interrupt is generated by the process itself. The process schedules a self- 

interrupt for a future simulation time. A different process in the same node generates 

remote interrupt. 

" SIMULATION ATTRIBUTES 

In order to avoid hard-code simulation variables such as IP addresses in the 

simulation program, simulation attributes are used as an interface for users to 
interact with the simulation. Each object, e. g. process model, node model and the 

network model, can define simulation attributes. The simulation attributes are set 
before the simulation states. During the simulation, the process reads the 

simulation attributes during the initialization state so that critical information can 
be established before data pass through. 

" SIMULATION RESULTS 

During the execution of the simulation, OPNET collects statistics of common 

interest, for example, delay for voice applications. Users can also define their 

own statistics and let OPNET collect the data during the simulation. The left side 

of figure (a) shows the interface that displays the available statistics within a 

node (or link) model, and the right side of figure (a) shows a plot of selected 

statistics after the simulation is completed. 

" DEBUG 

In order to improve performance, OPNET kernel runs in the optimized mode. 

However, the kernel mode can be switched to the debugging mode. OPNET 

provides its own debugging tools, which are different from other popular 
debugger such as GDB. OPNET debugger does not allow the user to trace the 
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source code and execute the program instruction by instruction. Instead, it debugs 

the simulation one event at a time. Inserting the following code block into the 

program can print debugging information: 

If (op_prg_odb_ltrace_enbale ("lable_string")){ 

op_prg_odb_print_major("string 1 ", "string2",..., NIL); 

The function op_prg_odb_ltrace_enbale () returns FALSE if the label string is 

not registered in the simulation environment. It returns TRUE otherwise. User 

can register the label string in the simulation environment by issuing the 
following command at the debug prompt: lstop "label_trace". User can also 

remove a label string from the simulation environment by using the following 

command at the debug prompt: dellstop<break_ponitlD>. 

The function op_prg_odb_print_major () prints out strings generated by the user, 
together with the simulation information such as the simulation time, an event 
received before entering or exiting the state, and the event the simulation kernel 
is going to issue. 

" CONFIGURATION APPLICATIONS AND PROFILES 

To configure a workstation or LAN to model the behavior of a user or group of users, 
it is needed to describe their behavior. A user 's behavior or 'profile' can be described 

by the applications. 
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